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Ats tract 

The energy consuapt1on has gro•n, depending on the industry developaent 

as •ell as population gro•th. ~~ergy conservation aeasures lo•er specific 

energy consuaption in the industry as •ell as in the public sector. Energy 

aanageaent in industrial plants sho•s aain areas for continuous efforts to 

lo•er energy consuaption and env1ronaental polution. 

Energy auditing is the iaportant prerequisite for energy conservation and 

savings in industrial plants. The objective of energy auciting is to identify 

the losses in energy utilization (consu•Ption and conversion) and then to 

deteraine the •ays and aeans of their reduction or rlia1nation. 

The application of energy auditing does not require auch invest•er.ts and 

Jointly it lo•ers energy consuaption and aanufacturing costs, as •ell as it 

increases the outputs and quality of the production. The ftobile Diagnostic 

Unit (Energy Bus) and its ainiaturized version, Energy Kit, are the practical 

aeans for energy auditing. Systeaatic description of principles, aeasures, 

vilues, aethods and instru•entat1on, including data processing, aside 

recoaaended aeasures for iaprovaaent, are presented in order to guide the 

auditing staff for effective aeasures in energy conservation. Selected 

aeasures for iaproveaent are the guidance for particular case studies . 
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I. Introduction 

The gro•ing prices of energy resources in the •orld •arkets, the forecast 

of energy gro•th for the forthco•ing period created the necessity for •ore 

efficient energy use in all developed as ••ll as developing countries around 

the •orld. "any national progra••es for energy conservation are being 

i•Pl••ented by European countries in general, including those receiving 

technical assistance fro• the United Nations Develop•ent Progra••e (UNDP). 

Mhile in each country the •ost appropriate •easures to achieve greater 

econo•y and efficiency in the use of energy •ill necessarily differ according 

to natiQnal conditions and policy goals, it is recognized that all of the• 

could greatly benefit fro• syste•atic co-operation and joint efforts in this 

area. 

Therefore. the United Nations Industrial Develop•ent Organization 

(UNIDO), the executing agency of UNDP, elaborated the pro3ect concept 

·Regional Co-operation in the Fiel of Industrial Energy Conservation·, •~icn 

received strong support at the Inter-Govern•ental Consultation on the UNDP 

Regional Progra••e for Europe in the Third Cycle, 1982-1986, held in Geneva in 

"ay 1981. O•ing to this continuing strong interest, a proJect on energy 

conservation in industry •as reco••ended for i•pleaentation by uNI~O 11 the 

Regional Progra••e for Europe tor this cycle. 

Preparatory Assistance activities designed to achieve a Nell plar.ned 

det11lr.d progra••• during the •a1n project phase Nere carried out by UNIDO in 

198•-1985. All European IPF countries(•) •ere contacted and nine (Bulgaria, 

Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, "alta, Poland, Portugal, Roaania ano 

Yugoslavia) expressed interes~ and agreed to part1c1pate in the prc;ect. 

(*) e.~.: Countries el1g1~le for UNDP Technical Ass1stan:e 

• 
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During the Preparatory Assistance Pnase, seven areas of autual interest 

Mere defined, of Mhich three Mere cross-sectional, co••on for all industrial 

branches: 

energy conservation Dolicy 

energy auditing 

secondary energy resources and Maste •aterials 

Four industrial sectors Mere defined as the •ost interesting for the 

participating countries: 

iron and steel proauction 

che•ical industry 

building •aterials •anufacture 

food processing industrv 

During the subsequently tNo years of"the on-going phase of :he proJect, a 

Regional Network on Energy Conservation in Industrv was initiated (see F19. 

I). The NetNork covers seven areas and nearly 40 institu:ions f;o• :he nine 

countries, involving approx1•ately 200 specialists, who su~•ittea •ore than 

100 technical papers at the different group •eet!ngs, which were orgar.1zea 

annually. 

Due to good results, the pro1ect was extenaed for the per1oa of l~&e-1990 

with the new target to acnieve a self-sustainability of the NetNOrK by 1990, 

e.g. to operate w1thou: external suppor:, relying on t~e coaro~ interests and 

benefits of the participating countries. 

The Ener~y Auditing Sub-Network 1s being co-ordinated cv t~· 

Czechoslovakian Research Institute for Ceramics. Retractcr1es 1na Nor.-meta!l1c 

Raw Materials, in c~-ooeration ~itn tne :Nt~l-C:ecnc~~o~a~!a Jc1,t ~r:9r1mm! 

for International Co-o~erat10~. Non-metJll1c Ina~~tr1es. P1lse1. nav~~g m~~e 
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In 1985. i••ediatelv after the pro1ect was a~pro~ea. the activities ln 

tne field of energy auditing started according to the work prograaae. 

In the overall context of establishing natiJnal energy aud1tin9 systeas, 

suitable for local conditions of each participating country. the conceot of a 

"obile Diagnostic Unit ("DU) or ·energy bus· w!s analy:ed. nDU is a 

self-sustained unit capable of visiting inaustria~. coaaercial ana public 

service sites to perter• on-site audits and present docuaented anaivs1s of 

data and reco••endations for energy saving •easures. !t co•pr1ses a sobile 

vehicle containing •easuring instru•ents and a cocDuter wit~ associated 

progra••es for analysing data. and an experienced energy audit crew of 

engineer/technical stage. 

The experience of •any advar.cec countries sho~s adv3nta9es cf tn1s ~1nd 

of units, which can be adopted at a •ini•u• cost for use in all branches of 

industrial act1v1ties and in different locations. These units also enable its 

crew to develop and analyze all necessary data for •a1ntain1ng the energy 

conservation and eliainating energy losses. 

This concept was reco••ended to the proJect countries as one of the •Ost 

suitable aeans ro~ energy auditing. A aodel nDU was constru:ted at tne 

Institute in Pilsen and de•onstrated to the spec1al1sts fro• t~e part1c1pat1n9 

countries. This approach was 1lso used for ouilding HDUs in Roaanl3 ano 

Yugoslavia. Soae ~ore HDUs would be expected in other countries. 

Besldes, different expert group aeet1n9s and study tours t~ sel~cted 

countries were organized in order to oeaonstrate to the part1c1pa~1n9 

countries aodern aethods ana results 1n energy aud1t1~9. 
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Hany discussions and negotiations have alreaav prev1ouslv ina1catea tnat 

a nanual ~n Energy Auditing is badly needed as a 9u1dance ~or the successful 

execution of auditing as Nell as for training purposes. Therefore, several 

national institutions of the project •e•ber countries produced their oNn 

version of the nan~al, such as Czechoslovakia, Hungarv, Ro•ania anj 

Yugoslavia. This paper represents the su••ary version, apDl1cable in 

industries of all interested cou~tries. 

Volu•e I of the na~ual is related to the general orinc1Dle$, seasuring 

techniques, theoretical aspects of energy auditing ar.d it gl~es ge~eral 

guidelines for factories' energy.•anage•ent. The next VoluDes II ana III Nill 

be related to different selecte~ tecr.nolo91es and case stua1es, based ~n 

energy auditing. 
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II. Energy ~uoitinq of Industrial Plants 

1. Principles ana approach :o energy audits 

1.a. Purpose of Audit~ng 

The energy costs for• a large part of the budget of industrial 

plants. The necessity of energy conservation has resu!ted ir. the introduction 

of energy aanageaent syste•s in all industrialized cocntr1es. Energy audi~ing 

plays a significant role in the energy aanageaent prograaaes. as it provides 

the decision aakers •ith all the necessary data about energy cor.su•~tion! ar:d 

efficiency of different •anufacturing technologies. abo~t the installej 

equip•ent. energy conservation and production intensif1cat1on potentlal as 

•ell as •ith inforaation ho• the production quality can be i•proved •1th1n the 

installed ther•al process. 

The pri•ary purpose of energy auditing is to identify th! losses in 

the use of energy (conversion and consuaption) and ther. to find the •ay of 

reducing or eliainating those losses. Therefore. in the course of tr.e :r.ergv 

audit. it is necessary to 

deter•ine accurately the total consuaption of every energy carrier 

exaaine •hY, ~t •hat equipaent and in •hat voluaes tne di'ferent energy 

carriers are USld 

deteraine he• auch of each energy carrier is consumed uset~llv. dep!nd1n9 

on the type of technology and aanufactur1n9 equipment, installea and ho• 

IUCh lS lost 

specify unavoidable losses, •hich occur due to tne laws of p1vs1cs and 

due to the nature of energv use and convers1or. ana spec1fv tne other 

losses, volu•e of wn1ch car. De affectea, coverea or f~l!v avo:ced. 
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It is 0Dv1ous tnat achieveaent of the above 9oals requires 

availability of both •easur1n9 instru•ents and devices as Nell as skillea 

personnel capable to ao an audit. 

neanNhile. the instru•entation constantly installed in industrial 

plants is often insufficient and so•eti•es out of oraer. It can oniy inaicate 

hoN •uch energy is consu•ed, ~oMever, it is not suitable for ident:~icat1on of 

the efficiency of energy usl. 

Even •odern energy consu•ing units have probleas causec by 

unsuit&ble operation, bad •aintenance and shorta9e of spare parts. 

Technicians and NOrkers in industrial plants are concerned •a1n:v Nltn 

production quality and quantity and they are not trained ana experie~ceo as 

specialists in energy auditing and conservati~n. 

In this conte~t~ the concept of carrying out energy au~i~s ~Y ar. 

independent tea• of qualified specialists, equipped witn ~ecessar1 

1nstruaentation, proved to be the •ost appropriate. , 

l.b Types of Energy Audits 

Despite the co••on iaea of ene~9y savings, Olfferent a:~roacnes ~o 

e~ergy auditing nave existed since the teg1nning of its exe~c1s1n9. While 

so•e users pro•ote orientation to entrepreneurial proolems o7 ene~gv 

conservation. the others base their activitles on an e191neer1ng approac~. 

Tne first type of audit usually involves a one day v1s1t in a pro~~ct10~ 

plant, with the activities carried out in the follow1n9 se~uence: 

A preli•inary d1scuss1on with the company's representativez :a survev tne 

s1tuat1on in the energy re1ated matters :n tne co~~anv. 

to all case~ of 1r.;ua1c;ous use of energy, 
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Measuring and/or looking up necessary energy related aata. 

Calculatir.9 and discussing tne possible energy savings, 

Preparing a report and discussing it with •anage•ent. 

The co•pany visited gets a co•plet~ audit report wi:h all tr.e 

re~uired data ana calculations. This type of audit concentrates or. energy 

saving •easures, excluding technological probleas, and Proposin~ si=ole 

technical solulut1ons. As to the •ore co•plicated technicai prob!e•s 

1dentif1ed, the cl1ent is usually recoaaended to ~ontact a quai1f1ec 

consultancy co•pany. 

The engineering approach represents a coab1nat1cn of bctn er.a~gy sav1ng 

aeasures and technological iaproveaents. This type of aud1t lasts usually 

about one Neek and uses data 6btainea fro• the plant and, aair.ly, data 

produced by the auditing personnel. The audit results in a final r~port which 

includes, besides all the data and calculations. deta1led reco~•end~t1ons of 

the •easures to be taken to save energy, iaprove pro6•1ct quality and 1ncrease 

production. The fina! report is discussed Mith the plant mar.agement anc tne 

reco••endations are realized by the client, if necess?ry with :ecnn1cal 

assistance of auditing personne! in a follow-up stage. The t1nal repcrt cf 

the audit serves also as obJect1ve supporting material for dec1s1on-makers in 

planning reconstruction or aodern1zation of the equi~men:, or s~~st1t~t1on af 

one type of fuel by another. 

Nevertheless, the comolex en9ireer1n9 measurement~ are tn! mcst 

aavi~able for the purpose of energy management. Suen a measure~ent provices 

the team of h19hlv qual1f1ea exoerts (energv managemen~ ex:ert. er;ert :n 

measurements ana evaluation, technolo91st} w1tn comple:e in~'rmat1c- a:ou: ~ne 

zroductlon fac1:1t1es. Thus tnev can prepare tc tne =roo~cer t~e co·ectlv~ 

and comp:ex statement, ana e~aft al~ tne ~u1taole and r!:ommenaa~le 

adJustment! ana cnan9es i~ aetJ1l, wn1cn are to oe ~eal:zea t:r :er•e:: anc 

effective ~erv1ce of tne proauct1on equ1~ment. ... 
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The folloNing •a:n expected contributions of aia9nost1c audits can 

be •entioned: 

energy conservation 

quality iaproveaent and reauction of reJect occurrence 

output increase of the production unit 

decision Gn the stage of •odernization, Naste heat util1zation. etc. 

According to the results obtained in different industrial plants of 

several countries, energy consuaption of nearly anv audited device can be 

reduced by 5-lOt, Nith siaple aeasures that require no or very loN 

invest•ents. In so•e cases the percenta9e of recuctiors can be highe~. even 

50-60t, as for exaaple Nith putting the thermal devices in or out of operation. 

The experience gained fro• various countries D~o~ed the usefulness 

of diagnostic audits, Nhich strengthen significantly tne capability of the1~ 

users ln surveying the industrial enterorises ~:th t~e aim to ident1fv the 

potential and also to reco••end the •easures for energ, conservation, 

production intensification and ~ual1ty i1proveaent. Moreover, the auclts 

supply the necessary data for dec1s1ons on 1odern1zat1ons ana reconstructions 

ot equipment and on waste heat ut1lizat1on in produ:~1on plants. 
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l.c Process of Diagnostic Energy Audit 

The activities perfor•ed within the diagnostic audits shoula 

coaprise seven funda•ental steps: 

collection and analysis of projected data and historical aata 

collection of factual operational values through the diagnostic 

•easure•ents 

calculations, data Processing 

analysis of the current situation as far as the heat balance and 

technological conditions of the tested equ1paent are concerne~ 

working-out the technical report including proposals and reco••enoat1ons 

for the i•prove•ent of the operation 

i•ple•entation of the reco••en~ed •easures 

evaluation of results after the realization of the proposals anc , 

reco••endat1ons. 

The sche•e of effective energy audits is given in f1~. 2. 

A great 1ajority of energv in industry is consumed for tech~olo9!ca1 

purposes. The priority of energy audits ought to be deter•1nec from t~1s 

point of view. 
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Preparatory phase 
(collection and analysis of histo-
rical data) 

., 
Diaqnostic measurement 

1ir 

Data processinq 

, t 

Evaluation 

~r 

ElaP<>ration of technical report 
(includinq recommendations on 
improvements) 

~ , 
Implementation of recommendations 

t 
Follow up (evaluation of results 

. achieved) 
·-

F19. 2: Scne•e of Effective Energy Aua1t~ 
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Depending on the type of •a1n production processes. there can be 

large differ£nces in the Nays of deter•ining energy consu•ption. In case of 

Norkshop-type Droduct1on, because of the organization, energy consu•ption is 

exaained in a co•bined fora. During tnis process, both absolute consu•ption 

of the individual energy carriers has to be recorded and as far as possible, 

the consuaptions broken doNn according to functions (heating, 11gnt1n9, 

etc.). Because of the coabined fora, this is Nhere •easuring and recording 

can be perforaed aost easily. 

In case of batch production, energy consu•ption has to be exaained 

of aetered in the light of the recorded netNork •ap or aater1al floN. Each 

group is generally specialized in the producticn of on! given sub-~nit, ana 

energy consuaption results. 

The Mork can becoae •ore coaplicated Nlth the 1nvolve1en: of an 

other unit or section, the so called co-operation activity. Tne consu•~tion 

recorded here aust be considered as part of the product~on energy ae~and. 

In case of continu~us production, it is pract1caale t~ determine the 

energy consu•ption of the product1on process Mith regard to the act:on Dian bv 

production cycles. 

It is typical of the continuous proauction th~t in cr~er to ensure 

steady capacity. with re~ard to the cycle per1cds, there are more tnan one 

parallel production units for manv oper1tions, and tn1s must also cg Kept in 

•ind when metering energy consumption. 
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Oeter•1nat1on ~f the energy consuapt1on of t~e aa1n oroauct1on 

process aust be, ho•ever, coapleted by the deter_a1nat1on of the processes and 

syste•s of other su~porting and servicing plants, as the production process of 

any industrial plant is alaost al•ays suppleaented by one or aore other 

auxiliary activ1t1es, ~hich are indispensable for the operation of the aain 

production process. As auxiliary plants, the follo•1n9 processes are 

specified: 

boiler plants 

theraal and/or electric plants 

coapressor houses 

teapering ?lants 

store-houses 

central asseably halls 

preventive aaintenance plants 

Nater plants 

env1ronaental protection and engineering plants 

cooling houses 

driers and other possible Plants 

Nnen deteraining the e~ergy consu•pt1on of :~e auxiltJrv ~lant it is 

again aetering that coaes first. The Nay of •eter1ng oepends on the :ype of 

aux1l1ary plant. Hetering has to cover both inpu: ana output da:a a! these 

are necessary to for• those specific values Nhich, if aopl:ea intj the 

production process, provide a truly reliable result. Tnu!, the ai1ensicn of 

tne auxiliary plant energy consu•otion is nJ1m3 of ai~. MJ:K9 'f cast, e~c. 
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A re•ark is to De •ade here: 

Undoubtedly, the au~·11ary plant ene~gy cons~•Dt1on ados to the 

energy ~onsumption of the •a1n production process, the •av of d1str1bution. 

hoMever, is i•portant. According to general financial ?ract1ce. its volu•e 

and costs are usually distributed on the basis of the ~roduction value, •hich. 

fro• the national econo•y point of vieM is both understandab!e ana 

acceptable. It •ould be a •istake, however, to do the sa•e thing in the 

course of the audit as it would greatly distort the val~e of actu4l specific 

energy consu•ption of the •ain production process. !n our experience, the 

energy cons~•ption of the auxiliary plants have been taken into ac~o~nt ana 

distributed in the light of the losses like: 

trans•ission loss 

distribution loss 

•aterial loss 

processing loss 

natural loss, etc. 

according to tne user plant. Tecnn1cal :alculat1ons anc estlEates l~ well as 

•etering can all for• the basis of the d1str1but1on. 

The total energy consuapt1on of the pr~ductlon can D! c~ta1ned bv 

su••1n9 up the consuaption of the •a1n production process and the consu•pt1on 

of the aux1l1ary plant connected to tne aa1n process. 
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2. Preparation for Energy Auditing 

Auditing preplanning, including the duration of the energy 

eeasure•ents, is dec1eed on the basis of the Technical Questionnaire, which is 

to be filled in by the ccstoeer in advance. This specification of initial 

inforeation assists in p:~nnin9 and preparing the aua!t. 

Descri?ttor. of the technical questionnaire tor industrial energy 

audits is given below. 

(1) Country, coepany (nailing address, phone and telex nu•~Eri, 

responsible •anager, kind of production 

(2) Type of equ1p•ent to be tested, pro~ucer ct the equ1p•ent ilf kn~wni 

(3) Characteristics of the equip•ent to be tested 

(4) Technical para•eters 

(a) Energy supply (voltage, el. r.etwork trequency, ~as presscre, 

te•perature of delivered eediu• as e.g. ~ry1r.9 air, etc.) 

(b) Ther•al process on the equip•ent 

(5) Year of putting the equi~•ent into operation or the last general 

repair 

(6) Description of the present technical cond1t1ons of the e~~ipaent 

(7) Kind of product, its qualitative or tecnnolo~ical properties 

(8) Firing (drying) curve of the tner•al process 

(al ProJectea 

(b) According to tne current situation 

(9) Average output of the equip•ent 

(a) ProJected 

(D) Actual 
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(10) Technical para•eters ana consu•ption of fuel (energy) 

(11) ftethod of current energy consu•ption •easuring, available •eJsuring 

equip•ent 

(12) Contributions expected: 

Energy conservation 

Quality i•prove•ent 

Production intensifi~ation 

(13) Basic draMings - asse•bly draMing~. conception studles, prcspectus 

of the producer, guaranteed para•eters, layouts, etc. (if available). 

3. neasure•ent in Energy Auditing 

3.a Analysis of Various Energy Consu•ing-Units 

The i•portant factor in energy auaiting of d1fferer.t energy 

consu•ing units is the knoNledge of all necessary variables, i•portant for 

energy audit evaluation, and of the right place, where to •easu;e tnose 

variables. Although case studies, Nhich Nill be presented in Yolu•e III of 

the publication, Nill descrioe details of energy audi:1n9 of ~art:cular 

consuaing units, Nhich are the •ost representative for specific indus:ries, 

feN exa•ples are briefly described beloN. Selection of these cas!s is oasea 

on various experience, which shows that wide potentials ex1~t for 1~prove•ent 

1n consu•pt1on of non-electric energies, Nhile electric eiergy is ul~lllv us!~ 

•ore effectively. That 1s Nhy furnaces, driers, drvin~ •ills. heat 

excnangers, Doilers, gas producers. etc., are very DiO~lslr.~ sut}ects ~er 

study1n9 fro• the energy conservation Point of v1ew. 
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Tunnel kiln 

Teaperatures: environ•ent. surface. section in the kiln, strea•1ng gases 

Pressure: section in the kiln, in pipings. chi•ney"s draught 

Volu•e floNs: fuel, air, flue gases 

Analyses of flue gases: CO, co2 and 02 at the chi•ney, kilr. at•osphere 

Weight balance: fired goods, kiln furniture, kiln cars and their lining 

Electric input and output of different engines: for gas, ~ir tran~port, 

hyaraulic pusher, door, etc. 

Cha•ber kiln 

Te•peratures: ti•e and space distribution cf te•peratures a~rin~ tne 

firing cycles, lining's te•peratures, goods, streaming gases 

Pressure: inside the kiln during the firing cycle, in pipings, 

chi•nev's draught 

Heat flON 

Electric inputs 

Volu•e floNs: fuel, air, flue gases 

We19ht balance 

F1r1ng cycle ana cooling ti•e 

Driers 

Te•peratures: entry, exit ano distribution 

Hu•1d1ty: ory1n9 at•osphere, dried •ass 

Volu•e floNs: hot air 

Pre~sure 

Speed of floN 

Mass d1str1but1on 

~nalvs1s ~f energy input: comou!t1on rat!O. eff 1:!e~:1 of re3t 

exc~angers. etc. 

Electric 1nout 
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&oiler 

Flue gases analyses: CO, C02, 02 

Volu•e and •ass floNs: air, flue gases, fuel and steaa 

Teaperatures 

Pressures 

Heat f lON 

Drying •ill 

Teaperatures: entry, exit, surface, aass 

~u"1dity: aass and gases 

-~•e floNs: air, gases, aass 

Pressures 

Speed of floN 

Heat f loN 

Revolutions 

Electric input 

A•ount of aust in entdustin9 equipaent 

Gas-generator, Gas Producer 

Cnea1ca! analyses (coal, producer gas) 

WoDbe's nuaber 

Temperatures a1str1but1on 

Pressures 

Volume and •ass f loNs 
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3.b Instru•entation 

The principal variables •easured Nithin energy audits are usually as 

follONS: 

te•perature (a•bient te•perature, surface te•perature) 

pressure 

floN velocity and volu•e floN 

heat flux density 

gases co•position (02, C02, CO, 502 ••. ) 

hu•idity (both in gases and in solids) 

electrical values (current, voltage, poNer, poMer factor, .. ) 

others (•ass, ti•e, revolution, calorific value, Nobbe nu•ber. etc.). 

The instru•entation for energy auditing should be portable and heavy 

duty tyDe. It should have sufficient accuracy and reliability to identify 

ooerat1on of industrial energetic in~tallations. Preference ~hould be 91ven 

to locally produced or easily available instru•ents. The ranges of 

instru•ents should be 1n accoroance with the requ1re•ent to cover v3r1ous 

industrial sectors. The accuracy of this instru•entat1on should be cnecKed 

•ore often tnan it 1s co•pulsorv or usual for equ1p=ent 1r.stallea ir. ~la~ts. 
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One of the aost effective •eans to carry out the energy a~arts is a 

ftobile Diagnostic Unit (ftDU) or -energy bus- e.g .• a •obile laboratory. 

equipped Mith all the necessary aeasuring instruaents, recorders, cata logger 

and a coaputer enabling to perfor• energy audits. Seing •obile, these units 

are capable to perfora the audits in various production plants and to utili!e 

the aeasuring instruaents effectively. The saae iaportance consists in the 

experience of the creM of experts, Mho are able to analyse the obtained data 

and the results of •easures and reco••end the detailed •easure•ents for ~he 

i•proveaents. During the visits they can transfer the advanced ideas fro• 

plant to plant and thus help to spread the•. 

Another aeans of carrying out energy auditing. co~venient •alnlv in 

countries Mhere difficulties Mith vehicle transportation •ay occur (large area 

countries, least developed countries. technical assistance in oversea 

countries, etc.), is the so called energy kit. The energy kit is a 

1in1atur1zed ar.d 1ini1ized portable set of basic instr~ments necess1ry for 

energy audits. Nhich can be easily transported by car. by Plane, etc. It 

consists ior exa1ple of: 

d19ital pocket ther101eter 

ther1ocouples 

recorder 

inf rared tner101eter 

eiectronical 11cromano1eter 

P1tot tube 

di91tal anemo1eter 

d19ttal nv9ro1e~er 
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The total •ei9ht of the equipaent, •hich is to be transportea, is about 

50-100 kg, according to the requireaent of custoaers. 

nore specifically, the ftobile Diagnostic Unit and the Energy Kit are 

aescribed in part 7 of this Chapter. 

3.c neasurea Values and nethods 

It is supposed to leave the detailed principles of aeasureaents to 

the conventional text-books a~d the op~ration instructions for the instru•ents 

as Mell as to the aanuals prepared by those instruaents aanu.actu~ers, since 

there are actually a lot of types of si•ilar instruaents and a slight 

difference in the saae process factor aeasureaents. Only soae U!e~ul notes of 

aeasuring aethods and equipaent are described in order to prevent to obtain 

any incorrect data. 

, Te•perature 

The cao1ce of a sensor for teaperature aeasureaents is aff!cted by 

the type of teaperature Nhich is to be aeasured (a•b~ent or surface 

teaperature), bv the teap~rature range, the degree of accuracy requ1rea, the 

tvPe of installation and tt.e cost of instru•entation, too. 

The teaperature ranges noraally covered by coeaon aeasur1n9 

instruaents are 91ven in F19. 3. 
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f 19. 3 neasur1ng Instru•ents Accorain~ to Te•P~rature Ran9es 

Type of instru•ent Range lOC) 

•ercury-1n-glass tner•~•eters -35 to 450 

bi•etall1c tner~o•eters -20 to 350 

g~s-pressure ther•o•eters -90 to 430 

1es1stance tner•o•eters -200 to 800 

raaiation pyroaeters -20 to 1750 

optical pyroaeters 650 to 2750 

thenocouples 

type J (iron - ccnstantan) -200 to BOO 

type " (chro11el-alu11el) 

or NiCr 12.5-1'1 -270 to !.20C 

type T (copper - constantan} -270 to 400 

type E ( chromel - constantan) -270 to lOOG 

type s (PtRnlO-Pt) 0 to lc)OO 

type s CPtRh30-PtRh6) 0 to 1850 

types G,C (t~ngsten-tungsten 

rhenium) O to 2500 
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ia •easure a te•perature DV a tneraucou~1e, one neeas :we 

tnerao~oupies: one for the act~al aeasur1nq po1nt~.ana one !o• l ~~own staoie 

referen~e point, sucn as aelt1n9 ice. or a •elting eetai depenoin~ on tne 

ranqe. 

in Pract1ce, tne reference couple is not usec, cut a so ca~lea 

"colc 1unct1on co•pens~tion· is integrated in the instru•ent. In sodern 

electronic instrueents tne coapensation is often done wltn z resistance 

tner•ometer, put l~ ln isotneraal Dox together with the cold 1u~ct1on. The 

thermocouple me~sures the d1fferer.tial teaperature, t~e res~star.ce tne,mo•eter 

aeasures tne aosol~;e te•perature of the cold Junction and beth are 

eiectran1callv ~aaea. Nevertheless, for very accurate or labora;arv 

•eas~reaents. Preference is 91ven to reference junction 

The senslt1v1ty of the theraocouple types is 91ven bv f19. 4. 
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If the •easuring point is not close to the red-out instru•ent. the 

use of a long ther•ocouple •ay beco•e too expensive. that is •hY •ther•ocouple 

co•pesattng leads· are introduced. These extension leads are generally •ade 

of the sa•e type of ther•ocouple eaterial but they are n~t sub•itted to the 

high te•perature; so the 1lloy quality, the •echanical durability and the 

insulating •aterial need not fulfil the requireeents of the actu3l 

ther•ocouple. Connections are preferably eade •ith the specially developed 

connectors, having a colour for every type (yello• : ') ar.d preventing 

reversed connections. Thereccouples and leads have colour codes too, but 

these are unfor:unatelv not universal. 

Care should be taken that al•ays the proper coepensation cable is 

used and nothing else. that no polarity inversions are introduced and that the 

instru•ent is really one for the used tner•ocouple type. Any aistake of these 

types being introduced will lead to syste•atic errors. , 
The voltage output of a theraocouple has to ~e translated into 

te•perature by the use of a ther•ocouple table. Of course an adapted scale or 

an electronic conversion s1•plifies the ?rocedure. 

Also for •ob1le •easureaents a voltaeter could be used for 

aeasureaents witnout cold 1unct1on coapensation, but one snoula not forget to 

aod the colc Junction teaperature •anually, after aeasure•ent with an aDsolute 

ther•o•eter. nost practically and easily available nowadays is a pocket-size 

ther•ocouples reaa-out or theraosensor with cold Junction coapensation. nost 

tner•osensors are !U?Pl1ed w1tn a choice of thermocouple probes: universal 

prooes. inser~ion Proces, surrace probes, molten •etal probes, etc .... an: 
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Theraosensors car. De used fer ONn aade theraocou~les, if tne 

precautions given above are respected. 

As for the resistance theraoaeters. it is knoN ~nat aetais have an 

electrical r~sistance. dependent on teaperature. This pnenoaenon can be used 

to achieve •easure•ents Mith a better sensitivity and a Detter accuracy than 

ther•ocouples. 

For universal use. •ater1als and resistances are stanaar~ized. 

nost knoNn is the PtlOO, a platinu• sensor Nitn a resistance of 100..fl at 

ooc. All Pt lOO's can be interchanged. as far as the r!ac-o~t 1s co~c!rned. 

nost Pt lOO's have a li•ited te•perature range (say - 200°c tc + 200°c), a 

reproduct1v1ty of o.1°c and an accuracy of o.2°c. A sensor of uD to auocc 

·Nill give ~ ioc resp. ~ l.4°C. Other sensors are Pt 10. ~t 100~. ~lc~el or 

copper sensors and also thera1stors. The latter are s1nterea •!tais er 

oxides, having a negative tesperature coefficient. 

Re~istance aeasureaent has an isportant disa~vanta~e as it is never 

a zerocurrent aeasureaent, so the connecting lead cause errors. W1tr. a 

two-Mire connection, the resistance of the leads lS s1eply aa~e~ tc :~: ~e~sor 

resistance, being interpreted as a teaperature rise. 

Such errors can be aade ssaller by us1n9 shorter anc ~e::er leaas, 

out to avoid the• cne should use a four-N1re connection •~ere t~e •easure•ent 

current 1s transoortea ty one pair, the resulting voltage jrop ~ver :ne 

resistance is brought back by the secona pair that does not neea tc oear a 

current and will not snow losses. Voltage and current are eiectrori~1llv (jr 

•anuallv) co•putea to resistance and te•perature. 
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•nere tne resistance of .a sin~le •ire is •easured and can be coaDensa;ed. 

Just •s fur tner•o~uuples. tnere are convenient read-out 

instru•ents. 

Gue to tne n1~ner price, tne saaller te•Derature range ana 

fle•ioil1tv, the longer stabilization t1•e. greater sizes and less 

poss101l1ties for reDairs, resistance tner•o•etrv is nG~ so popu~ar as 

thereocouDles, esoecially not for •obile aeasur~aer.ts. 

As far as the infrareo :her•o•etrv is concerne~. it is ;enerallv 

kno•n, that every ObJect e•its neat rad1ati~n. Tne total ••ount of ~aaiatec 

heat iS proportional to t~e fourtn po•er of :ne aosolu;e te•perature t~e:v1~ 

te•perature), ana tne e•issior. coefficient of tne surface. The latter one is 

situatea oetween o and !, for •ost •aterlals so•ewnere aoo~t 0.9. 

Infrarea tnermo•etrv lS basea on tne •easure•ent of tne r•c1a~ion 

in a certain spectral range. Construction an~ :holce oi ;he instruaen: aeoena 

on; 
• 

tne aosorPtlvn bv ~he a;4uspnera between ceasurea 001ect ana ins;ru•ent 

Cneaoer instru•ents nave t~er•al ~etectors •lt:l an accuracv ,f ! :o 

i' of full ran9e. nore expens~ve instru•ents use acc~rate pn~tocells. Dut 

t?"tes.e nave ;o oe cooled 10 t?"t l 1au ia rn t«oge:i. 

~ortao1e inf:ared ~eteri are gener~llv n~nd cun ~na~!C. Tnev nave 

. . ~e.: . 

J 01;.; !'l ~. 
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Altnou9h infrarea ther•o•etry !ooks very a:tractive, it is not very 

useful for real •easure•ents. espec1ally in the ener9v field: 

they only eeasure surface te•peratures, Mh1ch causes iaportant errors 

for objects at h19h te•perature 

the accuracy is not opti•al in the loM-te•perature range, requiring a 

calibration every tiae 

the eaissivity coefficient depends on the aater1al and the surtac! 

condition, so it is never known exactly 

dust, vapours, s•oke of fla•es influence the eeasuresent 

zero setting is required before everv aeasureaent, to eli•inate aabient 

condition influences. 

Nevertheless, infrared aeasureaents are ccnvenientlv used Nhere: 

no alternative exists 

one 1s looking for certain temperature a1fterer.ces (rough indications, 

Preventive maintenance). 

To aeasure teaperature peaks during a certa1~ cycle. colour 

chan91n9 stickers, dimension chan91n9 tablets or pyro•etr1c cones las Seger 

cones) are available with a w1ae range of sensors. 

For ther•o~eters with circular scale biaetals are often used, not 

as flat plate coaposite. but spiraliv wouna. In tr.e ir.stru•ent the b1=etai!1c 

spiral is located in the ~c:tom of the 1easurin9 tuoe. A spindle and gear 

trans1ission drives the needle. 

Pressure 

for cressure measurements, t~r :he op::s~~ se:e:~1'n :: is des1~aole tJ follow 
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The generallv KnoNn instru•ents for pressure •easure•ents are as 

foll OMS: 

a) U-type •ano•eters 

b) inclined type aano•eters 

c) annular balances 

a) bell balances 

e) Burden tubes 

f) diapnrag•s 

g) aifferential bellows 

h) piezoelectric •ano•eters 

i) electronical •icroaancaeters 

Princ1gles of soae aentlonec lnstruaents fer oress~~e &easureaents 

are presented in Flg. ~-

Fig. 5. Various Principles of Pressure neasuresents 
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h 

a) b) 
c) 

d) e) f) CJ) 
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ano oriers anJ cn1.~ey ar~u~n: se•s~re•e~ts. T~e instruaents tcr oressure 

aeasure•ents are 3~so ne~ess~rY in c~~~e~t1on ·~t~ sc•e instruaer.ts (P1tot 

tuoes. ortf1~es •... i for ~:o. ~elocit~ 2e~sureaen~s (1nclinea aznoaeters, 

electron1cal a1croaanoaeters - for d1fferent1al pressure aeasureaents}. 

Fio• velu~~tv anJ vclu•e flo• 

neas~rln9 liau1cs ana 9ases &S a very l•Portant and extensive 

field. So•e of tne folio•1n9 instruaents are usually used: 

orifices. Jels. ~enturi"s t~bes 

P1tot's tuDes 

rotating flc•-•eters 

connected •ltn a1fterent:al 

pressure aeasureaents 

rotaaeters (variable arez aetersi 

electrical aneaoaeters tnot-w1rei 

aechanical aneaoaeters \Propeller. turoine) 

vortex-•eters 

ultrasonic fiow-aeters 

Tne •easur1n9 •etnocs DY aeans of ~nese ~nstr~•ents are s;an~ar~1=~= 

Tne ~rooer 1niLru•e~t ana •et~~e s~uula be selectea accorc1~9 tc: 

tne k1na of !lu1~ to oe •el~ure~ 

te•Perature ana Pre~s~re 
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wr.1le 1~au1as are crac~1~•11y not coagress1Die. tnev are relative1v 

easv to •easure. Gases nave 9reat spec1f1c volu•es. oepenaent on pressure ana 

te•Derature wn1cn constitutes a1ff1cult1es. Tne •~asur•ents of biphase f lo•s. 

flo•s of evaooratia9 liQu1os ~i condensabie 9ases tof •hicn saturatea steaa lS 

the •OSt coaaoni are tne aost aifficult. 

Saturated steaa is w1ae1v usea for theraal ~rocesses. The ener~v 

input by means of stea• is often a ~erv a1tticult tn1n9 to aeasure. 

Older stea• aeasureaent aetnoas ar~: 

orifices 

conaensate ee~s~~eaer.;s. 

An or1~1ce is a :la:e •lt~ ~or21~l:e~ :o~e. ti9hteneo ce;~een :•o 

flan9es. The flo• tnroJ;n tne ~~~e is :~rottlec ~v tt.e ~ontract1cn result~n9 

in a pressure ~ro~. iwo pressure bor~r.9s are aaae at bo:n siaes o~ :~e 

or1f1ce plate anc connectea tc ~ 01f!erent1al pressure aeter. The 

a:fferer.tial pressure is, •lt~~r cer:llr l:clts. pro~ort:onal :o tr.e sauare ~f 

the flow. S19nal ~rocess1n9 can ~e :ealize~ w1:n ~?-cells 9lv109 a 

propo~at1onal elect~1c outP~t. The =ea~ur:~9 range l! ur.lv l to 3 f~~ an 

~reSSure 1nev1ta~iv le~a tu err~·s. tC3. 7~ JV~!~ f ~JN C:Stur~1n;, tne SteAS 

pipe snouia ~e str~1~nt over J ~!n9tn ~f :e~ :i~e~ c~e ~:~e ~:a~~:er :e!ore 

tne or1f1ce ~no 5 • Jio~ett~ ~e~1~J •:. 

SteaQ ~ed~ure~enc :.•;,~~l~.a$ ~)~~d ~e av~:aea cv ~eJsur1~1 :ne 

flow after con=eniat1on ~Y n~: A~te: cuu~Ler~. ~onaen,ate •easure~encs can 
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Vortex •eters wor• after tne principle sayin9 that a flow for•s 

vortices at the edge of an obstacle. tro• a certain flow velocity these 

vortices are set free fro• the obstacle and they are dragged along Mith the 

floM. The frequency of the vortices is proportional to flow velocity. Everv 

vortex leaving the ·shedder· creates a force on it. These force pulses. anc 

the resulting vibrations of the sheader are seasured with a Piezo-electr1c 

crystal giving a frequencv signal proportional to floM. The advantages of a 

Yortex-aeter for stea• aeasure•ents: 

flo• range is 1 to 10 or even 20 

it is a pure volu•etric •easure~ent; e~en tr.ough it is cal1cratec for l 

given condition, it can easily be used for other stea• conditions 

the instru•ent is a sesi-•obile 

the connection of tne Vortex-•eter to the read-out aev1ces is purely 

electrical, so sa!etv is •uch better. 

A typical require•ent for Vortex-•eters is to avoid paras1t1c 

vibrations (electrical, •echanical. hydraulic} that could 51ve signal pulses. 

too. 

Pitot's tubes are well known for •easur1n9 flow veloc1t1es in 

•iscellaneous conditions, but not in pressurized pipes. A variant has bee~ 

introduced as an alternat:ve to or1f!ces, to •easure in ~1pes. ~t is 3 

stra19ht Pilot's tube with four holes at the front side and one at tne bacK 

side. It is aounted ~erpena1cularlv on tne p1pe Jx1s, tnro~;n the ~:~e ~!:~ a 

bore and connecting valve:. The inner 01~e d11•eter is O!term1~1n9 for the 

p1oe curves etc. 
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Heat flu~ tdensity) •easure•ent 

Heat flux •easure•ent should not be confusea Nilh te•perature 

•easure•ent. although it is alNays the base anyhoN, beczuse heal fluxes cannot 

~e •easured directly as Ne knON fro• electric currents. A ·heat current· can 

be •easurea Mith infrared instru•ents or Nith resistance ?robes. 

Infrared •easure•ent at the outside of builaings or apparatus 

•easures the contact te•perature at the outside of the Nall Nhich is supposed 

to be aeter•ining for tne radiatior. losses. The relat1~n bet~een t:aperature 

and losses is hoNever inaccurate because para•eters l1Ke a•b:ent air 

te•perature and velocity. surface conciticr., •oist ana ~aa1atlon cf the sun 

have an undefined influence. This •ethod should be re~ected. 

Infrared measureaent at the 1ns1de of Duilalngs :etermines tne flux 

through the outside Nalls by •easuring the a•bient 1ns1de te•perature and the 

inside te•perature or the outside Nall. ThlS te•peratu~e difference is 

relatively accurate for flux •easure•ent because the f:l• resistance between 

Mall and air is hardly influenced bY external para~eters. 

Probes Mith a s•all but defined thermal res•?~ance. placed on tne 

Mall to be •easured, Mlll shoN a te•perature difference cetwe!n oot~ Sl:es. 

The s•all ,JJi,. T is •easured bv a ther•oP1le (theraoccuples in series). After 

calibration the •easure•ent 1s quite accurate, presumec :iJt t~e aad:t:or. o7 

the probe d1d not essentially change the flux tnrougn tne ~all, ~n1cn 

far insulation materials te:ause tne1r res~s~Jnc! ls m~c~ n ·~~-~ . ' ..... tnan tnat of 
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Gases co•Dos1tion 

The gases are analyzea e1tner for er.ersv conserva:ion or 

technological or soae other reasons 

The essential step is to control excess air at an ort1aua level. 

The results Mill be significant savin9s in reduced fuel consuaption, 

aaintenance Mill be reduced Mith the decreased foraation of corrosives. and 

eaission of pollutants Mill be ainiaized. 

In practical teras the products of coabust1on are nuaerous. The 

selection of the key flue gas constituent to be aeasurea involves several 

considerations, including relationship to excess air, to tlaae stechio=etrv 

and applicability to various fuels and loads. Pertinent are also the aesign, 

reliability and cost of the •easuring device. 

Too auch excess air Mastes fuel because even :he air not 

participating in the actual burning process aust be heated froa aab1ent 

teaperature to noraal flue gas teaperatures during combustion. Too little 

excess air wastes ruel because the air and fuel do not •1x anc unburnec fuel 

goes up the stack. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that, for a slight deviation fro• 

the opt1aua point of operation, the losses due to incJaple:e cc•:~st~c~ car. be 
• 

auch greater than those fro• h1gh excess air operatlon . 
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The pr1.ary ind1cat1on of excess air ievels Mas ~radit1onally co2. 

aa1ntenance. The COz versus excess air relat1onshi~ cnanges tor eacn t¥pe of 

fuel ~no it is ~ fun~t1~n of the hyaro9er.-to-caro~n r3t,o in the fuel tcoa! 

has the luwest H/C ratio and natural gas the highest one). Figure 1 sho•s 

exa.ples oi a1fferences Detween types of fuel and a p3r:lcular level of ex~ess 

• 
• 

'ft 
co. 
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In ~a~1t1on, tne ~~·e level of CG2 in flue 9as can ex1st ooth for excess air 

~no a aef1c1en~v ~f air. This can be confusin9; as ?~esente~ 15 F:q. S. 

• ti • '° 
4. EXCESS AIR 
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The coapl~te test for flue 9as constituents i~ an Orsat apparatus. 

This test consists of tak1n9 a aeasureo volu•e of stack 9as and aeasur1n9 

successive volu•es after intiaate contact with selective absoro1n9 solutions. 

The volu•e reduction after each absorption is the aeasure of each constituent. 

The Orsat has a nu•ber of disadvantages, the •ain ones are: it 

requires consiaerable t1•e to set up and use, its operator aust have a goo~ 

degree of dexterity and ~e in constant practice. Instead of an Orsat, there 

are portable and easy-to-use electronic and absorb1n9 instruaen:s. wnicn can 

deteraine the concentration of the constituents of interest easily on an 

individual basis. Set-up and operating times are 1ini•ai and a~vone can lea~n 

to use the•. 

The tvpical ranges of concent~aticns are co 2:o - 20\, O~:O - 21\ 

and CO - 2000 PM. The C02 or 02 content alone with knowledge of flue gas 

te•perature and fuel type allow tne flue gas loss to be deterolnea fro~ 

standard cnarts. 

The most common ana inexpensive gas analysis units are 

Fyr1te carbon dioxide and oxygen a~alvzers 

Drager 9as analysis tuoes. 

The fyr1te sensors accept a f 1xea volu~e of gaseous samP:e v11 a 

manual nand pumP. Th1s sample is arv an~ when completelv m1xea ~itn tne 

che•1cals will give a airect reading of :oncentrat1on in per~en~ of :ar:on 

dioxide or oxygen. 

of glass tubes for measuring 

and others ir. oetwee~. 
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The unit is extre•ely easy to use. co•pact, portable ana very 

versatile as to the type of gases Mh1cn •ay be aeasured. 

In recent t1•es a nu•ber of portable e~ectronic flue gas analvzers 

have Deco•e available. 

These units e•Plov a fuel cell to sense the oxygen conten: in a 

saaple of gas Mh1ch is extracted fro• tne •ain f loM strea• by a battery 

operated·puap. An electrical signal is generatea proprotional to the cxvgen 

content. The oxygen concentration is inaicated on a calibrated l1near scale. 

Portable infrarea analyzers for checking carcon aonoxiae and car~cn 

dioxide are noM available. Used Mith care tnese instruments can be used to 

very accurately adjust fuel-fired equipment. As tney c~nt1nucusly sa•ple the 

stack gas, they have an advantage over the Fyr:te and Drager sets aescribed 

earlier, in that the appliance can be se: over its operating range net J~St at 

one operating condition. , 

In recent years oxygen has gained poPularitv as an aaequate 

representation of combustion conditions. W1th the improved electronics 

technology as Nell as tne development of the no~-sa~cl~ng (in-situ) analyzers, 

o2 has become very reliable, and is the ~ost pop~lar measurement employed to 

indicate and control excess air. 

hu1Udl ty 

Ho1sture contant may be given ~n aosolute nu~:d1ty, relative 

r1111111c.t,1, aew point or wate~-.act1v~ty lf: .a A•ot.er lJl. 
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Psychroaeters aeasure dry and Met bulb teaperatures Mh1ch. by aeans of a 

psychroaetric diagraa, shoM all other huoidity factors. hoaern 

electronic psychroaeters aake the conversion internally. 

Direct deM point aeters aeasure tne real aeM point. which is the best 

physical defin1t1on of huaidity. A cell Mith cooling regulated on the 

deN point indicates its teaperature. Dew Point control is based on 

electrical or optical assessaent. The teaperature depression by the 

cell is liaited, but the accuracy is v~rv hi9n. 

Indirect deN point aeters aeasure the dew point on a salt (lithiu• 

cnloride) because this teaperature is always higner th~n aab~ent. so 

needs a heated cell instead of a chilled cell. Nnich aakes the 

instruaent cheaper. As salt deM point and real cew point are related, a 

calibrated scale finishes the job, but accuracy is loNer. 

Electric hu11dity aeasuring uses cells w1th a •at!rial cnan91ng !ts 

electric resistance or capacitance. These 1nstruaents are the ~ost 

popular ones noN. There are also instruments aeasur1nq d1el~ctr1c 

losses of aater1als, the losses 1n water be1n9 aucn n1gner than 1n ary 

aater1als; these instruaents are SDec1ally aaae !or aaterlal drv1~9 

control. 

Infrarea aosolute nu•1d1tv •eters. oased on aosorjt!cn of i~trarec rays 

in water vapour. 

Neutron hu•1d1ty •eters (convenient for l~cse ma~er:als:. 
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Electrical values 

Within the aeasureaents of electrical values, strict safety 

aeasures and li•1tations have to be respected. Only •ell trained and skilled 

people •ho have appropriate instruaents can carry out these •easure•ents. 

The electricity aaasureaents can be split into three fields: 

dirert current: this field is not i•portant for industrial energy supply 

single-phase alternating current: in this case •e have to •easure the 

po•er factor (cos Y' )current (I) and voltage (u) or to use a •att•eter 

to be abl~ to express the factual active power vaiue 

three-phase alternating current: these syste•s can be •easured •ith 

single-phase instruaents three ti•es, or just by ass~•ing that the three 

phases are equally loaded; of course the real three-phase instruaents 

are •ore convenient and •ore accurate; they need •ore connection •erk 

because they have three voltage inputs and three current inputs. 

If •e have to •easure hig~ po•ers of high currents and hign 

voltages, •e cannot use the watt•eters directly, but •e have to use •easuring 

tra~sfor•ers. Current and voltage •easuring transfor•ers are used to reduce 

the relevant values to standardized instru•ent values (•ostly SA and 110 Y). 

As the •easure•ents of voltage, current and resistance are 

generally known, •e would •ent1on tne ?O•er and power factor 1easure•ent only. 

The cos f - or power factor-•eter •easure! the phase between an 

AC-current and an AC-voltage which 1s principally a s1r.9le-phase pheno~enon. 
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The usual instruaents are electrodynaa1c or ferrodynaa1c Mhere the 

•easured current runs through the indicator, and the voltage feeds tMo 

perpendicular turning coils, the one over a series resistance, the other over 

a series inductance. 

Cos f - aeters have a high poMer consu•ption and a poor accuracy 

if the voltage is not no•inal or if current drops under 20' of noainal 

In a single phase line the power is given bv: 

P : U . I • cos '( 

In a balanced 3-phase syste• poMer is 

P = 3 • u0 . I • cos 'f 
or 

P :(3 . U • I • cos 'f 
with: U = voltage betMeen tMo lines 

Uo : voltage betMeen line and neutral 
I = line current 

cos f has to be measured be~Meen Uo and the correspond1n~ I 

In an unbalanced syste• the 

P : U. • I. cos f + U 
RO R R SO 

three PONers 

I cos f 
s s 

In aany s1tuat1ons no cos f 

have to be added: 

+ U • I • cos f 
TO T T 

- aetering is available, and the 

value ShOMn on tne tag lS useo. Tnis leads often to important errw~s, however. 

Wattmeters for single-phase aeasureaents are elec;-odynaaic or 

eventuallv ferrodynam1c instr~ments; curren~ s19nal through the indicator, 

voltage signal tnrougn the mo.:ng coil. 
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Nattaeters tor three-phase without neutral have two instruaent units on 

one shaft, wattaeters for three-phase ~ neutral have three units on one 

shaft. Three-phase balanced systeas can be aeasured with a single-phase 

instruaent, by autliplying the result with a factor 3, and again one should 

not forget: voltage between line and neutral. If there is no neutral line, 

earth aay do if the neutral point of the transforaer is put at earth. Soae 

aodern electronic instruaents have an additional solution on the aissing 

neutral problea: current should be taken froa one line, the voltage betMeen 

the other two. 

Electricity counters are inductive instruaents •ith the saae 

principles as wattaeters, but Mith a turning disc as aeasurir.g eleaent. The 

disc drives a counting work. 

Accuracy: 1 to 2'; under unfortunate conditions ·of voltage, 

current and cos ~ the instruaents are quite reliable. 

The billed work factor is calculated froa active and rea~tive 

consuapt1ons (A and R): 

cos 1 = A 

~ IA + R 

Us1n9 k1low3tthour counters as aobile instruaents, one should pay auch 

attention to aake 9000 connections. esoecially when aeasur1ng transtoraers are 

ratio nas to. be taken into account to :orrect •etters readout. 
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nore particular •aterial on electric energy supply syste•s Mas 

elaborated by Ro•anian E~ergy Auditing Sectoral Point Mith1n this pro3ect ICPE 

Bucharest : (Research Institute for Electrotechnical Industry) and Faculty of 

Electrical Engineering. University of Zagreb. It can be founa as Appendix I 

to this •anual. It deals •ainly Mith: 

tariff syste• for electricity pricing 

peak load shaving 

poMer factor correction 

electrical poMer transfor•ers 

electrical distribution netMorks 

electrical driving actors 

•easuring •eans and-•ethods. 

Ctner values 

So•e other variables have to be so•eti•es aeter•inea Mith1n energy 

audits, as for exa•ple: 

geoaetric di•ens1ons 

Meig~t 

density 

t1•e 

revolutions 

calor1f1c value 

Wobbe nu1Der. 
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liPpl1ea also in tne prototy~~ •Ob1ie dl•~hu~tlc unlti is the aoboe nu•ber 

•eter. It deter•1nes the Wobbe nu•ber 

(HG gross calorific value 

) gaseous fuel density) 

by •easuring the te•perature rise of a constant quGnt1t~ of the air tloMing 

througn the ~o•Dusted gas. ~he o~t~~t s~gn~- is tr.e vol:a9e cf the 

ther•obattery Mhich is reg1sterea by a recor~er directly in values of the 

Wobbe nu•Der. The instru•ent can De adJ~s:ec for •easur!r.9 of natural gas, 

toMn gas and;or generator gas. !t ~an oe saccessfully a~ol1ed in •easur1n9 

ascerta1nea. The real ourne; outPut is pro~~rt1onai to ~o~~e nu•ber. 
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4. Data Processinq and Evaluation 

Co•pilation of an energy balance is a funaa•ental step for analysis 

of the energy consu•ption situation. All for•s of energy, such as ther•al, 

electric, che•ical. etc., •ay be involved in any process. Ther•al energy is 

usually the •ost i•portant •atter when dealing with co•bustion, calcination, 

firing or si•ilar processes. Therefore, this part would be •ainly concernea 

with calculations of ther•al energy. So•e basic for•ulas concerning electric 

energy calculations have been •entionea before, in the section dealln9 witn 

electric values •easure•ents. 

For energy balance co•pilation, the process sche•atic flow sheets 

or the block flow sheets should be dra•n first, with the directions of inlet 

and outlet flo•s of energy, raw •aterials, fuel, stea•, air cool:ng •eaiu•, 

products, etc., around the facilities. The balance boundary barrier shoula De 

chosen properly with considering the available data so as to lessen un~o•n 

factors. The individual ite•s of the balance should be deter•~ned unaer 

defined (if possible stable, average) conditions of the process. So•e of the• 

can oe •easured airectly, other ones •ust be calculated. 

Besiaes energy balance other i•~or~ant •atters are to oe deter•1nea 

Nlthin energy aua1ts as tor exa•pie co•bustion process efficiency, 

technolo91cal para•eters (te•perature d1stribut1~n. •01sture, pressure, 

cne•ical co•pos1t1on of the at•osphere in the •easurea device), etc. 

As case studies, several exa•ples of •ost frequent calculations 

shoula be •entionea. 
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~.a. Exa•Ples of c~lculat1on~ 

a) Gas density 

• ~ q = (1.2~7 N
2 

+ 1.429 o2 + 1.25 CO+ 1.977 co2+ 0.0899 H2+ 

+ 0.717 cs
4

+ 1.26 c
2

H4+ 2.019 c3H8 + 2.668 c4H10 + 

.-
:.. -. 

+ ~20+ ~> . (1 + lla20/0.804)-1 [kq/•!] 

N
2

, o
2

, ••• -ratio of N2 , o2 , ••• in qas (•!t•!] 

~20 - water content in qas [kq/m!] 

111.r - tar content in qas (fo~ qenerator qas mainly) 

[kq/m!] 

'q = f~ . 273 pg 
(.kq/m3] 

101, 325 tg + 273 

p
9

, t
9 

- pressure (kP~ and temperature (•c) of the gas 

b) Net calor-ific value of gaseous fuel 

Hn = 12 645 CO + 10 750 H2 + 35 850 CH4 + 64 019 C2H4 + 

+ 93 570 C3Ha + 123 550 C4H10 + 59 950 CnHm + 36 430 ~ 

[kJ/m!] 

(denotations as in a)) 

c) Net ~alorif ic value of liquid fuel 

[ 81 C + 290 (H 0/8) + 25 5 - 54 H] kJ/kg 

C, H, o, 5 - weight ratio of the elements in the fuel 
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d) Combustion of gaseous fuels 

VN t = VO t . 79/21 (if no additional oxyqen is 

2 2 besides air) ·- .... 

vat = VO t• 100/21 (if no additional oxyqen is 
2 besides air) 

+ 1.57 ~ 

VH20CPt = 82+ 2CH4+ 4C3Ha + SC4H10 + 2.45 CnH• + 

+ o.884 ~ + ~ 010.804 
2 

co2 CP max 

supplied 

supplied 
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111.r• ~ 0 - as in a) 
2 

co
2 

CP max - maximum possible content of co2 in combustion 
products (stochiOl.'letric conditions>[•! /m!J 

co
2 

CP - rea1 content of co2 in comb. products (•! I •!1 
v

0 
t' Vat - theoretical columes of oxygen and air for 

2 combustion of 1 m! of gas [ m! I m! J 
.· 
:-.... 

VN CPt' Vco CPt" v8 0 CPt - theoretical volumes of N2, co2 
2 2 2 

and u
2
o in combustion products from 1 m! of gas 

VCPdt' VCPt (VCPd' VCP) - theoretical (real) volumes of dry 

and wet combustion products from 1 m
3 

of gas n 

n - air excess coefficient 

Va - real volume of air supplied for combustion of 1 m! 

of gas(m! I m!J 
e) Vogel's formulas for combustion of natural qas 

-4 
VCPt = 2.938 • 10 Hn 

VCP = (2.651 n + 0.287) • 10-
4 

Hn 

Hn - net calorific value of natural gas [kJ/m~] 
other denotations as in d) 
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f) Rosin-s formulas 

- for solid fuels, H > 21 000 kJ /kg: 
n 

vat= 2.41 • 10-
4 

Hn + o.5[•! /kg) 

VCP = (2.41 n - 0.23) • 10-
4 

Bn+ 0.5 (n+2) (m! I kg] 

- for solid fuels, H > 21 000 kJ /kg: n 

-4 
V t = 2.41 • 10 H a n 

-4 
VCPt = 2.63 • 10 Hn + 0.4 

. 
-4 

VCP = 2.63 • 10 n Hn + 0.4 

- for liquid fuels (oils): 

vat= 2.10 • 10-
4 

Hn + 1.65 

-4 
VCPt = 2.65 • 10 Hn 

VCP = (~.10 n + 0.55). 10-4 Hn + 1.65 (n-1) 

(denotations as ind)) 

q) Enthalpy (thermal content) 

- for solids and liquids: 

Q = m • c • (t-te) (kJ) 

m - weight (kc;) 

c - specific heat (kJ / kq.K) 

(t - te) - temperat~re difference (K) 
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- for gases: 

O = v • c • (t - te) 

V - volume (m
3

) 

c - specific heat (kJ I m
3

• K) 

note: c is not a constant value - it depends on temperature: 

for example for dry air: 

~) Calculation of mean flow velocity and volume flow from 

Pitot-s.tube measurements 

v 

v. ::: v2pdyn 'f g 
(m/s) 

l. i 

- = 1 I v dA 1 .2:vi.AA. (m/s) 
v T 

. ) 
A i l. 

A 

if A1 = A = = ~' then 
2 

= 1 t: v - . vi N i=1 (m/s) 

v = A . v tm3/s) 

= v pc;; 273 (m3 /s) e . 
273 . 

t + 
g 101 ' 325 n 

f 
9

, t
9

, p
9 

- density (kg/m3), temperature (•c) and pressure 

(kPa) of the measured gas 

Pdyn i,vi - dynamic pressure (Pa) and velocity (m/s) in 

certain point of the pi~ing 

-v - mean flow velocity in cross-secticn o~ the piping (m/s) 

A - area of the piping cross-section (rn
2

) 

V, V - volume flow (m3/s) and normal volume flow in the 
0 

piping 
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i) Static draught of a chimney 

p = L <f; . 273 ,. 
ta + 273 • CP 

273 
tCP + 273 > • 9.80665 (Pa) 

L = chimney heiqht {m) 

- normal density of air and combustion 

products (kq/m!> 

j) Heat transfer throuqh a several-layers wall 

ae.. 
in 

(m2 K/W) 

- heat transfer coefficients k,cG. 
).i - thermal conductivity coefficient 

li - thickness of insulation layers (m) 

k) Heat transfer coefficient 

). 
f 

Calculations of these values are rather difficult and 

not very accurate. They are usually based on relations 

between non-dimensional criterias 

Nu = f ( Fo, Pr, Re, Gr, f'' , •.. ) 

which can be found in great number in specialized literature. 

There are also many empiric equations, as for example: 

•X = 7.9 + 0.053 t w 
(for brick vertical walls) 

tw - sur!ac~ temperature of the wall l"C) 

(j.. = i. 0 + 0. 04 3 t 
w 

(for vertical walls with alumina surface) 

q 

DG. 
out 
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l Heat for dryinq a material (theoretical amount) 

will 
0 = ·d··-----

1 w. 
in 

md - weiqht of dry material 

win - humidity of inlet material 
(kq) 

.- ·t. - temperature of inlet material ,_ .. in 

(kJ) 

The calculations that have been mentioned and other 

similar simple ones can be carried out with a pocket pro

qrammable calculators, which enable quite proftpt compila
tion of the enerqy balance items. 
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To facil:tate cocplex calculat:ons and evaluation of e~ergv 

consu•pt1on situation. a nu•ber of co•puter progra•s has been developed and 

Midely a~pl:ed. The exact softMare package is usually detere1nea on the basis 

of actual needs and specific conditions of the industries to be audited. As 

an example, a co•puterized syste• for energy audit:ng in cera•1c industry is 

described in Part 1 of this Chapter. 

Ancther exa•ple •ay ~e a set of coaputer progrl•s M~:=h De!ng 

used Nithin the European Econoaic Co••unitv Energy Bus Progra••e. The 

Energy Bus orosraaae aias lt lss:st1ng al1nly small lr.d med1ue-s1ze: 

ind~str:a: cc~~a~ies anc i: is orie~:ed to~arcs carrvins J~t one :ay 

ces1sned for sucn aua:ts, enables the auait tea~ to analyse ar.c cllcula:e 

easy :o o::a:~. T~e so~tware packJge :an cnly 91ve ro~;r es:1~a:~s c~ :ne 

energ~ corservat:or =~te~::al. !t :ces ro: irves::gace tre :rter~a: 

4• - = - ~··-~~-w·- ~·-•• 1 
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~entilat~on 

This progra• per•its the calculat:on of possiole ener9y sav1n;s if 

the operating ?ara•eters of the existing equip•ent are changed and if a heat 

recovery unit can be used or its efficiency increased. 

The folloMing •odifications •av be exa•ined: 

equ1p•ent i•prove•ent 

ventilation volu•e reduction 

stratification reduction 

temperature set-back 

tr.filtration reduct~on 

so~ar ga1~ in:rease 

reduction of operating hours 

co•bust1or. eff1c1ency i~prove•ent 

heat rec~very l~~rovemen: or !~stallat:cn. 

calc~late~. 

not wa:er ~se ~e~~ct1on 
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Hot liquid tanks 

This progra• calculates the possicle a:vantages of insulat~~s the 

•alls of tanks and covering t~e surface of open tanks by float1ns scheres. It 

is sui:able for closed or open tanks, rectangular or circular tanks. The 

est1•at1ons are •ade assu•ing nu•ber of fixed data in the case of open tanks. 

Energy saving possibilities are based on calculatior. of heat lesses, before 

and after insulation and expressed as the difference in the a•ount of fuel. 

The hot liquid tanks prograa can also ~e ~sed to calculat! hea: 

losses and potential savings from heat d1str1out1on syste~s (hct •ate• or 

steaa pipes). 

Water recc\"erv 

Calculat!on o~ th1s progra• can snow the ener;y savings c~t!!~ed 

~her. the heat content of Naste •ater is used, ~:ther by recu~erat!O~ or by 

recircu!a::.cr.. 

For calcu:at:on are consi~er!d: 

tem~era:~re J~ tne •ater at tne ir.take 

tec:erature of ~ct -a~:e Nater 

ccs:$ cf ~at!r an: ~ewage. 

different neat re:overy eff1c1enc1es, and 

Savings car. oe expr!ssea as fuel sav:n;s or as re:uct!:n :~ ~a:!r 

volu~e heated. Tne crcgram can leac to recommen~at1cns :n :he areas of 

.. 2 ...... 2 .. ., ...... s 

.... It~.,,; .. .. .. .. ' 

......... 
'I .. : ' 
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Heating ~~ cu1lo1nss 

This prograa calc~lates the total energy use for heat~ng a 

building. Total energy use is based on calculation of respective the 

transaission losses, infiltration losses and ventilation losses. In contrast 

to the insulation and ventilation prograa, by Mhich only si•ple buildings or 

systeas can be calculated, the heating prograa allo•s the calculat:on of 

coaplex buildings or systeas and calculates the coa~ined effect of 

transaission, ve~t1lation and infiltration lesses on th~ heating ci:l. 

Efficiency of boilers 

~nr.~ai energy ana ccs: sav1ngs resul::ns fros re~ucec ~l~e sas :csses. 

Data inp~t includes: 

fuel type: 

flue gas :eaper1ture 

car~cn a1~x1de content 

ccmbust:cn a:r temperatl.lra 

flJel costs 

Progra• out~ut ccnta:ns: 

,. , ': ..... ' 

a~tual ene~gy use in M: ~r Meal anc act~al costs 

imoroved energy use ~n M; or ~cal 1nc costs 

energy and cost sav1n;s 

naturl! gas (51ocht!ren 
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Coapressec air 

T~1s prograa co•putes 1c:ual energy use and ener9) c~s:s ~J~ 

co•pressec air proauct1on. I•proved energy use ana resulting energy and cost 

savings can be calculated for five different energy saving •ethoas: 

reduction of coapressea air consu•ption 

te•perature reduction of tne aspirated air 

reaucea coapressed air pressure 

replace coapressor by •ore e~t~cle~t c~•~ressJ~ 

heat recovery on coapress:' 
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!he prcgra• can De used to calculate oper1:1on cor.c1tlons f~r: 

heat recovery on •et gas strea•s 

recirculation on drying systeas 

econoaizer on boiler 

condensating heat recuperating systeas of both indirect and direct 

contact type 

air conditioning heat exchangers 

neat puap heat exchanger coaponents 

air heating or nu•1cificatlon systeas. 

Data lnput: absolute huaidity and :eaperature of sta~t1n; 001nt, 

:eaperatur! after recuperat10~. type cf recuperator \c:rect er ir.:~re::i. fuel 

type an~ fuel cost, exhaust vclu•e, operating hours, at•. pressure. 

Prograa output: conditlons at starting and at en~ pc1~:. rec~verec 

latent ana se~slcle ~eat, annaa: savi~gs. 

Aua1t Rei::or:. 

calc~:atec resJlt! are tn! Dlse for the elaocrat1on cf t~e Aua1~ r!:c-: by 

quai1f1ed and exper1e~cea experts. Tr.is report contains the •aJor e~er;y 

character1st1cs of tne e:onoa1c unit unaer revlew, tne ar.alvs:s and svntnesis 

lesses. 

rax1r.9 into accoun: tr.at aud1:1r1 :s a eo~i::lex act1v1:~ a~~ s~~m:n; 

UP ar.c analyz1ns t~e res~ltS, 1: lS 1•Portan: tC ~lMe t~! '!~er: ~Sl~S i 

.. : lS! : ' 
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Struc~ure of Auait report for inaustr1al plants 

1. Co•prehensive co••ents and proposals (Fig. 8 

2. Action plan for reducing energy losses (Fig. 9 

3. Description of activity 

3.1 Background 

3.2 Ai• of the study 

3.3 General infor•ation 

3.3.1 Na•e of t~e enterprise and its supervisory authority 

3.3.2 Brief description of the activity of the factory 

3.3.3 Structure of the energy organization 

3.3.4 Description of production data (for 2-3 years) 

4. Tehcnical and econo•ic analysis of the energy consu•ption of t~e 

factory (based on data fro• 2-3 years; (see: Figures .10 & 11) 

Analysis and evaluation of the tables 

S. Energy analysis of technological processes ana equl?•ent , 
5.1 Descri?t1cn of technological processes and equ1~~ent 

5.2 Energy •nalyses of technolo91cal orocesses ana ecu1peent 

(1eter1n9, calculation, co•par1son, etc.) 

5.3 Evaluation of tecnnolo91cal processes a~d equip•ent ~:~n a vle~ to 

energy 

6. Study of 1nstruaentat1on and control 

7. Examining the level of capacity util1zat1on anc or9an1zat:on 

8. Stuav of auxlllary plant equ1psent 

8.l AnaiySlS of neat performance O~ DUlld1n9s 
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6.5 £xaa1nat1on of boiler-feed •ake-up 

8.6 Study of condense netMork 

@.7 Study of ventilation 

8.8 Study of cooling syste• 

8.9 Study of Mater pipeline net•ork 

8.10 Exa•ination of se•age treat•ent 

8.11 Study of energy d1stribut1on syste•s 

(stea•, electric) 

8.12 Study of internal and external lighting 

8.13 Exa•ination of poMer factor i•prove•ent 

8.14 Study of co•pressed air syste• 

9. Study of pea~ load control 

9.1 Exa•ination and load li•itation 

9.2 Study of power p.urcnase froa supply syste1 

10. Exa1inat1on of possibilities for co-operation in the field of energy 

11. Study of operational and •a1ntenance act1v1t1es 

12. Su••ary and econo11c analysis of proposals 



Fig. 9. Comprehensive Comments and Proposals 
\ 

No. Sources Loss Eliminat. Loss elimination Coat of 
of loss GJ/yr in currency .. method potential imp le-

mentation unit /yr GJ/yr in currency in currency unit/yr unit/yr 

Fig. 10 Action Programme for Reducing Energy Loaaea 

No. Proposed Proposed Name of person Expected aavinG Est.imated coat 
measures schedule responsible GJ/yr 1n currency of the taken 

unit /yr measure 
in currency 
unit 

Payback 
time 
year 

Payback 
time 
year 

Remarks 
Code No. 

Remarks 

"' N 



Fig. 11 

No. Energy carrier year 1986 

t G.J 

1 • Natural gas 
2. Petrol 
3. Gas oil and fuel oil 
4. Electric power MWh 
~ .. Other 

Total 

... 

Energy Turnover in 1986 and 1987 

. year 1987 

in total \ t GJ in total \ 

a
'-' 



Month 
KWh 

Fig. 12 Energy Consumption on a Monthly Baai• in the Yeara 1986 and 1987 

.1.986 1~87 

electric power natural 9aa electric power natural gaa 

GJ ' m3 GJ ' J:<Wh GJ ' m3 GJ ' 
a
l:-
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6. Heasures for iaproveaent 

6.a General considerations 

Proposals of technical, technological, operational and/or 

organizational aeasures for i•prove•ent of econo•ic efficiency are to be 

elaborated as the •Ost i•portant part of each ene~gy audit. They are 

presented to the ONner of the tested device to enable hi• to reach energy 

conservation, quality i•prove•ent and/or production intensification. 

To decide the priority of carrying out energy conservation 

•easures, 1t is necessary to rev1eN the folloN1ng cond1t1ons: 

amount of energy used in technical and financial units 

energy consumption rate, in technical and financial units 

total of investments, necessary for energv savings 

payoack period of invested capital 

degree of difficulty or techn~cal feasibility 

effects reached from financial, tecnnical, ~arket and otner po1nts of 

view 

continuity and stability of energy savings and proaucts processing 

However, it is general to carry out the energy conservation 

aeasures in the following order: 

first step: 

secona steg: 

intensification of energy consumption control {review ana 

observation of operation standard, facility control 

stanaard and maintenance standard; el1•1nation of 

uselessness, unreasonableness and 1rregular1ty; tra!n1n9 

and mot1vat1on of employees) 

1ntroauct1on of energy conserv,t1on eau1cme~t (automat1~n 

of energy consuming processes, waste ener3y recovery, 

etc.) A snort overview cf tne methods for energy 

consumption control and mon1tor1ng 1s 91~e~ :~ Appena1x 

II by tne Faculty of Elect1cal En91neer:n;, un1vers:tv 
of Zagrab. 
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tnna step: improve•ent of process and/or svste• (introduction ot 

up-to-date technologies and facilities having high energy 

consu•ption efficiency). 

Selected •easures for ther•al energy and electric energy 

conservation are reco••ended in the folloMing paragraphs. 

6.b Ther•al energy 

a. Control of co•bustion condition~ (02 or oc 2 control in a flue gas). 

So•e methods hoM to calculate air excess coetticient have been 

~escribed in previous cnapters. Nevertheless, it could De interest1r.g to 

state as an exa•ple the standard criteria of air excess coefficient, Nhich are 

presented in Japanese standards for boilers (Fig. 13 ) 

Fig. 13 Air Excess Coefficient 

Item Loading Air Excess Coeff1ci~nt 

( \) 
I 

Solla fuel Liquid fue~ Gaseous fuel 

Aoilers for Electri-

•city Supply 75-100 1.2-1.3 1.05-1.1 1.05-l.l 

Other Boilers: 

- over 30 t.h 75-100 1.2-1.3 1.1-1.2 l.l-1.2 

- 10-30 t.h 75-100 1.2-1.3 l.2-1.3 

- under 10 t.r1 75-100 l. 3 I T 
•• ,J 
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c. itfects of tne teeperature of flue gases. 

The nlqher the flue gas te•perature, the Norse the theraal 

process efficiency (r19. 14 ) 

fig. 44 Flue Gas Exit Te•perature Effect 
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The aecrease of flue gas te•perature is limited by tne aeM point 

(because of corrosive effects). 

c. Effects of Maste heat recovery 

Waste heat is heat Mhich is generated in a process but then is 

du•ped to the env1ron•ent even though it could still be reused fer so•e useful 

and profitable purpose. 

Waste heat is nor•ally available in the fora of sensible heat of 

•Ork (i.e extra heat content of Mork which is hotter than the environaent) or 

Jacket heat losses of the furnace. It is noraally released to and aegraaed in 

the surrJundings and quickly loses i~s value. In fact, it is the value of 

tnat heat be1n9 discnargea which shoula be identified and - if possible -

recovered~ The utilization can include a siaple heat exchanger for preheati~g 

co•bustion air, 011, water or reactants, or it could include the operation of 

a nea: er.g1ne such as waste neat boiler or a turb1ne to 0Dta1n steam or 

electr1c1ty. 

Sources of waste heat can be aiviaed according to tne1r temperature 

into three temoerature ranges. The h19r. te•perature range refers to 

tem~erature aoove 6So0 c. The •e~ium range is between 23o 0 c and eso0 c ana the 

low teaperature range is below 23o 0 c. 

High and aedium tem~erature waste neat can be usea to produce 

process steam. If one has h19h te•perature waste heat insteaa of proaucing 

stea• directly he snould consider the possibility of using the h1gh 

te•perature energy to do useful work before tne waste heat is extracted. Both 

gas ana steam turoines are useful and fully developea heat engines. 

In tne low temperature range, waste energy, wn1ch would be 

otherwise useless, can somet~mes be made useful by appli:ation of me:nanical 

worK th~ou,n a aev1ce called tne neat pump. 
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The co•Dustion of hy~rocarbon fuels produces flue gases in the hiSh 

te•perature range. The •ax1•u• theoretical te•perature in at•ospheric burners 

is so•eMhat u~der 16S0°c, Mhile •easured fla•e te•peratures in practical 

burners are just under 1soo0c. Secondary air or so•e other dilutent is often 

ad•itted to the burner tG decrease the te•perature of the co•bustion products 

to the required process te•perature, for exa•ple to protect equipaent, thus 

decreasing the practical Maste heat te•perature. 

The brief list beloM gives so•e exa•ples of teaperatures of Maste 

gases fro• various industrial processes: 

glass aelting furnace 

cement rotary kiln 

open hearth furnace 

annealing furnace coc.llng 

drying ana baking ovens 

heat treating furnaces 

steam boiler exhausts 

process steaa condensate 

cooling water 

air-conditioning and 

refrigeration condensers 

syste. 

800 -

600 -

650 -

430 -

250 -

420 -

250 -

55 -

30 -

30 -

1200°c 

1sooc 

1so0 c 

65o0 c 

6S0°C 

6So 0 c 

soo0c 

To use waste heat fro• sources such as thosr aoove 1entioned it is 

necessary to transfer tne heat in one fluid stream to another (e.g. fro• flue 

gas to feedwater or co1oust1on air). The d~11ce which accomplishes th 1 s 

transfer 1s called a neat excnanger. 

Heat excnangers usea to recover waste neat can r1n9e from something 

as s1mole as a pipe, a furnace cnannel ~r duct to sometn1ng as com~lex as a 

waste heat 001ler. 

Several types of neat excnangers ana otner poss::1l1:1e! of waste 
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heac ucilization are given in the following figures: 

Fig. 15 

FLUE GAS 

Metallic Radiative Recuperator 

(\COOLED 
UYASTE~ 

HOT t 
WASTE ~S 0 COOLING 

FWIO 

, 

HCATED 
FWID t 

Fi<J. 16 Convective Type Recuperator 
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HOT WASTE GAS 

Fig. 17 Combined Radiative and Convective Recuperator 

WARM ORY 
EXHAUST GAS 

ROTATION 
CF Wl-£El 

Fig. 18 Heat Wheel Type Recuperator 

HfATEOANO 
HUMIOIAEO AIR • 

HOT HJMIOIFIEO 
EXHAST GAS 



Fig. 1'1 

Fig. 20 
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C0U> AIR INLET H£AT PIPE ElJtO..E 

Beat Pipe Bundle Incorporated in Gas to 

Gas Regenerator 

HEAT IN 1£AT ClJT 

EVAPOFWION 
CAPILLARY WICK 

1€AT IN HEAT OUT 

Heat i?ipe Schematic 
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lOOF 
FUE 220F 

fEEOWQ'ER FROM DEAERATOR 

r,::::.=~-

'

'D7F 
FEEDMTER 
TOOIU< 

Fiq. 21 Finned-tube ~as to Liquid Reqenerator (Economizer) 

STEAMQJT 

I 

FEEDYATER IN -

I 
Fig. 22 Waste Heat Boiler 
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RAW MIX K..ET GAS EXIT f£AT EXCHANGER 

SO"t' 

ROTARY KILN 

Fig. iJ Waste Heat Recovery in a Cement Rotary 

Kiln by a Preheater 

TO EXHAUST FAN 

' 
~MENT 

~-
...... .....tOFCARS OF GASES 

AIR LOCK 

TO DRIER 

FR&EATED AIR FOR ElJRNERS 

~===:;::~O:~ BLOWER 

BURNERS AIR LOCK 

PREHEATING ~CTION FIRING SECTION COOLING SECTION 

Fig. 24 Heat Recovery i~ a Tunnel Kiln 

• 
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The capital requirement for waste heat recovery 

is sometimes greater than this one for other energy 

saving opportunities. Thus, decisions about individual 

projects become aore difficult to make. On the other band 

rewards in the fo1:11 of reduced energy costs can also be 

greater and this constitues the incentive for the efforts 

to recover waste heat • 

Every plant has soae waste heat. A waste heat aanagement 

programme is a systematic study of the sources of waste 

heat in a plant and opportunities for their use. 

The econamical recovery of waste heat depends on five 
factors: 

- There has to be a use for the waste heat. This point is 

not treated in this work: it is assumed that such a use 
has been located. 

- There has to be an adequate quantity of waste heat. To 

estimate the quantity of available waste heat one uses 

the first law of thermodynamics. 

- the heat must be of adequate quality for the purpose in 

question. For example, heat available at 1so·c cannot be 

used directly to heat steam to 2oo·c. The problems of heat 

quality ~ availability are treated usinq the second 
law of thermodynamics. 

- The heat must be transferred from the waste stream to 

the material of work piece where it is to be used. 

This is a problem in heat transfer and heat exchangers • 
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The waste heat must be used profitably -- this is a ques

tion of economics 

d. Effects of an extensive insulation 

To ruduce the existing dispersion heat loss from the 

surface of a device or a pipinq system an additional layer 

of insulation or some aore effective insulating materials 

can be installed. 

Thermal conductivity of an insulating material is the 

decisive parameter for insulation of continuous thermal pro-

cesses. 

In the case of periodic processes an optimum must be 

determined between surf ace heat loss and the loss by accu

aulated heat (liqht weight insulating materials are very con

venient for this purpose). 

e. Effects of the condensate recovery 

The thermal energy contained in a generated steam con

sists of a latent heat (of about 80\ of total heat content 

of steam) and a sensible heat. If the sensible heat of con

densate completely is recovered as a boiler feed water, the 

fuel saving of about 10-20\ might be expected, according to 

the temperature of the retu~n water. 

f. Effects of inner pressure control in a furnace 

when the pressure in furnace is in the plus side (over

pressure) and too higher than ambient pressure, resultant 

flame causes heat loss. When the pressure is in the minus 

side, the cold air outside the furnace enters into it and 

cools down the inside of the furnace, which results in 

heteroqenity of temperature pattern and in fuel loss. 

The leakag~s of a furnace (inspection holes, doors .••• ) 

should be as small as possible. (Fig. 25; 

• 

• 
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I 
CONDITION 

1300-C 
I 

I 2 
SIZE <J= OPE~G HOLE 78 CM 

1100 "'4 ., 
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I 
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Fig. 25 Heat Loss Around Opening Hole 

g· Effects of burners system 

Significant Energy Conservation can be reached 

through utili~ation of automatic burning systems 

(microprocessors controlled) or by replacement of obso

lete burners with modern ones (high velocity burners, 
recuper.ative burners, etc.). 
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6. c. Electric power 

1. To switch off equipment when not necessary (transformers, 

motors, air conditioning, lighting with low or no load). 

2. Periodical maintenance 

3. To review contracted power when actual power demand 

is much different. 

4. To optimize capacity of transformers if load factor 

is less than o.s. 
S. To rationalize transformer voltage on low-voltage side 

(in case the difference between actual and rated vol

tage~ 3,). 

6. To raise power factor of entire factory (in case the 

power factor· falls under 0.9 to install adequate con-

densers for improvement of power factor). 

7. To ainilllize voltage-drop on distribution line. 

8. To watch maximum demand automatically (for larger 

plants). 
9. To select an adequate motor capacity (if the load fac-. 

tor is too low to replace the motor by smaller one). 

10. To keep high power factor of main facilities. 

11. To optimize capacity and revol"ution speed of large 

motors of pwnps, blowers, fans, etc. 

12. To optimize the exhaust pressure of compressors and 

to repair leakages on compressed air lines. 

13. To supervise liqhtload automatically. 

14. To optimize and control temperature of rooms. 

15. To limit electrical heating to special use (to change 

to heating with fuel or steam). 

16. Good maintenance and introduction of high efficiency 

lamps. 
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6.d. Practical examples of energy conservation 

When,analysinq technological process to ider.tify 

enerqy losses and saving possibilities, the:eare several 

possibilities in each manufacturing plant, which lead to 

considerable reduction of enerqy consumption. 

In spite of the fact, that main steps of enerqy mana

qement in the industrial plant are analyzed in the chap

ter III of this Manual, practical selected examples are 

presented in the f ollowinq as a tool for quick orientation 

of energy manaqement factory-s team. The recommended mea

sures are divided into two groups, related to the 

a. technological emmples for energy savinqs 

b. qeneral recommendations applicable in any case studies 

of enerqy cons~rvation. 

a. Technoloqy 

a 1. Replacinq qas or oil fired meltinq tank by electric 

heatinq 

The new technoloqy, using electric heating of 

melted batch by electrods (such as Molybden) reduces 

losses by 25\ to 30\ and hiqher melting temperature can 
... 

be reached. Since electrods are covered by the fresh 

batch the chimney 19sses are lowered to the minimum. 

a 2. Lowerinq the maximum qrain size of the batch 

By melting the melting ti.!ne depends very much on 

t..1e size of the batch particles. If, in thE'! glass 

production, the silica grain size is lowered from 

0.8 - 1.0 mm to the smaller grain size that 0.6 mm, 

about 4 0\ of enerqy is saved due to the shortened time 

of melting. Similar effect is reached in the reJ-brick 

manufacture, if body raw materials are ground to the 
appropriate grain size. 
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a J. Fired or melted reject recirculation 

In case that fired reject in ceramics or broken 

qlass (cullet) in the qlass production is blended into 

the batch composition, reduced amount of enerqy is ne
eded to achieve fin.i -.. ned products. In the qlass pro

duction, each 10' of cullet in the batch composition 

will reduce the heat enerqy for batch meltinq by about 

2-3' from total. 

a 4. Single layer firing technology 

Sinqle layer firinq technology of products which 

must be thermally treated in order to reach requested 

properties, reduces the heat consumption upto 60-70•, 

since the speed of firing is very hiqh and closer to 

the critical firinq curve. In the contrary, pilinq of 

products extends the · Ulle of heat treatment and increa

ses the heat consumption. 

a S. Simplification of the technoloqy 

Different examples exist in any industrial techno

loqy. Continuous steel castinq and shapinq of metallic 

products, sinqle firinq technoloqy in ceramics, non

~hrinkinq body in different manufacturinq processes, . . .. 
non-fired chemically or hydraulically bounded refrac-

tories, shaped and/or unshaped, modern shapinq techno

loqies such as tape casting and vibrating shapinq and 

other similar examples lower the heat and electric ener

gy consumption very much and they are great reserves 

for further steps in energy conservation and technolo

gy development. 

a 6. Increasing the heating sl1.rface of evaporators in dif

ferent food and chemical industries 

By extending the hea -urface of ~vaporators the 

specific load and ~peci!1c ~t~1m consu~pti0n o! e~aporating 
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.units are reduced, the heatinq steam demand can be redu

ced by 3-5%. 

a 7. Continuous pasteurizers instead of autoclaves 

Continuous belt-type pasteurizing equipment repla

cinq autoclaves for controlled heat treatment in the food 

industries, milk, soft drinks and beer manufactures, in 

canneries and other industries brinqsabout considerable 

energy savings and promotes continuous work as well. 

a 8. Storage of grain crops in tower bins with ventilation 

In tower bins fitted with ventilators it is not 

necessary to lower the moisture content of the produ~t 

below the equilibrium level, some additional moisture 

reduction results from ventilation. This way shows the 

possibility of 20% energy savings. 

a 9. Reduction of grinding time and energy consumption of 

grinding mills 

With roller mills of larger weight and surface 

implemented instead of traditional ball mills grinding 

time is reduced from about 16 hours to about 6-8 hours 

which results into considerable power saving. Replacing 

the internal silex lining bz rubber will extend the time 

of operat~on by twice to three time without repairs. 

In ball mills as such the grinding time can be reduced 

to one half if silex balls are replaced by high density 

balls or cilinders ~ith the volume weight about 3.6 g.CiG-3• 

Again, considerable energy saving is reached. 

a 10. Up-dat~ng of curing concrete elements 

Traditional curing is made in uninsulated plate 

tubs with manual feeding of steam. Energy saving can 

be achieved by using insulated tubs and programmed 

steam feed. By using a prop~r design c~ndense utili
zation is also possible. 
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a 11. Keeping breeding poultry in greater floor 

Instead of using the traditional straw beds, grea

ter floor i~ built into the hen-houses. Manure is re

moved every day or several times in a day and this 

reduces the amount of ammonia, therefore heat removal 

by ventilation can be reduced. Heating of the building 

is only necessary at lower temperatures. 

a 12. Production of bituaen emulsion 

By replacing traditional, gas oil diluted bitumen 

~sed for road maintenance with cold treated bitumen 
emulsion a considerable amount of gas oil and energy 

can be saved. 

a 13. Cold storage of grain crops 

The grain crops are pre-dried by reducing the 

moisture content dcwn to 18-20% and then cool air is 

ventilated intc '1~·.m while additional moisture content 

is extracted. This method shows the way how to avoid 

the overdrying and the possibility to save the thermal 

enerqy, which equals to about 6% of moisture content 

reduction. 

a 14. Heat utilization of binder driers 

On the flue gas and on the drying air side of 

the driers liquid-air heat exchanqers are built in, 

which on the liquid side are fitted with circulating 

heat carrier cycles. The exhausted heat i~ then ex

ploited for the preheating of air used for the burners. 

a 15. Reducing heat consumption of sugar dryin1 by a more 

intensive centrifugal operation_ 

The traditional method of removing the thin layer 

of syrup remaininq on the crystal grains with water 

and steam and then the drying with overheated steam 
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in a centrifuge. In case of a more intensive centrifuging 

operation the steam ~-~ar.d of drying can be lowered by 

blowing in warm·air preheated with the condense water 

of the evaporation station. 

a 16. Waste qas utilization ~Y built in compressors 

Chemical process£~ often produce waste qas which 

can be exploited. Instead of blowing off the waste hydro

qen qas qenerated in the course of chlorine production 

it can, by a built in compressor, be condensed to reach 

the pressure of the synthesis gas and after cleaning 

it can be utilized. This way some of the natural gas 

demand of ammonia production can be saved. 

a 17. Patenting of wires by direct heating 

Patenting of rolled or drawn wires is traditionally 

made· in furnaces with heat transfer. In a protective 

atmosphere patentinq can be made with direct he3ting. 

In this case a siqnificant amount of energy, reaching 

upto 40% from total, can be saved. 

a 18. Application of liquid fillers 

The paper industry uses refined kaolins as coa

ting af.ld. fill!nq matters. Since kaolin is applied in 

a slurry, lot of heat and electric energy can be save~ 

if a kaolin plant does not dewater and does not dry 

kaolin, which is then moistured i11 a paper mill again. 

a 19. Application of liquid fertilizers 

The agricultural sector is used to apply chemical 

fertilizers for soil reclaiming in ·a solid form. Dis

advantages of solid fertilizers are: a storage loss 

of about 15\, multiphase of spreading with uneveness 

of spreading, wash out and higher energy demand in pro

duction. If liquid fertilizers are applied the follo

wing advantages come into account: lower energy demand 
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in production, no storage loss, even spreading, low 

wash-out and single-phase s,reading. 

a 20. Utilization of non-metallic sorbents in agriculture 

and environlllental protection 

The application of non-metallic sorbents for sandy 

soil reclaiming lowers th£ penetration through the soil 

layer and it increases the retaining soil capacity. As 

a result the dosage of chemical fertilizers is lowered, 

the need of virigatinq water goes down up to one half, 

contamination of underground waters is improved and the 

harvest is increased by 20\ to 1001 depending on the 

type of crop, soil and climate. 

Specially activated non-metallic sorbents, such as 

bentonites, illites and zeolites purify industrial ore 

contaminated as well as other waste waters and enable 

the factory to recirculate purified waters on one side 

and to exploit in non-waste technologies the sedimented 

impurities. Since non-metallic sorbents are natural ma

terial~, no secondary contamination is caused. Newly 

developed methods are cheap and efficient not only from 

the financial point of view, but also frOlll the view of 

the electric and thermal energy consumption. 

a 21. Energy saving processing of slaughterhouse wastes into 

protein fodder 

From the majority of slaughterhouse$ slaughtering 

wastes are transferred to the site of the processing 

firm where, with the involvement of steam and power 

consumption, they are processed into meat meal. By 

installing a wasta processing production like the slaugh

terhouse wastes can be ~ith the addition of conserving 

germicidal agents processed into meat pulp on the spot. 

Biological value of meat pulp is higher than that of 

meat meal and considerable amount of energy can be saved. 
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a 22. Reducing heat demand of d~ying beet slices 

By re~lacing traditional slice process with two

spindle process, the extracted content of the beet slice 

can be increased fraa about 14-151 up to 201 from total. 

Specific energy consumption is reduc~ad accordingly. 

a 23. Improving the technology of tobacco drying 

The specific energy consumption of driers used 

traditionally for tobacco drying is high. By applying 

special types of driers drying air is of a more favou

rable fluid mechanical distribution, thus temperature 

and humidity can be controlled and specific energy demand 

is reduced. By programmed temperature control of dri-

ers further savings can be achieved. 

a 24. Application of electric cooling belts in qlass making 

In order to lower the stress from hot shaped glass 
products during cooling, annealing_ kilns of different 

de~igns are used with a gas or oil fired cooling belt. 

Energy can be saved by exploiting waste heat from glass 

melting tanks and by u~ing owing to control. By using 

a tyristor controlled electric cooler, control becomes 

very accurate and this results in energy savings. 

a 25. Application of induction heating 

In m~tal processing plants oil or gas firing or 

electric resistance heated furnaces are used to heat 

components up to forging temperature. By installing 

medium-frequency induction furnaces fitted with semi

conductor control, waste heat can be reduced up to 

about 40% from total. 

a 26. Modernization of fruit juice condensation 

Fruit juice processing plants using traditional 

technology process fruit juice of 11-12· B~ extract 

content in two stages in order to reach 12· B~ extract 
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content using a great amount of steam. By doing this 

in four stages, with up-to-date centrifugal final 

condensation technology, the same quality will be ob

tained with much lower energy consumption. 

b. General recommencations 

b 1. Establishment of motor vehicle diAinostic station 

Instrumental tests are made on vehicles, transpor

tation machines and engines. When required they are 

serviced what results into the reduction of fuel con

sumption. 

b 2. Establishment of enerqx consumption standards 

Considerable enerqy savinqs can be achieved by 

service people of kilns, drierR, boilers, vehicles and 

other enerqy consuminq units, if objective energy con

suming standards are established and if servicing peop

le are properly motivated for ener~y conservation. 

I 

b 3. ~verting steui heating network intc;, hot water 

heating 

3ot ~ate= heating system utilizes different ty-

pes of ·waste heat even with a relatively low temperature. 

By conversion it is possible to build in an automated 

unit also sensing extern~l temperature and to achieve 

enerqy savings. 

b 4. Up-dating compressed air generating system 

By replacing uncontrolled reciprocating compres

sors wiL. air demand controlled screw-type compressors 

blow-in losses and power consumption can ~e reduced. 

b 5. Replacement of ~entrifugal pumps 

Considerable energy savings can be dChieved by 

using up-to-date higher efficiency pumps instead of the 

ousoleL1o: 01es at technologies in chemical industries, 

.. 
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requiring a lot of pumping. 

b 6. Beat supply of driers with flue-gas generators 

By applying thermoventilation for the heat supply 

~f drying furnaces instead of traditional steaa-to-air 
heat exchangers a higher efficiency can be obtained. 

b 7. Up-dating and automation of heat qeneratinq and distri
:Oution systems 

By implementing an external temperature controlled 

.. regulating system which takes into account internal 

temperature as well, heating of plant buildings can 

be progr~ed and a very siqnif icant energy savinq can 
be achieved. 

b 8. Design of factoiies buildings 

The heiqht of the prod1'ction hall should not exceed 

the necessary technology and security requirements. Well 

insulated walls, but also doors and windows with doubled 

or trippled qlass screens contribute to energy savinqs 

very much. For such produ~~ion halls in which entries 
and exits are changed frequently because of the techno

logical reason, pneumatical blowing closing system is 

established in order to divide the temperature gradient 

inside aDd outside the hall. Therefore, the buildinq 

industry had developed several different types of doors 

and windows with very qood parameters. 

b 9. See!!d control of conveyer-belts 

The speed of high capacity conveyer-belts is prac

ticable to be adjusted to the level of ~roduction since 

sometimes considerable part of the operation time the 

capacity of the drive is not exploited. &y using a ty

ristor-type control it can be achieved that the belts 

operate with the speed demanded by the feed. This saves 
a considerable amoun~ of energy. 
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b 10. Return waste-water utilization by purification 

Different types of waste-waters leaf the indust

rial processinq. By implementing a return water puri

fier, the waste water can be cleaned, what contribu

tes sometines not only to energy savinqs, but also 

to the environmental protection. 

b 11. Modernization of water softening 

At many boiler plants, continuous alkalitreatment 
and frequent sliming are applied to avoid thickening 

of feed water. By implementing a lime by pre-softener 

the slime can be r aoved by sedimentation and pretrea

ted feed water becomes less hard. The frequency of .slime 

and alkali removal and thus the volume of emitted waste 

heat can be considerably reduced. 

b 12. Utilization of waste heat from cooling systems 

The heat absorbed by ammonia-operated cooling equip

ment and the ~teat equivalent of compressor work can be 

utilized in an ammonia-water heat exchanqer for warminq 

or pre-heatinq water. 

b 13. Up-dating steam separators 

In some equipment still the old type of steam sepa

rators. are used which emit large amounts of steam into 

open air. Such devices are to be replaced by thermal 

and thermodynamic steam separators. This way major ener

gy savings can be achieved. 

b 14. Water side automation of steam boilers 

In several plants steam boilers are fitted with 

Hanne~an-type level controllers and Agua Control-type 

dauger indicators. Alkali and slime removal is made by 

the operator. By install!n7 Gestra type electronic con

trol systems, alkali and slime removal can be program

med, what results in savings of thermal energy. 
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b 15. Application of qas infra-radiators 

In several fields of industry and aqriculture air 

heatinq is done by usinq hot-air blowers. This method 
supplyinq heat is appliep in halls, animal breedinq 

and plant qrowinq sites. Due to larqe doors and win

dows and due to occasional intensive air exchanqe, sig

nificant amount of heat qets out into open air. By usinq 

infra-radiators the necessary heat level can.be reached 

with approximately 60\ enerqy consumption only. 

b 16. Additional thermal insulation 

In the recent years additional thermal insulation 
of buildinqs, within that the problem of insulatinq 

doors and windows, has been in the limeliqht. Diffe
rent studies prove that by subsequent fittinq of rock 

cotton and by foaminq amin?cell, 30-60% of the enerqy 
used for heatinq can be spread. 

It has to be mentioned that the heat transmission 
of doors and windows of traditional desiqn is about 

2 
twice as much as should be 6 W/m K for windows and 

2 

4 W/m K for doors. Heat loss is considerably increased 
by heat bridqes within the structures which are in 

particularly qreat numbers in mass-produced building 

units. ·The deqree of thermal insulation has an econo

mic optimum value. In case of qxeat loss it is the ener

gy cost of heatinq, in case of little loss it is the 

capital cost of insulation that increases the cost 
above the optimum value. 

b 17. Heat supply centres 

One way to reduce operational enerqy losses is 

improving heat centres. Instrumentation, automation 

and thermal insulation of heat centres are generally 

insufficient. For lack of meteri~g, consumption of in

dividual plant units cannot be checked, plant operation 
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cannot be evaluated. Often 10-15\ of total energy con

sumption can be spared by the thermal insulation of 

the heat supply centre with automation weather condi

tions can also be taken into account. The units on the 

condense side of heat centres are also of particular 

importance. 

b 18. Road transport 

Almost all plants are interested in solvinq the 

enerqy problems of all road transport. The primary 

reason for low efficiency is the unfavourable energy 

consumption of motor vehicle engines. Insufficient loa

ding of the vehicle and non-rational choice of transpor

tation speed can add to the proble111. Attention should 

be given to the reduction of air resistance. Air ::-esis-·· 

tance is proportional to square speed, performance to 

cubic speed. It is also important to reduce bending re

sistance by adjusting type pressure (3-4\) and to regu

larly adjust carburation and iqnition which can ensure 

a fuel saving of 5-10\. Special attention is to be gi

ven to winter operation. The efficiency of cold engi

nes is much smaller, e. q., the 21t average efficiency 

of petrol engines drops down to 15\ in urban transport 

in cold weather. Because of the above factors, diag

nostics has particular significance in reducing losses. 

b 19. Electric drive 

When talking of technological equipment, electro

motors are of great importance. From the energy point 

of view individual drive is the most advantageous, as 

the drive only operates when there is actual demand for 

it, besides the loss from the central gears and the low 

efficiency partial load operation of the central power 

machine are avoided. From energy side it is also very 

important that a motor of adequate performance has to 
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be selected in which case an efficiency of 85-95\ - depen

ding on size - can be ensured. It can be considered a gene

ral principle that the replacement of a motor loaded below 

45t of its perforaance is always cost-effective and neces

sary. The internal and power losses of a lower capacity motor 

always cover the costs of replacement. In case of variable 
speed drives, ·chanqinq is a frequent requir~~nt. The main 

disadvantage of asynchronous motors is that in case of a 

squirrel-caqe desiqn, the number af revolutions can be 

reduced to 40\ of the synchronous revolution. The develop

ment of power current electronics have resulted in a radi
cal chanqe in the field of speed chanqinq. Frequency con

trol can be made both by DC and by AC motors with a very 

hiqh efficiency. 

From rectifiers and control components developed 

from semi-conductors such drives have been obtained which, 

applied with DC motors, provide very flexible drives. 
The one singie disadvantaqe of the drives is that they 

qenerate overtones on the mains which have to be suppres

sed. With tyristor connections parameters and frequency 

of currents can be changed almost optionally and with 

very little loss, thus the revolution number of asynchro

nous motors can be easily controlled. The efficiency diag

ram of governable drives shows good performance in a very 

wide ranqe, but again attention has to be given to avoid 

permanently low efficient partial load operation caused 

by overdimensioning. 

b 20. Boiler efficiency 

A significant part, about 35% of technological 

steam is generated in boilers. Therefore, the efficiency 

of boilers is of qreat importance. Boiler efficiency de

pends CJl the used fuel and on the size and condition of 

the boiler. In case of a brand new boiler, efficiency 

of coal firing is 72-75%, that of oil firing is 82-86% 

and that of gas firing is 92-94%. 
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Efficiency is very much dependent on the condition 

and the maintenance of the boiler and operation practi

ces. With full load, each mm of soot deposited on the 

heatinq surface reduces effir.iency by 3-4\, while with 

partial load the reduction is biqqer. As shown by the 

results of different audits by proper maintenance and 

operation practice the averaqe efficiency of boilers can 

be increased even by 15-20,. Certain devices, such as 

automatic draft check plates, prevent the water space 

of the boiler from coolinq down and provide accurate con

trol of the water level as well. 

b 21. Chemical processes 

A considerable number of the chemical processes 

take place in autoclaves and reactors. Heatinq of these 

- often pasteurized - vessels can be made by firinq, elec

tric heatinq or thermal transmission of heat carriers 

(steam, fluids, etc.). The way they qenerate enerqy 

and their structural desiqn usually conform to the techno

loqical process easily, material and enerqy often form 

one inteqral ur.it. At a low temperature steam has the 

qreatest importance amonq different heat carriers. The 

use of steam - as opposed to direct f irinq - is often 

justified by technoloqical and other aspects (e. q. dan

qer of explosion). 

b 22 .. Lighting 

It is a general demand on all plant levels that 

artificial lightinq of the rooms must be sufficient and 

cost-effective. Seeing it as comp\ex process, therefore, 

the quality of lighting depends on several factors which 

al.l have their effects on energy consumption. Resolving 

power depends on the degree of lighting measured by 

the volume of light radiated onto unit surface area 
2 

(its dimension is lux, which is equal to lumen/m ) . 

• 
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Identification of shapes which is of primary impor
tance, depends on the degree of illwaination, but the 
spatial distribution of liqht also has a role in the pro

per development of liqht and shadow effect:s. 

Colour identification, essential in several technolo
qies, depends on how the spectrum of artificial liqht 
approximates that of natural light: this is characteri

zed by a colour response index or by ~e colour teapera
ture of the liqht source. Colow:s of surroundings objects 
and surfaces are also important: they can either help · 

or retard shape recognition, thus either reduce or increase 
enerqy demand of liqhti.nq. Desirable deqree of liqhtinq , 
depends on the activity: for not too requirinq, general 
illumination often 10 lx is enough, for a precise work, 

occasionally 1000 lx is necessary. 

The following can be accepted as general recommenda
tions: 

storehouses 
workshops 
reading, writing 
technician-& work 

60-120 lx 
250 lx 

500 lx 

1000 - 2000 lx 

Too high briliance of a light source causes dazzle
ment since the differences in light intensity are beyond 

the adaptability of human eyes. Most working places must 
only be ill1.11Dinated in very cloudy weather and at the be
ginninq of dusk but this happens to be just at the peak 

period. Therefore, energy management is of great impor

tance in this field as well. This does not mean that the 

level of lighting has to be reduced. In present practice 
plants are illuminated poorer than necessary. This has 

an unfavourable effect on general health conditions, in

creases the Zeeling of tiredness and nazards of accidents 

at the same time unfavourably effects productivity and 
the quality of products. Results of ergonomical tests 
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show that when illumination level is increased from 
500 lx to 900 lx, speed and accuracy of calculation 
is increased by 5\, loqical thinkinq by 9.5\ and aemo
rizinq capability by 16\. In plants where precise work is 

required, increasinq ill .. ina~i!'n from 500 lx to 1000-. . 
1200 lx resulted in a 10-25\ rise in performance, 110re 
than 20\ reduction in waste production and also a conside

rable reduction in the nl8ber of ~ccidents. 

So the task is to produce sufficient ill1mi nation · 

with low energy consumption. Tools of economical light
inq are high-quality li9ht sources_and lallps. The effici

ency of light sources vary considerably: 

bulb lamp 4-8\ 

neon lamp 20\ 

hi9h-pressure aetal 
vapaur lamps also 20\ 

Thus, by replacinq light sources and energy savin9 

of 30-75\ can be achieved. It has to be noted, however, 

that the liqht flow of neon lamps dramatically drops after 

4000 hours of operation so it is worth proqrammiuq their 

replacement. 

The efficiency of fittinqs ranqes from 10 to 90\. 

Losses partly result from the fact that .coverinq surfa

ces either absorb or scatter parts of the li9ht. Loss 
from fittinqs desiqned with the necessary competence is 

only 10-20\. Particular attention has to be qiven to dirt 

deposited of fittinqs which often cause a 20-35\ reduc

tion in luminous flux. Reqular cleaning therefore is a 
considerable potential for ener9y saving. Spatial effi

ciency depends on the spatial d~stribution of luminous 
flux. Depending on the optical desiqn and spatial arran

qement of f ittinqs spatial efficiency depends on the 

ratio of liqht directed onto areas to be illuminated 
and liqht fallinq onto areas not requiring illumination. 
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in lamps a major source of ~oss can be improper cooling 
which reflects the light source itself. In case of over
heatinq it is not only life expectancy that is reduced 
but also their luminous flux. Relative reduction of lUai.
nous flux can be as auch as so,. 

Degree of natural and artificial l:i.9htin9 is also 
greatly effected by the colour of val.ls which dete%1Rine 
reflection accorcli.nq to the follovin9: 

Colour of wall 

liqht creaa 
liqht yellow 
liqht apricot 
briqht y~llow 

li9ht qreen 

liqht blue 
briqht green 

oranqe 

blue 
dark 9rey 
dark red 

Reflection ' 

75 

73 

64 

S8 

5S 

so 
26 

23 

19 

12 

7 

With regard to all the above mentioned factors, we 

can say that there is a lot o~ savin9 Potential in this 
field as well. 
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1. Mobile Diagnostic Unit of the Czechoslovak Research Institute for Ceraaics, 

Refractories and Non-mecallic Rav Materials in Pilsen (Case Study 1) 

7.a General Descrif:ion 

Performance of dial!'ostic measurements requir~ the application of 

modified measuring and recording instruments and te~hniques. The opti .. l 

solution of the problee represents the use of the .,bile diagftostic unit (MDU) 

equipped vith required apparatuses and vith the data processing centre. 

The concept of mobile diagftOStic units (energy buses) vas adopted 

independently in different advanced countries throughtout the world< as it 

is the most. effective means to carry out the energy audits. 

The diagftOStic measure11e11ts within Czechoslovak cer .. ic industry 

using MDU were introduced by the Research Institute for Ceraaics, Refactories 

and lion-metallic Rav Materials in Pilsen more than ten years ago. The first 

mobile diagftOStic unit (llDU) of the Institute bas been in service since 1976. 

Therefore, it vas decided to construct the second and third ltDU, equipped vith 

110dernized instrumentation. Both units are used parallely at present. 

The MDU of the Research Institute for Cer.aics, Refractories and Hon-metallic 

'!'8V :'!aterials in rilsen, used in non-metalllc·industr1es is a ·mobile meas~ring 

laboratory installed in a special van and used by the teaa of specialists. 

It is capable to find out directly, ~nder the operat~n~ conditions all the 

outside and inside circumstances and conditions vbich influence the optimal 

energy consumption of a beat consU11ing unit. 

The equipment of the mobile laboratory enables to perform all types 

of the above mentioned measurements, i.e. the determination of beat balances, 

the ascertainment of technological conditions in thermal processing of 

ceramic materials and the complex .. asurements. The evaluation centre of 

the MDU ~ontains the data logger and computer, enabling evaluation of 

measurements in the field. The equipaaent contains also devices for checking 

and calibrating the measuring instruments and for minor repairs. 
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The third mobile diagnostic unit of the Research Institute in Pilsen 
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7.b Measured Factors and Applied lnstrU111entation 

The most important equipment available and its applications is 

as follows: 

(A) Temperature Measurements 

The measurements of atmosphere and surface temperature are most 

frequent. The temperature of atmoshpere is measured usually by orthodox 

sensors: 

for the range up to 

6oo0 c resistance Pt thermometers 

- 1200°C 

- t400°C 

- 1600°C 

mercury thermometers 

Cu-Ko the=mocouples 

Ni-NiCr thermocouples 

Pt-PtRhlO thermocouples 

PtRh6-PtRh30 thermocouples 

Besides standard Ni-NiCr thermocouples with protective ceramic 

tubes ~~her ones, so called jacketted thermocouples, are used to 

a great extent. The advantage of these thermocouples is a considerable 

shorter time constant in comparison to orthodox wells. Jacketted thermo-

couples are also flexible and measurements can be taken in points with 

difficult access. For exav.ple when temperature distribution in 

cross-sectiQiof a kiln is measured, these thermocouples are successfully 

used. These thermocouples are delivered in length up to 5 m, un special 

request even longer. The possibilities of application are very wide. 

For example the firing curves in the multi-channel kilns can be measured 

by means of these thermocouples (Fig. 26 ) 
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Fig. 26 Multi-channel Kiln - Measuring of Firing Curves 

By in.er;~ :~he -thermocouple ~nto the kiln and it~ 

gradual withdrawing the firing curve of the channel is obtained 

within a few minutes. The measurement by the usual method 

would take some tenths of hours. 

For the measuring proper and for recording of indications 

through the resistance and thermocouple sensors the equipment 

of mobile laboratory is provided by the data logger with high 

precision. The data are stored in digital form here. The first 

MDU is equipped with compensation recorders. One recorder has 

12 inputs, so it can record the information from 12 measuring 

points simultaneously. 

Besides temperature indications the data logger as well 

as the recorders are provided by standard ranges in mV. Thus 

the other values can be recorded when transferred into voltage. 
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For the surface temperature measurements the mobile 
laboratory is equipped with contact thermometers with 
Ni-NiCr sensors and di~ital measurinq instrument, usable 
up to 12oo·c. This instrument with hiqh precision can be 
used for atmosphere temperature measurem~nts as well. 

Besides there are thermoelectric contact thermometers 
(up to 2so•c) and three fully radiatinq pyrometers with 
mutually overlapinq ranqes from 700 to 2ooo·c. 

The most advantaqeous device for surface temperatu
re measurements is the radiometer T..hermopoint, with measu
rinq ranqe from -30 to 11oo·c. Its operation is based on 
microprocessor technology, allowing the data accumulation 
from one series of measurements to another. It may be used 
to measure different surfaces at different times and pla

ces and still deteimi.ne the averaqe, maximum, minimum and 
differences of these surfaces. Up to 10 000 points may be 
accumulated. This radiometer enables to measure the tempe
rature of inaccessible points. 

(B) Gas Flow Measurements 

The MDU is equipped with orthodox mechanical anemome

ters and with mechanical-electrical anemometers for mea

si=ring the .. flows in driers and the sucking of fans. The 
anemometers can be connected to a specially adjusted re
corder which.enables to conduct a long-term investigation 
of flow conditions. These anemometers can l~ applied also 

in measuring cars in channel driers (Fiq.2b ~.The mobile 
laboratory is also equipped with several types of Pitot-s 

tubes for gas flow measurements in ducts. 

(C) Pressure Measurements 

A very frequent ·task during operation tests is the 
measurement of low pressures both in pneumatic equipment 
and in the ascertainment of draught conditions. For this 
purpose precisious liquid micromanometars are applied. 
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Fiq. 27 Measuring Car in Channel Drier 

These devices have changeable measuring ranqes. In case 

the record of ~easured pressure is needed the indication 
··annular··balance with the basic··ran9e +-SO Pa·-can-·be-..app~ied·.o 

For measurinq higher pressures the equipment contains series 

of precise manoaeters. 

(D) Dew Point Measurements 

The knowledge of the dew point in drying equipment is of 
a qreat importance. Together with temperature and flow velo
city it gives the basic information about drying process. 

For dew point measurements the transportable sets are applied. 
The equipment consists of three probes and one plotting recor
der. Every probe has a temperature resistance sensor (tempe

rature of dry thermometer) and a dew point sensor (tempera
ture of wet thermometer). The sensor of the dew point is 
based on the tension compensation of 
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vapour produced by the LiCl electrolyte and vapour of the 

311lbient. The stabilized temperature equilibrium corresponds 
to the temperature of the dew point. This set in connection 
with mechanical-electrical anemometers represents the equip
ment by which the basic parameters of che drying process -
- the temperature, the dew point and the flow velocity of 
the drying medium - can be measured and recorded. 

(E) Measuring of the Properties of Combustion Gases, 
Analysis of COllbll•tion Products 

For ascertainment of fuel gases composition the mobile 
laboratory w~s equipped with an Orsatchromatograph. With 
regard to the diffi..:ult transportation of this instrument 
the application of Wobbe-s number-meter proved to be 111<>re 

practicable. This instrument determines the Wobbe-s number 
(the ratio of the heating value and the second root of the 
gas density) by measuring the temperature rise of a constant 
quantity of the air flowing through the combusted gas 

(Fig. 28}." The output signal is the voltage of the thermo

battery which is registered by the recorder directly in va-, 
lues of the Wobbe -s number. The meas·.irement precision rea-
ches from S to 101 with regard to the applied calibration. 

The precise calibration is carried out by means of calibra
tion gas mix-delivered by the producer of the instrument. 

The instrument can be adjusted for measuring the Wobbe-s 

number of natural gas, generator gas and town gas. 

The Wobbe-& number neter was successfully applied in 
measuring tunnel kilns in the plant where the causes of 
fluctuating firing temperature had to be ascertained • 

For checking the firing process the mobile laboratory 

is e~uipped with transportable analyzers and by instruments 
installed in the van. The second MDU is equipped with mo
dern transportable analyzers. They are applied for the de

termination of co, co2 and so2 content, each of them with 

two ranges - for hiqh and low concentration of checked qas. 
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Fig. 28 Wobbe"s Number Meter 
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The selective absorption of the infra-red radiation by 

the measured qas is utilized for the determination of the 

content of the component looked for. The instrument wor

kinq on the increased permeability of oxygen with regard 

to other gases is used for aeasureaents of oxyqen content. 
All the analyzers can be connected with plotting recor
ders or with data loqqer to store the measured data. 

The extraction of combused products is conducted by built

in pumps (transportable analyzers co, co2, so
2

) or by an 
extra pump (02 analyzer) through probes of a corrundum 
material. 

Analyzers are used for checkinq combustion conditions 
and for inspectinq the function of burners. The ascertain

ment of the air sucked in by leakage of the kiln is impor

tant, too. It is applied especially in tunnel kilns where 

the tightness of sand qrooves can be checked. The analysis 

of the kilnatnu9"sphere in the preheatinq zon~ shows the 

economy of kiln operation and potential reasons of qreat 

temperature differences in cross-section of the kiln • 
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7.c Comfuterized Data Processing System 

The system was devEloped in co-operation with the British 

National Industrial Fuel Efficiency Service (NIFES) for the prototype 

mobile diagnostic unit of the Research Institute for Ceramics, 

Refractories and Non-metallic Raw Materials in Pilsen, Czechoslovakia: 

1. Description of the hardware 

The system is shown diagramatical ly in Fig. 29. It 

basically comprises of: 

IBM XT SFD computer 

Biodata Microlink Computer Interface 
- Epson LX 86 Dot Matrix Printer 

Sensors for temperature, pressure etc. 

1.1. IBM computer 

The IBMXT S!Dcomputer has the following facilities: 

Based on an Intel 8088 microprocessor 
40 ka of ROM 

- 640 kB of user memory 
- Memory access time is 250 ns 
- Cycle time is 345 ns 
- There are 8 expansion slots 

- One 5.25 inch double sided slimline diskette drive of 
360 kB 

- One 20 Ma fixed disk drive, with 85 ms average access 
time 

• 
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KILN, BOILER, DRIER, 

(THERMAL PROCESSES) 

SENSORS: 

THERMOCOUPLES, 

MANOMETERS, 

GAS ANALYSERS, ETC. 

SENSOR LEADS 

BIODATA 

MICROLlNK 

INTERFACE 

MF - 12 

MODULE: 

PGA 16, RTD 8 

TC 16, A12D 

.. ······--······•·:•.-..:-,·-· ---···.·--.-. ........... -. 
I.B.M. XTSFD 

COMPUTER 

----- 40 kB. ROM. 
FD = 5 1/4• 360 kB FLQPPY 
DISK 

EPSON 
LX 86 tZLQ 

Fiq. 29 

640 kB. RAM 

® 9 

I.B.M. COLOUR 
HIGH 
RESOLUTIOtl 
MONITOR 

HD = 20 MB FIXED DISK 

Scheme of the Computerized System 
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- Asynchronous Communications adaptor 

- Facility to add a further 360 ks., 5.25 inch diskette 

drive 

The computer is supplied with: 

IBM personal computer enhanced keyboard 

- IBM enhanced qraphics display 

- IBM enhanced qraphics adaptor 
- IBM parallel. printer adaptor 

- IBM aaths coprocessor 8087 
- Hercules qraphics board 

1.2. Biodata Microl.ink system 

Microlink is a modular hardware interface, desi9ned 

for connectinq l.ahoratory instruments to microcomputers 

usinq the IBM-488 instrumentation interface. 

Microlink has a lar9e number of modules available 

which can be plu99ed into the rack and then connected to the 

computer by a siJi9l.e cable. The ;anqe of modules is listed 
in the followinc;. The hardware and modules installed in the 
system supplied under the UNIDO contract are as follows: 

MF - 12 mainframe 

The mainframe is supplied complete with power supply 

module, con.trol moduie, mains lead, User-s Manual and any 

necessary blankin9 panels for unfilled slots. It has slots 

for 12 sinqle-width MICROLINK modules. 

· A 120 module 

12-bit analo9ue-to-diqital converter module. This 

module accepts the siqnals from the PGA 16, TC 16 and 

RTD8 modules. 

PGA 16 module 

This module accepts upto 16 channels of differential 

analogue voltaqe input. Each channel has programmable zero 
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cffset and gain enabling unipolar positive, unipolar nega

tive and bipolar signals to be measured. The full scale 
ranges are 10 av, 100 av, 1V and 10V. This llOclu1e will ac
cept the various analoque voltages to be loqqed. (Rote that 
~.irrent siqnals have to be converted to voltaqes) • 

TC 16 llOclu1e 

Upto 16 thu.ocouple channels can be monitored with 
this module. It is supplied ccmplete with an isotheraal. box 

i.nto vbich the tbe:i:.>COuple leads are ~ted asinq screw 

connections. Also included in tbe isothermal box is an en
capsulated RTD 11e>unted on. a copper block which can be moni

tored as one of the 16 input channels to provide a cold

-junction reference t~ature. The llOclu1e contains a pro
qra-able qain aaplifier that allows 9ains of x 100, x 200, 
x 500 and x 1 000 to be selected by software. 

RTD8 module 

Each llOclule will 11e>nitor temperature from upto 8 reference 
temperature detectors. 2, 3 or 4 wire confiquratioLS can 
be used. The llOdule has two resistance ranqes which are 
software-selected. The nominal accuracy of the RTDS is 

0.1 Ohm and higher accuracy can be obtained by autocalibra
tion techniques • 

. . 
1.3. Epson LX86 printer 

80 column near letter quality dot matrix. 

The printer is connected to the computer with a centronics 
(parallel) cable. 

The printer can·be used either with the tractor feed attach

ment or by friction feed for fan fold and sinqle sheet of 
paper respectively. 

2. Description of the software 

2.1. Microlink Scientific Software Entry Level Data Loqqinq 

(ELDL) package 
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This package is used to drive the Microlink hardware 

during data l09gin9. 

Its operation is in two stages: 

- data collection 

- data review 

2.2. RIPES theraal progrw 

RIPES theraal program& bave been designed to be run 

after the various ata9es of the ELDL review software have 

taken place. 

RIFES prograas are as follows: 

2.2.1. TBERllDIA• BAS 

This program. sets up a data file on disk 

of the options within the then1al proqraa to use the 

data fro• the ELDL. 

2.2.2. TllERllAL. BAS 

Thie program. uses the data from THERMINA, BAS 

data file and the ELDL data review. 
The data is used to access any or all of.the thermal 

, 

subroutines which calculate: 

- radiation and convection loss 

- fl~e 9as loss above o·c. 
- moisture in air loss for driers 

- air volume measurements 

Data input review for each module type is as follows: 

a) Radiation and convection module 

- for each section of the hot surface - te•perature (·c) 

- Ambient temperature (•c) 

- Type of sensor and conversion from measured units 

to degrees Celsius. 

b) Flue 9as loss module 

- Plue qas temperature (·c) 
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- Oxygen content of flue gas (\) 

- Ambient teaperature (9C) 

Options within the aodule: 

- Carbon dioxide content of the flue gas (\) 
- Sulphur dioxide-content of flue gas (\) 
- Flue qa.s vuluae (a3/h) 

(from Pitot/anewaeter aodule) 

- Type of sensor aml conversion t7pe from aeasured units 
to 41Ppropr:.ate eRCJi.neerin~ units. 

c) Buwidit7 in air loss aod~e 

- Air stteaadry bulb teaperature (9C) 

- Air •tr-vet bulb temperature {9C) 
- Ambient dry bulb temperature (9C) 
- Allbient vet bulb temperature (9C) 

- Air streaa volume (a3/hr) 
(froa Pitot/an.alOlleter aodule) 

d) Pitot/~ter aJ.r voluae aeasurement 

- For Pitot aeasure.ent: for each Pitot tube-differential 
pressure (llbar) 

- For ane.ometer measurement airstream velocity (m/s) 

- Type of sensors and conversion types measured units 
to appropriate engineering units. 

2.2.3. Data output froa TBERKAL.BAS program 

Disk Storage 

a) Radiation and convection loss module 

For each section of hot surface and each time 
increment. 

- Surf ace number 
- Surface temperature (•c) 

- Surf ace convection loss (MJ) 
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- Surface radiation loss (MJ) 

- Total surface loss (MJ) 

- Ambient temperature 
- The total plant loss (sum of surfaces) (MJ) 

b) Fire gas loss aocb1le 

For each tiae increaent 

- Flue 9as teaperature (•c) 

- Allbient temperature (•c) 

- Mean oxy9en content (•) 
- Mean carbon dioxide content (t) 

- Mean sulphur dioxide content <•> 
- Excess air (t) 

- Flue 9as volm1e at o·c (a3/h) 

- Fuel flow rate 
- Beat loss (MJ) 

- Beat loss <•> 
c) Moisture loss module 

For each tiae increment 

- Air stream dry bulb temperature c·c) 
- Air stream wet bulb temperature c·c) 
- Ambient dry bulb temperature (•c) 

- Ambient wet bulb temperature (•c) 

- Air vol~ flow rate at air temperature tm3/h) 

- Air stream relative humidity C•). 
- Air stream specific volume (m3/kq dry air) 

- Air stream moisture content (kq/kq dry air) 

- Air stream saturation C•> 
- Air stream enthalpy (kJ/k9 dry air) 

- Heat loss (MJ) 

- Increase in noisture content (k9/hr) 
- Heat in air stream (kJ/h) 

- Moisture in air stream (k9/h) 
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2.2.4. Print Out 

An option to print cut the reduced data it is comput~ 

on the printer is available durinq the com~~atation. 

a) FLUGASA 

This is a flue 9as proqrama where the data is input 
by hand for single ·calculations. 

b) SUR LOSS 

This is a ~adiation and convection loss proqraa 

where the data is input by band for sin9le calculations. 

c) HUMIDITY 

This is a program to calcul.ate the properties of 

air. Wet and dry bulb telaperatures are input by hand for 
single calculations. 

d) LOTUS 123 

Lotus 123 i.s a sophisticated spreadsheet with graphics 

facilities. Lot\lS 123 is provided to enable special file 

handling to take place at a subsequent date from data 

converted f.raa the ELDL data review and from THERM or 
input by har.d. 

e) THERMDEM 

This is a demo~stration program: for the ELDL, 
THERMINA, THERM system. 

The data measured by MDU are afterwards generalized 

by the data logger, printed and evaluated with the use of 

portable computer. This evaluation centre can be used either 

in the field, installed in the measuring laboratory or at 

home, after returning back. The evaluatio1:. centre is suc

cessfully applied in the field for the events of trouble

shooting to be able to provide the user of the equipment 

with complete information as soon as possible. Thus the 

duration of undesirable situation in production can be mi

nimized. The evaluations of various measurements cannot be 
covered by a sinqle computer proqram due to hiqh varia-
bility of thermal units used and diaqnostic measurem~nts 

performed. Therefore the system of partial programs wa5 
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worked out. Special ccmbinations of these proqrams are 
used in individual c~ses. 

Example of the partial proqram: 

Proqram •ruEL• 

Entering data: 
- type of fuel (town gas, qenerator gas, natural qas, oil, 

etc.) 
- composition of fuel, obtained by laboratory tests 

Results: 

- calorific value of the fuel 
- theoretical air demand for combustion 1 m3 (1. kg) 

of the fuel 
~eoretical volume of combustion gases originated by 

~iring 1 m3 (1 kg) fuel with air excess 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 

etc. 
. 

7.d Practical Exa!ple - Dia9nostic Measurements on Tunnel· 
Kiln for Bisque Firinq of Wall Tiles 

Technical parameters of the kiln 

Type: 

In operation 
since: 

Fired pr~~~t: 
Fuel: 
Number of 
burners: 

Internal 
dimensions 
of the kiln: 
Firing 
temperature: 

Number "f kiln 
cars in the 
kiln: 
01.1tput: 

tunnel semimuf fle kiln 

1978 

bisque firing of wall tiles 150 x 150 mm 
town qas 14 455 kJm-l 

58 (29 from each side of the kiln) 

1 x w x h; 119 x 1.14 x 1.35 m 

1050 - 1of.o·c 

67 

projected 
2 

4800 m /day 
reality 

2 

4114 m /day 



• 

Setting on 
a kiln car: 

kiln car 
advance interval: 
Reject: 
Specific 
consumption~ 

Target of aeasurement: 

- 11) -

2 

152 • 

45 Jilin. 

iaprovement of firinq condi.tions 
reduction of specific consumption 

2 

150 • 

52.5 min. 
6.8, 

creation of cor.ditions for output increasing 

Diagnostic method used: 

For the investiqation of firing conditions the measu
ring kiln car with four the:rmocouples Pt-PtRh was used. 

The location of measurinq points presents Fig. 29 •• The ther
mocouples were connected with the recorder and compensation 
box by the compensating lead-wire through the inspection 

tunnel. Tht. pressure of the kiln atmosphere as well as the 
concentration of carbon dioxide were measured through the 
sight holes of the kiln. Samples of the kiln atr.osphere 

were sucked off the kiln by ceramic tube. The kiln atmospb~re 
pressure was measured by the precise micromanometer with 
changeable r~sponse, the co2 concentration by the analyzer 
Infralyt. 

The beat balance of the kiln was determined in order 
to find possibilities of specific ~onsumption reduction. 
Consumption of town qas was measured by the installed qas 
meter, the fluctuation of gas quality by Wobbe-s number 

meter. Gas composition and its average calorific value were 
determined in laboratories of the West Bohemian Gas Works. 
The air flow velocity at suckings of fans was measured by 
anemometers, the air flow velocity in the pipeline was 

calculated from Pitot·s tube measurements. The tempera~· 

of kiln cars and that of the ware leaving the kiln was 
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measured by contact thermometers. 

The testing vas accomplished during the steady operation 

of the kiln, the adjustaent of regulation elements was not 

changed. The advance of kiln cars was uniform. 

....... ~1 ....... 5 
~ 

, 

-
LI) 
U> 

...... t-2 ~; 4 , 
II) -I . . 

.... ...... ...... .... .. . ..... -······ . -... --- ..... .. ...... -....,_.. 
·~···-

I (,J L,J ' 
Fig. 3n Location of Measuring Points 

Results of measurement: 

Firing curves, pressure of kiln atmosphere, co2 concentration: 

The course of temperatures in measuring points of the 

cross-section, pressure of the kiln atmosphere and co2 con

centration presents Fiq. ll. 
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Figure ll Firing Curves, Combustion Gases Analyses and Pressure of the Kiln Atmosphoro 

... ... .., 
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Gas composition, consumption and quality fluctuation: 

The consumption of town gas in respective days of mea

surement and the average consumption per one hour presents 
Fi9. 3f • The composition of qas shows Fiq. 33. The gas qua

lity fluctuation, expressed by the percentage of the ave

ra9e value of Wobbe -s number can be seen in Fi9. 34 • 

Accumulated heat: 

The loss by heat accumulated in ware and in kiln cars 
was calculated from averaqe amp.erature, specific heat aiid 
_material floV' of respective material. The temperature was 
measured in the upper, central and lower part of the set

tinq on the circumference as well as in the centre ef the 

settinq. The temperature of kiln car lininq and the tempe
rature of iron boq9ie was measured in three different points. 

This way three cars pei- day were measured, i. e. durin9 
four days of diaqnostic measurement 12 cars. The average 

temperatures of individual materials were used for calcu

lations. 

Fi9. 32 Gas Consumption 

Day of Consumption Average 
measurement (m') 

, 
(m. h-1) 

1 • 10 995 458 

2. 11 091 462 

3. 11 324 472 

4. 11 514 480 

Average consumption during the measuremen~: 

\ of average 

97.9 
98.7 

100.9 
102.6 

, -1 
468 m • h • 
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Fig. ~3- Average Composition of Gas 

Component 

82 
co 
CB4 
CnBm 
co2 
N2 

Portion (\) 

50.90 

15.39 

19.76 

0,80 

10.60 

2.55 

Calorific value of this gas: 13 754 kJ m-3• 

Fig •. 3,4. Gas Wobbe-s Number Fluctuation 

Day Time ' from average 

1. 6.00 101.3 

12.00 101.7 

18.00 100.5 

24.00 101. 8 

2. 6.00 100.9 

12.00 101.2 

18.00 100.7 

24.00 99.8 

3. 6.00 100.3 

12.00 98.7 

18.00 99.4 

24.00 99.6 

4. 6.00 95.7 

12.00 98.6 

18.00 99. 1 

24.00 97. 9 
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Heat flow by the heat, accumulated in setting: 

0 - 6 .c .(t - 20) = 0 9 406 • 0,795 • 130,0 = 42.0 kW as- s s s 

*s material flow of setting -1 (kg.s ) 

cs specific heat of setting -1 -1 (kJ•kCJ • K ) 

t average temperature of setting <·c> s 

Heat flow by the heat, accuaulated in kiln car lining: 

• 
Qal = A1.c1.<t1 - 20) = 0,301 • 0,897. 103,0 = 26.3 kW 

6 1 •••• material flow of kiln car lining (kg.s-1) 

c 1 •••• specific heat of kiln car lining (kJ.kq:1it-1) 

t 1 average temperature of kiln car linin9 {9C) 

Beat flow by the heat, acc1D1tulated in iron boqgie: 

. 
Oab = ~.cb.(;, - 20) = 0,95 • 0,477. 78,0 = 3.5 kW 

~ material flow of iron boqgie -1 (kg.s ) 

specific heat of iron· -1 -1 
Cb .... (kJ. kg. IC ) 

;, .... average temperature of iron boqgie <·c> 

Firing conditions: 

Gas composition, theoretical need of oxygen and the 

amount of combustion products presents Fig •. 34 .• 
• 
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Fig. J'.'i. Theoretical Need of Oxygen, Amount of Coabustion 
Products 

Component Volume (all) Beed of o2 Comb. products 
in .ll (all) 

co2 820 

H2 0.509 0.2545 - 0.509 

co 0.154 0.0110 0.1540 -
CB4 0.198 0.3960 0.1980 0.396 

CnBa 0.008 0.0240 0.0160 0.016 

co2 0.106 - 0.1060 -
R2 0.025 - - -
1: 1.000 0.7515 0.4740 0.921 

ll 
Theoretical need of oxygen for firing 1 m gas is 

ll 

(all) 

112 

-
-
-
-
-

0.025 

0.025 

0.7515 a. This amount of oxygen brings about nitrogen: 

0.7515 • 
ll 

_..,.7..,.9 __ = 2.8271 m 
21 

J 

Theor~tical need of firing air for firinq 1 m gas: 

ll 
vat= 0.7515 + 2.8271 = 3.5786 m 

Theoretical volume of dry combustion products 
J 

formed by firing 1 m qas: 

vdt = 2.8271 + o.02so + 0.4740 = 3.3261 m 

Theoretical volume of wet combustion products: , 
Vwc = 3.261 + 0.9210 = 4.2471 m 

ll 
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Real volume of combustion products 

This value couldnotbe measured directly. Therefore 

it was creterai.ned from the concentration of co2 in stack 

drauqht. Except the co2 volume formed by firinq qas also 

the co
2 

volume foraed by the decomposition of calcium 

carbonate contained in fired material had to be taken 
J 

into account. By this decomposition 58.44 m per hour was 
J J 

foraed, i. e. 0.1249 a per 1 a of fired gas. 

The averaqe co
2 

concentration in the stack draught 

during the ti.me of measurement was 2.5,. 

The real amount of dry combustion products can be 

deterained from theoretical content of co2, devided by real 

percentaqe of co2 content: 

J J 
v dr = __ o_._4_7-4_+_0;;..•;;..1;...2_4_9 __ 

2.5 
100= 23.956 m per 1 m of qas, 

J -1 
i. e. 3.234 a • s 

The real amount of wet combustion products: 

J = 23.956 + 0.921 = 24.877 m 
J -1 

of qas, i. e. 3.234 m. s 

J 

per 1 m 

The air excess coefficient for this amount of combustion 

products: 

n • 6.76 

Loss by air from coolinq zone 

The warm air was draught from cooling zone by the 

pipinq of rectangular cross-section 0.6 x 1.2 m. The air 

flow velocity was calculated from the dynamic pressure, 

measured by Pitot-s tube and precise manometer in six li

nes, devided reqularly alonq the cross-section of pipinq. 

The average air flow velocity calculated: 

• 

4 
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= 3.92 

Static pressure of air: 
Temperature 

Specific density 

m.s -1 

20 Pa 
109•c 

0.899 -3 kq.a 

The aaount of WaEa air, drauqht frc:a coolin9 zone: 

-~ J -1 = 1.96 •• s 

This air was used for dryinq .. of pressed pieces. 

Heat Balance of the Kiln 

Heat input by fired qas: 

QCJ = V .H = 468 13 754 = 1788 kW 
CJ CJ 

. 
3600 

v amount of fired J -1 
CJ 

qas (m • s ) 

HCJ .... calorific value of qas (kJ.m-3) 

Heat loss by calcium carbonate decomposition: 

Heat loss by decomposition of 1 k9: 11 280 kJ.k9-1 

9.73\ Averaqe calcium carbonate content: 
Output of the kiln: 1 462 k9·h-1 

Heat loss by Caco3 decomposition (technolo9ical loss): 

Qr = 0.0973 • __ 14_6_2 __ 

3600 
11 280 = 446 kW 
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Heat loss by the air froa cooling zone: 

0ac = v c .(t - 20) = 1,96 . 1,302 ac ac ac 

vac aaount of vara air 
JI -1 

(a • s ) 

specific heat of air -3 -1 
cac (k.J·• • It ) 

tac teaperature of air (·c) 

Flue loss: 

.... specific heat of comb. products 

temperature of c::omb. products 

Loss by accumulated heat: 

. 89 = 227 ktl 

-3 -1 
(k.J.a • It ) 

0 = Uas + Oal + oab = 42 1 0 + 26 1 3 + 3.S = 11.8 kW 
at 

Heat Balance - Review of Items 

Heat input 

Loss by calcium carbonate 
decomposition 
Loss by the air 
from cooling zone 

Flue loss 
Loss by accumulated heat 

Other losses (by con
duction of brickwork, 
by leakage, to founda
tions, etc.) 

1 

, 

kW ' 788 100.00 

446 24.94 

227 12.70 

546 30.54 

72 4.03 

497 27.79 
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Accuaulated heat 
4.03•1. 

Loss by air frOll coolin9 zone 

Loss by calciua carbonate 
decomposition 

Other losses 

Flue loss 

Heat aalance - Sankey-s Diaqram 
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Graphically is the heat balance expressed in Fig. 35 · 

Specific Consuaption o- the Kiln: 

Production of the kiln . 0.406 
Beat input 1 788 

Specific consuaption of heat 
for firing 1 kq of product 4 403 

7. e Evaluation 

_,iring curves 

-1 kq.s 
kW 

-1 kJ.k9 

The temperature distribution in the cross-section 

of the kiln can be considered satisfactory one (see Fi.CJ. 

30 ) • The temperature differences between the lower and 

upper part of the setting in preheating zone are accep

table for bisque f irin9 and considerably lower than that 
in kilns of traditional construction. The rise of tempe
rature in temperature interval froa soo·c to 6oo·c slows 

down. ':he dilatation curve of fired material shows ma
xiawa in this interval, caused by pbysico-cheaical cban

qes in material. Therefore the reduction of temperature 

rise is advantaqeous in this interval. 

Some iaperf ec:tions can be seen in the course of 

coolin9. Fired material shows hi.9h thermal shock resis

tance in temperature interval from 1060 to aoo·c and 
therefore the coolinq s:iould be 110re rapid here. It would 
enable to slow down temperature decline in the interval 
from 6oo·c to soo·c. Problems of the coolin9 are partly 

caused by comparatively short coolin9 zone of the kiln. 

To improve the situation the owner of the kiln len9the
ned the coolin9 zone by puttin9 last three pairs of bur
ners of f irin9 zone out of operation. On the other 

side this measure brou9ht about deterioration of tem

perature equalization in firinq zone. 

• 
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The cooling rapidity is higher in the end of the kiln. 
The outlet temperature of about 1so·c is obvious for this 
-t;ype of kiln. 

Pressure conditions 

The normal pressure (equal to atmospheric pressure) 
exists in the kiln between the 19th and 20th section. The 

rest of the kiln froa this part is in overpressure with 
maxiaua froa 32nd to 36th section (10.6 Pa). It is the 

upper admissible lilll.t in considerably lonv part of the 
kiln. It causes the penetration of kiln atllosphere to the 
inspection tunnel and increases losses-by leakaqe. 

Kiln atmosphere 

The composition of kiln atmosphere is i1_1f luenced 
siqnif icantly by the decomposition of calcium carbonates 
which is most intensive in temperatures from 700 to gso·c. 
The co2 content reaches 20t in the part of kiln with this 

temperature. The co2 content falls down in preheating zone 
due to air excess in burners. The co2 content is 7.9\ in 
the 12th section and 2.St in stack draught (air excess ' 

coefficient n = 6.76). The combustion products penetrate 
deep to the cooling zone. The co2 content amounts 8.lt 
in ssth section of the kiln. 

Gas quality 

The differences of Wobbe-s number didnotexceed 
-+ 2\ from averaqe. The duration of the 

change being shorter than several hours, it was compensa

ted by thermal inertia of kiln brickwork and no changes 
could be registered. The chanqe longer than one day caused 

the intention of the kiln to change firing curve. In such 
case the input had to be regulated by the attendance. 
Such a long change occured during the measurement. The 
quality of gas declined in first two days. It was reflec
ted by increased consumption of qas. 
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Heat balance 

The greatest deal (30.54\) of the input (1788 kW) 
represents-the flue loss. It is caused by qreat volume 
of caabustion products, necessary for teaperature equali
zation in the cross-section of the kiln. 

The UDC'" ~n itea of heat balance is the loss by de
composition of calciua carbonate. :It represents alaost 25\ 
of the input. The use of calciua carbonate for body coa

position brinqs on one side enern conservation by lowered 

firinq temperatures, on the other side ·a part of conserved 
enerqy is spent for the decamposition of calcium carbonate. 

The loss by bot air froa coolinCJ zone is relatively 
low (12.7•). :It is caused by the construction of brickwork 

of coolin9 zone. 'fhe brickwork is intensively cooled here 

~Y vertical ~hannels. Thus the low surface teaperature of 
relatively thin li.nin9 is reached, but the heated air from 
channels escapes to the space above the Jdln without any 

use. 

The loss by accumulated heat in fired material and 

in kiln cars forms about 4• of the input. This item is on 
the level of these of similar kilns and can be partly re

duced (as it can be seen in the f.ollowin9). 

The rest of the input - almost 28' - is spent for the 
losses throu9h linin9, by leaka9e (penetration of kiln at
mosphere to inspection tunnel due to relatively hi9h pres
sure of kiln atmosphere in firinq zone), by losses th~ouqh 
foundations etc. 

The specific consumption 4 403 kJ.k9-l exceeded pro

jected value 3 770 kJ·k9-l by 16.8\. It was caused partly 
by lower actual output than projected, partly b~ the loss 

by the decomposition of calcium carbonate which hae not 

been t~ken into account in the project. 

• 
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Sugqestions and Recommendations 

Firinq curve 

Then1al treatment of aaterial can be considered ideal 
in preheatinq zone. Temperature differences in the cross
section are also acceptable in preheatinq zone. Most of 
the reject occur in coolinq zone. This fact is confiDaed 
by the character of the cracks. Therefore the shape of coo
linq curve aust be chanqed to reduce the reject occurence 
(6.3\). 

Principles, "hich should be observed: 

A) To cool the material as quickly as possible to the sur
f ace temperature 6so·c. 

It can be manaqed by: 

- blastinq-in the air to the three last pairs of burners 
which are out of operation 

adjustment of coolinq fans in the correspondinq part 
of the kiln at maximal output. 

B) To deccelerate the cooling in the temperature interval 
from 6so·c to 4so·c by: 

- complete closinq of cooling system in corre~pondinq 
part of· the kiln. 

C) To accelerate the cooling in the last part of the kiln 
(with temperature below 45o•c) as much as possible by: 
- openinq the direct cooling at maximum. 

Heat balance 

To lower the specific consumption of heat it is neces-
sary: 

A) To use the heated air from cooling zone in the entrance 
air lock 

B) To increase the output of exit air lock for the purpose 

of better cooling of material in last sections of the kiln. 
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The main principle, which aust be strictly observed 

during the adjustment of the kiln: changes must be realized 
- one ~fter another. Only after the response and when the 

new stabilized operation is reached, a nev chan9e can be 

accomplished. Thus the effect of each cbanqe can be re

gistered. 

7.f Contributions 

As aentioned above, diaCJDQstic measure11eDts represent 
a very illportant part of enerqy aa.nageaent in ceraaic in

dustries. Contributions of realized reai•endations can be 

classified as direct and indirect ones. 

Direct contributions 

energy conservation is realized by: 

- adjustment of burnin9 conditions 
(adjustment of optimal air excess, adjustaent of the out

let temperature of burners, etc.) 

- adjustment of pressure conditions 
(reduction of too hiqh pressure in firinq zone brings 

about reduced penetration of kiln atmosphere to inspec

tion tunnel) 

- adjustment of firinq curve 
(if temperature in some parts of the kiln is hiqher 

than necessary, its reduction brinqs about lower losses 

by conduction of brickwork) 

- adjustment of entrance and exit air locks, etc. 

quality improvement and reject decreasing is accomplished 
usually by: 

- firing curve optimization 

- te~perature equalization in the cross-section 
(by the use of mixinq fans, by pressure curve adjustment, 
by setting optimization etc.) 
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output increase can be realized by: 

- optiaization of setting 
(with optiaal heat transfer to and from firep material) 

....... 

temperature equalization in the cross-section of the 
unit, firing curve opti.E.i.zation 

(it enables in soae cases to shorten firing cycle and 
thus increase the output) 

Substitution of fuel used 

Detailed knowledge of -teri.a1 theraal treataent gai
ned by diagnostic aeasurement enables successful substitu
tion of the fuel, toqet;her vi.th the second •easureaent, 
serving for optiaa.l adjustaent of the uni.t, firing a new 
fuel. 

Indirect contri.butions 

Besides direct contri.butions an indirect prof it can 
be qained by di.aqnostic aeasureaents. Detailed technical 

information about heat consuming uni.t serves as the basis 
for: 

- constructional improvements 

- decision about the stage of modenization 

- recommendations on waste heat utilization ... 

(utilization of heat escaping from cooling zone, by com-
bustion products, etc.) 

Contributions, gained by realized recommendations: 

a) opti.mi.zation of firing curve 

Firing curve beinq changed as recommended, the reject 

occurence was reduced from 6.8t to 4.1t and thus the daily 
2 2 

output increased from 3834 m to 3945 m • 

b) energy conservation 

The surplus of ~eated air from cooling zone was used 
in the entrance air lock. Increased output of the exit 
air lock improved the cooling of fired material at the 
end of the kiln. 

I • 
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These two changes brought about energy conservation 
J 

122 kW which represents qas conservation 729 m per day, 
J 

i. e. about 250 000 • annually. 

Financially expressed, the daily reject reduction 
a 

111 • represents about 550 US dollars, i. e. about 200 000 
. J 

dollars annually. Enerqy conservation 250 000 • of qas 

represents about 75 000 US dollars annually. 

7. & 'Portable enerqy kit 

The portable enerqy kit is a special form of awlitinq 

means. It is desiqned to measure all neeessary ··variables 

for energy audits with minimum requirements on the trans
port of instruments. The complete set is easily transpor

table by air, weiqhin9 60-70 kq brutto and bein9 packed 

in 3-4 separate cases. The idea of a portable •merqy awlit

inq kit resulted mainly from the need of energy awlits in 

developing countries where saae (especially small-scale) 

industries are not equipped with sufficient Lnstrumentation. 

An ordinary pick-up or even a car can be used for local trans

port of the kit from plant to plant. 

The portable energy auditing kit was desiqned by the 

UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Programme for International 

Co-operacion, Non-mecallic Inoustries ~~ Pilsen, exploicing also che 

experience of che Research Institute for Ceramics, Refractories and 

Non-metallic Raw Materials in Pilsen. It is described in the following 

paragraphs. 

Fossible composition of enerqy kit instrumentation 

~suppliers 

A. Temperature me .... surements 

- Flexible thermocouples 
NiCr-Ni (8 pcs) 

Supplier (producer) 

Oesterr. Philips Industrie 

Ges mbH, Triester Str. 64 

Postfach 217 

A - 1101 Vienna, Austria 
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- Recorder Philips Transocomp. 

with accessories 

- Thermocouples PtRh 10-Pt 

(length 1,600 mii - 4 pcs)b 

- Compensating lead wires Nier-Ni 
(4 x 150 m)b 

- Compensating lead wires 

PtRh 10-Pt (4 x 150 m)b 

Same 

Same 

w.c. Heraeus GDLbH 

Herausstr. 12-14 

D - 6450 Hanau 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

a) The specification of equipment in this annex is only 

mentioned by way of illustration and does not constitute an 

endorsement of specific suppliers or equipment 

b) These items of equipment should be supplied by the 

counterpart aft~r negotiations on the measurement conditions. 
They are not very portable. 

- Digital pocket thermometer 

Therm 2220 - 3 and 2 probes 

- Digital pocket thermometer 

Therm 2222 - 2 incl. probes 

- Infrared thermometer 
"Thermopoint• 

Ahlborn Hess und 

Regelungstechnik 

Eichenfeldstr. 1-3 

Postfach 1260 

D - 8150 Holzkirchen 

Federal Republic of 

Germany 

AGA Infrared Systems 

S - 18211 Danderyd 

Sweden 

B. Pressure and volume flow measuregents 

- Electronic micromanometer EOM 

2,500 M with accessories 

- Pitot·s tube 

(D = 10 mm, l=l,500 mm) 

AIRFLOW 

Luf ttechnik GmbH 

Postfach 1208 

D - 5308 Rheinbach 

Federal Repu~lic of Germany 
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- Anemometer Testovent 4000 

incl. 2 probes 

c. Moisture aeasureaents 

- Digital hygrometer ~TO 6400 

with 2 probes 
(for qases and solids) 

D. Chemical analyses of qases 

- Electronic analyzer for C02 

with set of filters and csra

mic tubes 

- Fuel Efficiency Manito~. 

E. Computing technique 

- Programmable calculator 
Sharp PC 1401 

- Printer Sharp CE-126 P 

- Casette recorder Sharp CE-152 

F. Auxiliary material 

- Special literature 

- Set of tools 

- Protective aids 

Same 

Supplier (producer) 

TESTOTERM GmbH 

Gehler qasse 94 

A - 1170 Vienna 
Austria 

VEB Junkalor 
Altener Str. 43 

45 Dessau 
German Democratic Republic 

Neotronics Ltd. 

Parsona9e Road 
Takeley 

Bishop's Stortford 

Herts CM 226 PU 

United Kin9dom 

REMA Commerz 

Handels9es. m.b.H 

Computer Or9anization 

M0lker9asse 4 

A - 1080 Vienna 

Austria 

Total cost of above instruments is about ' US 35,000. 
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8. FNEB:a" llJS OF n1E FACULTY OF ELECDUCAL FJ!CINEERIN; OF n1E ll'iIVmSI'lY 

OF 1.Mm:B (~ S1UJY II> 

8.1 General Description 

The energy bus procraa "88 started at the Faculty of Electrical 

EQaineeri.ng as part of a camplex enera conservation pr'Q01111 for the 

Deplrtaent of Enera of Croatia, in the year 1985. The &oals of the proo-

were: 

- to develop and equip an enero- bus capable of ~rt.in& energy 

audi tine in any industry' 

- to fora an enera teaa - ~ team of inte.."'Tti.sciplinary specialists 

(electdcal, -clvmical, civil en&ineers, econcmists, desisners) -

who .:tiould offer technical and financial consultancy services to the 

industry, and work with the energy bus, 

- to prc.:>te public awareness, reuarch and trainina and efficient 

energy use. 

The concept of the enersy bus reflects the above-mentioned goals. The 

energy bus is equipped for doin& ene11D auditin& in thermal and electrical 

industrial enero systems. The main ic ea durina the desi111 phase was to 

provide all necessary instIUDentation for the measurement of the am.in flows 

and preparation of dobal enersy be.lance. Special attention h'8S also paid to 

enero moraitorin& and control S7Btems which are an important link in the 

eneriy supply - demand chain in a factory. All the equipnent is portable, and 

the current canposition of the eneray bus equipient is adjusted to the tn>e of 

industry beilll visited. 
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The role of the energy bus MUS not just to carry arowxi the 

instnmentation and the crew, bit to pnmote efficient enero use as Mell. 

1bat .a the reason.,. the vehicle itself .as chosen to be an attractive one, 

and the special loco ..a desi&ned (Fia. 37). 

The pnm>tiCJD of the enero- bus .a oraanized t.hroulh a ane day sewinar 

in a hotel and the enero bus MUS in operatiCJD • -.a-inc the enera 

<xmsn•ptiCJD of that hotel. NeiNspapers and 1V also ~ notices of the energy 

bus, its pa'JJORS and possibilities. All this Mas orpnized to pl'Cm>te the 

enera bus it.er lf' and pnuall.y the enera efficiency, too. 

Another role of the Enero bus .s to serve as a .OOile training 

center. For that pn-pose it is equipped. with portable TV, video recorder, 

cawcoder, set of video cassettes and other teaching tools. The video 

cassettes ~-er all aspects of enero \me in factories and they are 

particularly suitable for training the operatinl per&ol\nel for efficient 

energy use in various parts of the enersetical and technol<>eical processes. 

'nlis role of the enero bus is also very important since it Ekes the people 

mere of possible wa.vs for enero savines, and prepares them to work with and 

operate improved and new equipaent and v:ocesses. 

8.2 Instnllentation 

'n1e instn.mentation of the ene!'IY bus is cenerally similar to that 

described in Chapter 7, so it will not be repeated here. Some differences 

only occur at the instnaentation for enersy auditina of electricity 

consuaption and data acquisition &78tem. 'lbat will be mentioned here. 
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Fig. 37 Energy Bus of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the 
University of Zagreb. 
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8.2.1 Heasurellents of electricity CClllSUlption 

A brief description of efficient. electricity use is given in Appendix 

I. 1be main qmnti ties are active and reecti ve power. If the measurements 

are made oontinuousb, then a load di.aarm! can also be constructed. 1be load 

di.acr- is imp>rt.ant if the peek loml savile and reective power C01pC11S&tion 

are the conversion measures to be taken. In such a case, besides the total 

loml diaaraa, it is also import.ant to obtain the dat.a. about the pattern of 

electricity CQDS\mPt.ion of various equiiment and devices, e.g. motors, 

fwnaces, lighting. etc. 

1bis requires a siaJ.ltaneous measure9ellt of electricity conswq>tion of 

selected single consiaers as well as the tot.a.1 electricity demand. Another 

requirement is not to interrupt the operation of the equipaent because of 

connections or disconnections of the measure11ents. 

Bearing that in mind, a special measuring and data acquisition system 

has been developed <Fig. 38), which meets the following requirements: 

J. it does not interfere with the regular operation of the facility 

under consideration, 

2. it provides simultaneous measurement of active and reacth·e J>O"er, 

3. it provides simultaneous measurement of total electricity demand, 

and consunption of selected single consuaers, 

4. throuah a standard serial camaunication channel (RS 232) it can be 

connected to a computer for storins the data. 
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~ A/D 

PU 
RS232 

Fig. :;a A sch e of the electricity const.Dption measurement in an 

industrial facility. 

1be total active and reactive energy consUDption is b~ the existing kWh 

and kVAr meters which are always installed in any factory. If the meters are 

of electronic type, then the read-out is made by the fotocell based device and 

if the meters are of impulse type, then adequate CO\a'lters are attached. 

1be measurement of the consunption of a single user is made by the 

means of a clip transformer with the appropriate output signal which is fed 

t.Olether with volt,aae data to the microprocessor - based device. Volt.see and 

current sianals are compared there, and the angle between then is 

calculated. All that information is sent to the computer through a serial 

channel (RS 232) • Onc..e the data on voltage, current and angle are available 

in the computer, calculation of active and reacti w• f>O'•er can be done easily. 
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8.2.2 Data acquisition SJSU!ll 

The data acquisition systea is of wodular ard distributed processing 

desip. 

titxtnlarity means that it cansists of various .:xlules MU.ch can be 

cmbined according t.o the needs for enersy auditing. <be module represents 

an 8 channel systea for electricity con5d1Pt.ion measurement as shQllo."S in Fig. 

38. If it is necessary t.o measure more than 8 channels, t.IOO or more modules 

can be applied. The other module is for standard 0-20 IL.\ signals t."hich are 

the US\.Bl outprt.s froa the transducers. The ne:Ji."t module is suit.able for 

sienals from theJW>COUples, etc. 

A microprocessor unit can be attached t.o any module and it takes care 

of data conversion from all the inputs, and dat.a transmission t.o the main 

ccmp.1ter. Because of the modular and distributed design it is possible t.o do 

very caaplex measurements in large industries .,.ith a lot of measuring points. 

The practical limit of the system is 1024 simultaneous measuring points. 

An example of the data acquisition system configuration is given in 

Fil· 39. 

• 
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Fig. 39 An example of data acquisition system conf ,;,!NI'ation 
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The host computer is an IR'! AT "'i. th the foll<>"ing characteristics: 

- 80286 INTEL processor 

- 80287 math coprocessor 

- mA grapiics card 

- 640 kB RA.~ 

- 1, 5 MB extended RAM 

- 40 MB hard disk 

- 1 , 2 MB floppy disk 

- 360 kB floppy disk 

- colour 1DOnitor and mouse 

- EPSC1.\ FX-100 printer 

- 4 camnunication channels RS 232 

- 2 parallel COllllUlication channels 

- 1 IEEE coamunication channels 

There is aiso a soft"'are package for initialization of the data 

acquisition system. The initialization means telling the computer ho" many 

modules there are, "rat are the measuring quantities and corresponding 

constant factors, what. are the time inten·als between successi "·e measurements, 

how many quantities will be measured and stored. 

8.3 Energy auditing in buildin1s - a practical example 

Modern public and conmercial buildings are important energy consl.IDers. 

All year 101"11 they consune great fl.mounts of thennal and electrical energy for 

heating or cooling, ventilation, lighting, etc. (fig. 40). 

In such a variety of energr needs a lot of opportunities e:;1i;;~ for more 

efficient energ~; use. There are data (OECD sources) that the energy 

cons1.111ption in the cormiercial building '-"aS 600-800 k~s/m2 bcf ore· appl rir.~ 
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energy conservation measures, and 250-330 kWh/92, aft.er. It IDe8nS that energy 

saving up to 6~ is possible. That is the re&SQll why energy auditing in 

buildings was chosen as a case study. 

ELECTRICITY BUILDING 
SUPPLY ANO 

ENVIRONMENT 

POSiTIYE POSITIVE 
HEAT IMPACTS IMPACTS 
SUPPLY 

SU:i.+ UGHTHlfG 4 SUN 

ELECTRICITY 
HEEDS ... ... 

Qi 
NEGATIVE ~ -c 
IMfACTS E ~ ::. 

(/) 

~ ......... ... ,,_ 
NEG4TIYE SCUllMIS 

ExcEts 
... .eClliNs 

4
EXCESS IMPACTS 

AIR AIR 

AUTUMN 

Fig. 40 Building energy needs during a year. 
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In this case study a practical exaaple of energy auditing in the 

buildings of the Faculty of Electrical F.ngineering is shown. The buildings' 

profile is as shown in Fig. 41. Off ices and small laboratories are in 

building "C", heavy laboratories and large lecture halls are in building "B", 

and -11 lecture rooas are in building "A". 

BULDING C 
13 FLOORS 

BUlLDING A 
4 FLOORS 

BUILDING B 

Fig. 41 The profile of the audited buildings 
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1he electricity supply is from the own 10 kV substation, and the heat 

supply frca the district heati.na systea. 

1he energy bill '85 comparatively high Qainst th~ other expenses, so 

the Faculty mnaaement decided to start an energy conservation project. A 

very detailed measurement and an analysis of energy COl\S\ml>tion were 

Wldertaken in order to get a clear picture of the buildings en£rgy behaviour 

&ae of the results will be described in the following text. 

8.3.l Energy auditing of electricity consunption 

Firstly, a brief survey of electricity bills was done. It '-'8.S found 

that the average yearly consunption was arotmd 350.000 k\\b, and that the 

monthly peak load was varying between 120-190 kl\. The charge of the peak ioad 

was more than 65~ of the total electrici t~· bill. That WPS the first 

indication that it might be worth to do a closer examination of the 

electricity CODSllllption and to consider a kind of peak load control. It "-as 

also found that the reactive energy consunption was very high. That caused 

unnecessary high addition to the electricity bill. 

Secondly, a survey of the main electric loads "'8.S undertaken. They 

consist of: 

- electric motors for heating and ventilation systems, 

(installed power P1 = 45 KW> 

- lishtini 

- elevators 

- laboratory equiiJlient beini used for teaching 

After that a measurement plan was :::;repared. In the preparation of the 

measurement plan, the followin& ~idelines were taken into account: 

- puflJOse of measurement 

- foreseeable retrofitting &etions 

- constraints for implementation. 
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The above-mentioned items are explained bel()lo:: 

Purpose of measuraent. Before starting a measurement it is always 

necessary to know what is expected to be found out by the measurement. The 

intention was to find out what is the load diagram for active and reactive 

energy, what is the pattern of the peak load, and what is the contribution of 

sme load categories to the peak load. 

Foreseeable retrofitting actions. Such a plI"POSe of measurement as 

described may require unnecessary canplex measurements as a consequence. That 

is the reason why it is advisable to have in mind possible retrofitting 

actions prior to starting the measurement, then one can concentrate on 

measuring those details which will or will not justify the predictions. In 

this case study, it was foreseen that the peak load control might he feasible, 

and that the reactive p:JWer compensation had to be done. 

Constraints for implementation. After recognizing the possible 

retrofitting actions, the constrai"lts of facilit:r under consideration h.';l\"e to 

be taken into accol.D'lt. Name!~·, any kind of energy consen·ation measure must 

not disturb regular activities or production. If the peak load control is 

considered, it means that such electrical loads have to be identified, the 

interruptible operation of which will not disturb regular activities. In this 

study case it meant that elevators, laboratory equipnent, lighting, etc., 

could not be included int0 the peak load control scheme. So, the1·e i.--as no 

reason to include them into the measurement plan either. 

After such consideration, the following characteristics were measured: 

- total active energy consl.lllption 

total reactive energ~· consumption 

- peak loarl 

- load diagram of electric motor for heati~ and ,·enti lat ion . 

• 
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For research purposes these me&surellents 1o1ere done all year long, but 

otherwise it is not necessary. What will be sufficient in most cases is 

several days of measurement in the heating season and several out of it. 

1be following diagnms show the results. 
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Fig. 42 Yearly active energy consumption 
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Fig. 43 Yearly reactive energy consunption 
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Fig. 44 Yearly peak load diagram 
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It is obvious froa Fig. 43 that the reactive power oonswmption is too high. 

The reascJn for that is a large rn.mber of electric motors and flu lamps ...Uch 

have a low power factor (cos'/). The flu lamps have cos f = 0,5 and the 

motors cos 'f = 0, 7 - 0,9 • 

To lower the cost for reactive power, 

excessive i.ndl:ICti ve power consumption by introduci.n& capacitors. The 

relationship between active and reactive power is shown on Fig. 45. 

Q 

p 

Qi, = inductive power prior canpensation 

= necessary capaci th·e power for compensation 

= power angle prior to compensation 

= power angle after compensation 

Fig. 45 The triangle of active <P>, reactive (QI and apparent (S) 
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~ can be calculated as follows: 

~ = p (tg f 1 - tg f 2l = 

P (tg (arc cos tf 1) - tg (arc cos 'f 2>) 

But for a proper sizing of the compensating capacitors it is also 

necessary to take into account operating time T: 

Wq - W tg (arc cos 'f 2> 

T 

Wq and W are, respectively, reactive and active power consunecl in a 

given period. 

After the installation of the compensating devices, the yearly reactive 

energy consUDption become as shown oo Fig. 46. The payback period of that 

investment was less than 7 months. 

2 

.. 
' 1 ' ' s 6 1 a 9 10 11 11 month 

F1~. 4ti Yearly reactive cncru· conslUllption after the retrofit measure 
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From the peak load measurement it 'W8.S found that the average peak load 

in the inte1""'8.l 8 AM - 6 Rf was 103 kw with stamard de"·iation (, = 12 k•. 

'lbe maxiam peak load appeared only several times per a:>nth and it lasted less 

than half an hour per day. 

'lbe -.xi.am allowable peak load "8S calculated. as 

Pma : J\lv + 3 <5 = 103 + 36 = 140 kW 

To keep the peak load on that level, it was necessary to introduce a 

kind of peak load control scheme and to select the electrical loads which 

could be controlled. 

In that case the only candidates available were electric motors from 

heating and ventilating systems. 

But, the peak load control requirements must not disturb the regular 

fWlCtion of the system being controlled. It means that the heating and 

ventilating system must maintain appropriate em:irorunental conch tions in the 

lecture rooms even though the peak load control is applied. 

The additional measurements were done in order to check the influence 

of the heating system's interruptible operation on the environmental 

condition. It was found out that the building characteristics enable such an 

operation of heating system without serious changes in environmental 

conditions. 

So, it was dP.Cided to apply the peak load control by the control of 

electric motors from the heating and ventilating system. Since the motor's 

switching equipnent ~us already suitable for remote control, it did not 

require too much work trJ connect them to the control s~·ste:n CFi~. -l7l, so the 

inves~nt wa~ moderate. They pay back period for that measure "-"8~ less than 

one year. 
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Fig. 4i O:>rmecting an electric motor to the peak load control system 

8.3.2 Energy auditing of heating system 

The Faculty buildings are supplied by heat (hot water) from the 

district heating system. The monthly bill consists of the cost of heat power 

and the cost for heat energy. The heat power is calculated according to the 

buildings' shell characteristics as a single maxi.Jlun heat demand, h"hich can 

appear during the heating season - in this case 2.59 M\f;. The heat energy was 

estimated, not measured, to be around 46000 Mh'h/year. The contract ...,ith the 

heat supplier was also made that h'ay , so the payment was made according to 

the estimated consllllption. The buildings, together "ith the heating system 

l'ire more than 25 years olrl. TI1r~y ""'r<' ma.cfo in the tinM" of cheap oil '"'t.en 

nobody paid too much allf'ntion tn the en<•rgy conslDption and enf"r~~- 1•ost. 

• 
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As a consequence one bad: 

- hieh cost for heating enero-

- poor envi1a~utal conditions during winter, 

particularly cold windy days. 

So, the purpose of atditing was: 

- to find out if it is profitable to change the contract "ith the 

heat supplier, e.g. to install the heat meter and pay according 

to the real, not estimated, consuaption; 

- to find uut the reason for poor em·ironaental conditions. 

Heat c:te.and depends on building shell characteristics, \reather 

conditions and environmental requirements. 

Firstly, the heat losses through the elements of the buildin~ shell 

were calculated as '-'ell as the heat gains according to the a\·erage climate 

conditions in the heating season, and it "'7lS learned that the heat po~er '-"aS 

2.4 Mk" (2.59 Ml' ..-as mentioned in the contract). 

Secondly, it "'7lS decided to measure the environmental conditions in the 

buildings during the '-'hole heating season. Thennometers were installed on 

each floor of building '"C'" ( 13 floors) and in the.- representative rooms in 

buildings '"A" and ··a... The temperature of the supplied hot water from the 

district heat.ing system '-'8.5 also measured and the temperature of the cold 

return '-'Bter as ~ell, <Fig. 48>. 
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Fig. 48 The scheme of temperature measurement 

The wind direction and velocity, and the outside temperature were 

l'el&istered, too. All these 11e&Sureaents were recorded each day during the 

whole heating season, four times a day. 
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Here are the findinas: 

in the cold and cloudy weather, no wind, the average temperature 

"85 as required, and more or less the &a11e in all the measured 

parts of the buildings, 

in the cold and S\Dly weather, the ta.perature was considerably 

higher in the roe.as facing south due to passive solar heat gain, 

in the sudden rise of outside temperature the heating system did 

not respond properly, so the inside temperature became too high, 

the start and stop of the heating system operatior. i..as not 

adjusted to the working schedule in the b.lildings, 

in the windy days, the temperature in all the roans was be!°'" the 

acceptable limits, the deviations beir.g 1110re severe "'ith the 

rising '"ind velocity. The temperature fall 1o."8.S ~-en more drastic 

in the rooms facing north (belQll..: 15° C). At the same time, the 

temperature of the supplied hot water 1o."8.S in the required range. 

It "'8.S suspected that the main causes for the bad em·ironmental 

conditions in the windy days were the windows. Therefore, additional 

measurements in one room facing north was lade in order to find the heat loss 

due to infilt:-ation and natural ventilation. 

A special divice was installed on the room door to make an 

wderpressure of 50 Pa in the room <Fil. 49) • 
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~DER PRESSURE 
50 Po 

sealed with ton 

~t of infiltration losses in a roan 

1be roma volUDe was V = 70 a3 and the air flow rate Q = 600 m3/h. It 

&ives an 8,6 air exchange per hour, while the upper allowable limit according 

to standard is 2. 

Due to such excessive infiltration losses, the heat losses were 120 

'ri/m3. 

After that one window, and then both were sealed on the spot. That. gave 

5,03 and 3.4 air exchange per hour, respectively. 

The gained results proved the initial suspicion that the main cause for 

the bad environaental conditions in the cold and windy days were the poor 

windows. 

The l"eCOlllAE:ndations were to seal and fix every second window, since a 

change of the windows would cost too much. It was also reconmended to change 

the con.:.ract with the heat supplier, to install a heat. meter, and to introduce 

more sophisticated control of the heating system. 

Thf' recommendat.ions were accepted and they resulted in a 50% redocro 

heat cnerg~· bill in the next heatir\Jt .season. The pa~·back period '-'a."' less than 

six months. 

• 
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III. Energy Management in Industrial Plants 

Energy management in industrial plants is characte

rized by some or all of the following activities: 

1. Industrial Energy Management 

2. Non-traditional and simplified technologies and raw mate

rials with lowered energy demand 

3. Thermal process optimization, limitting firing conditions 

and optimum unit outputs 

4. Energy audits of industrial plants 

5. Thermal eg~ipment modernization including insulation 

6. Waste heat utilization 

7. Motivation of kiln service, standardization 

8. Climate conditions 

1. Industrial Energy Management 

As it has been already mentioned the world energy 

situatio~ calls for an ef f ic.ient solution that will extend 

the life of energy sources in the future, enable the de

velopment of new types of energy and ehsure further deve

lopment of industrialization in various countries. 

The problem of energy may be classified into three 

areas 

- natural energy sources 

- energy producing industry 

- consumption areas 

Ensuring the energy sources either from country's 

own deposits or by importing them it is the subject of 

activity of a government control and planning authori

ties and it is a part of an entire energy policy of each 

country. The cap~cities and construction of the energy 

producing industry sccurin~ the generation of con~ump

tion type..·:; of energy arc the principal r.:irt of t::·· 
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national economy ~ontrol and planning both from the ca

pacity and development point of view. 

The entire con~unpti.on area of fuels and energy can 

be divided between the industry and the other sections 

(transport, agriculture, population etc.) approximately 

in similar shares. The consumption of energy by other 

sections is given by the living standard and after it 

reaches an optimum stage it does not change substantially 

anymore. 

The industry keeps a foremost position in the energy 

consumption. The present energy consumptionis derived 

from its capacities, technical level of the equipm~nt 

and its control proper; the prospective one then from 

its further development, rationalization and application 
~ 

of the scientific and research results in the entire pro-

duction cycle. 

Therefore, the industrial sphere is the main field of 

activity that should reach an optimum stage in the ener

gy consumption through the complex control system of 

energy consumption whereby the entire all-country balan

ce in energy should be improved or, to enable further 

expansion of the industry, by energy economization, as 

the case may be. 

The principle of nanagement 

The complex control system of fuel and enerqy con

sumption in the industry aims at reaching optimi.zation of 

production capacities and thermal processes under the 

condition of minimum energy consumption. Each indust

rial branch is of a different nature given by the tech

nological process. Therefore, the consumption control 

system can be most properly applied within the individual 

industrial branches so that it should act effectively 

and completely. Despite that the principle of this syste~ 

is conmon for all branches. 
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Establishment of a team organization is the basis 

of an energy consumption control system (Fig ~9). Such 

a team organization should ensure all the research and 

technical activity in the principal areas aimed at the 

energy consuming equipment and should elaborate finally 

a complex rationalization programme based on the rese

arch results, analyses of the consuming equipment and on 

the optimation considerations. 

research 

man:..,,ing 
team 

production 

e 

innovation 

rationaliza~ion 

Fig. 5C. Team Organization 

Managing team 

investment 

It consists of organization workers and specialists 

shown hereinafter (Fig. 51 i. The main activity of the 

specialized groups is first of all to elaborate a pro

granune of research and diagnostic work in t~e indivi

dual areas, gathering of the results and processing all 

the s marized materials and giving proposals for solution. 
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team leader 

consulting 
board 

----------------1manaying 

technological 
team · 

anaging team 

energetical 

Fig. 51. Managing Team 

board 

The results of the individual sectional works should 

be compiled into the proposals for solution, consulted 

in the consulting board and submitted to the managing 

board. The managing board then takes into consideration 

the results obtained from the technological, energy and 

economical teams, swmnarizes the appropriate proposal and 

takes a decision on incorporating the proposal into the 

complex programme including the determination of time 

and extent. 

Resear~h area 

Research and development form a very important area 

which, when aimed at reducing the energy consumption, 

plays a vital role in the development of a particular 

branch. The prograrrunes of the tasks specified by the ma

naging team and solved by the research are classif iec 

into two parts - the technological and thermal ones cover 

the following principal problems: (Fig. 38., 
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research 

Fig. 52. Pesearch Organization 

environmental 

limit conditions 

intensification 

capacity and technolo
gical optimization 

secondary heat sources 

new types of units 

heating systems 

linings and insulation 

Standardization ..._ ____________ ~·-----__J 

The research tasks may be, as partial one~., aimed 

at the solution of some contemporary problem in the pro

duction to reach more effective production by means of 

a reconstruction, changes in technology or by an optima

tion of the process. Mostly, however, they are aimed at a 

future innovation programme through which more distinct 

energy effects should be achieved. 

Production area 

The energy in the production sphere is first of all 

focused t~ a complex diagnostics of the present condition 

to a dethil determination of production conditions and 

corresponding energy consumption. The specialized teams 

then work out the initial documents based on the data 

having been so found out i. e. types o! e o~rr_;:,·, s;wc j: j c 
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consumption and the existing energy standards for each 

unit. They serve as a basis for the elaboration of a plan 

and materialization of all types of rationalization actions. 

For the scheme of the activities see Fig.52 _: 

production 

technology heat units 
electrical 
devices 

other 
devices 

raw material 

treatment 

moulding 

finishing 

technologica 
diagnostics 

balance 
diagnostics 

heat units 

servosystems 

preparation 

production 

transport 

manipulation 

non-productio 
consumption 

lighting 

Fig. 53. Production Area Activities 

Investment area 

Plans of the investment developemnt in every branch 

are derived from the needs of inner market as well as from 

the export possibility. They secure an innovation prograrrune 

both for individual pieces of production equipment and by 

a construction of new workshops or factories. The activi

ty of the energy consumption managing team has a double 

form in the investment stage. Knowing the existing condition 
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of he production e<Juipment and the results of the rese

arch and development the managing team is capable of pas

sing a judgement on any intended investment from the ener

gy requirements point of view whether the energy conswnp

tion will comply with the intentions determined by the 

complex rationalization programme. It is also possible to 

judge the progressivity of every new.technological process 

in comparison with the existing degree of the world tech

nics. 

The scheme of the activities within the investment 

area is shown in Fig. '.>4 : 

investment 

I 
I I I 

technology 4 machinery rl building of 
Plants 

new methods I - capacity - arrangement 
optimization 

non-traditional - energy - production 
materials consumption energy 

energy - heat - non-production 
consumption consumption energy 

- fue.:l exchange 

Fig. 54. Investment Area Activities 

Complex rationalization programme 

Research, technical and production basic documents 

from the foregoing stages a:re coming to the n1anaging team 

where they are processed carefully. 

The diagnostics of the production sphere of a branch 

enables to get an overall picture of the cxistins st~t~ 

-----------------------------------'--- -
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and how the energy consumption is distributed factory wise, 

production lines wise down to the individual machines 

and equipment wise. It also gives data on capacities and 

technology. 

The research and develop~ent render the basic inf or

mation of the present development in the world. The research 

and development activity in its tasks is to solve new tech

noloqies and thermal units applicable in the innovation 

actions or in the construction of new production lines and 

plants. 

Investment plans and intentions enable to judge further 

expansion of a branch from the point of view uf new tech

nology, sales and, first of all, of the required energy 

sources and their efficient exploitation. 

The managing team elaborates all alternatives of the 

technical and economical solutions based on these expensive 

bases ~nd evaluates them economically. The result of it 

are completely realistic ways of modernization that shoul~ 

secure lower demands for energy. Several solutions on dif

ferent levels are made for a certain problem. The follo

wing alternatives e. g. are elaborated to reduce energy 

consumption in the firing process of bricks in a tunnel 

kiln: change in the raw material composition, change in 

the positioning of bricks on the tunnel cars, optimization 

of the thermal curve and of the heating system, intensi

fication of the heating, even reconstruction of the unit 

if necessary, utilization of waste heat and even replace

ment by a completely new equipment as the case may be. 

It is a matter of course that several ways may be materi

alized simultaneously. It is upon the ecorJmists and the 

managing team to decide the time schedule and extent of 

the whole rationalization action. 

The individual stag~s of these actions may be classi

fied into: 

~-------------J 
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optimization of 1st grade 

optimiza:ion of 2nd grade 

and innovation 

The optimizati.cn of the 1st grade covers all technolo

gical and thermal changes in the existing state that, 

according to the diagnosis results, contribute to achie

ving an optimum process without any substantial modif i

cations. 

The optimizati.cn of the 2nd grade covers new technolo

gy of lower energy demands, reconstruction of heating 

systems, utilization of waste heat, intensification of 

processes etc. 

The innovation represents the highest grade and is 

connected with the implementation of new technologie~, 

change in fuel types, construction of new equipment etc. 

Final complex rationalization programme for fuels 

and energy within a specified branch represents then a 

set of individual actions being documented technically 

in details, supported economically and compiled into an 

accurate time s=hedule of mate~ialization. It results 

then in a conclusive programme of progressive reduction 

of fuel and energy consumption which begi~~ ~~er the 

diagnosis of the existing condiLions and their optimi.zation 

and ends by the innovation actions. The =haracter of this 

principle of consumption control is a general one and when 

worked out for the conditions prevailing in a certain 

branch it may include specific chanqes. Nevertheless, 

it is the only way how to solve progressive redu~tion 

of energy consumption in the industry completely starting 

from the present conditions up to realistic prospects. 
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2. Non-traditional and simplified technologies and raw 

materials with lowered energy demand 

The most important technologies, in connection with 

energy and material conservation, are those with lowered 

energy deaands. The energy and material conservation in 

the production can be achieved by a complex of measures 

the most significant of which are as follows: 

2.1 Non-traditional technologies and raw materials applied 

in the composition which not onl) lower the energy requi

rements but also the material costs. The heat consumption 

can be lowered by up to 35' depending on industrial sec

tors. 

2.2 Simplification of production technology characterized by 

single firing processes, the beat energy savings reach up 

to 60\. The simplification can also be reached by the 

connection of several operations in a continuous flow, 

such as the iron and steel industry as well as glass 

industry. 

2.3 Production and application of non-fired products with 

different ceramic, hydraulic, organic or chemical bonds. 

The energy savings up to 65\ can be reached. These pro

ducts can be shaped or unshaped. The cold hardening met

hods are ·becoming ve~y useful in different industries. 

2.4 Minimization of heat treated ingredients in different 

body compositions of products enabling the energy savings 

of about 15\ of;the total. 

2.5 Use of proper insulations in the kilns and driers 

Application of ceramic fibres in the periodical kilns 

brings the heat energy savings up to 35\ while in the 

tunnel kilns of about S\ to 10\ of the total conswnp

tion. Properly insulated driers, specially those ~hich 

operate continuously, lower energy consumption in all 

industries. 
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2.6 Lowering material requirements 

a) !~!~!~~~!2~ of available and cheaper raw materials 
for the def icite ones 

b) !e2!!£!!!2n_2!_22!9~!-2!-2!!~!l_22!9~!-i!!!!! on tile 
products to balance the influence of cheap raw mate-

rials in the body 

c) !2!!!!!!2_2!_!!l!£~! by proper technological develop
aent and strict technological process control 

d) f!~~£~-g~n!!2n! and mass kept in minus tolerances 

e) !!!!_!~~£~!2~_2!_2!~~£!! according to their f unc
tional requirements 

f) 2e~~!!!~!2n_2!-~!!n_2~~2~~ according to the minimum 
specific energy consumption 

9) r~~£~!2~_2!_!!!!!!n!~!2n_2!_!~!!!!!l-~!!!!!!!_£2n= 
!~2~!2n during the whole production process. The 
most important material for heat savings is the kiln 

f rniture which can even more than double the heat 

sp~cif ic consumption for the ceramic product if no 

care is kept. 

h) !22!!£!!!2~-2!_2!!!~-!~9-!!!!g_!!l!£!~ as the secon
dary raw material into the manufacturing processes 

leads to the low-waste technologies. 

2.7 Application of progressive production operations 

a) pressure casting into non-gypsum molds saves up to 

70\ from the costs of molds and their drying, up to 

50\ of the roof-up area and 10-20\ of manufacturing 

costs per 1 piece. 

b) Dry pressing of dinnerware by isostatic pressing 

saves the el~ctric energy by about 35% and the heat 

energy by about 5\ of the total. 
c) shaping of refractories chemically bonded by vibration. 

-------------------------- -
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2.8 IncrP.asing of the useful technical and aesthetic para

meters of materials and the choice of optimal product 

type for the respective application. 

2.9 Dimensional accuracy which eliminates additional repairs 

of dimensions according to the aarket requirements 

3. Thermal Process Optimization 

To reach the optimum heat conumption during the firing 

process, two factors are to be analyz~d: 

a) Limiting firing conditions of the products, which depend 

on different structural changes of the blend during 

their heat treatment, such as loss of chemical water, 

decomposition of kaolinite, crystallographic changes 

of silica modification, changes of alumina structure, 

etc. Many of those changes must be respected during 

drying CL~d firing to avoid any damage to the products. 

(See the following diagrams 1 and 2). The other products 

require controlled cooling in order to regulate the 

speed of growing and size of crystals. The shortest 

heat treatment which respects all technological requi

rements is called the limitting treatment with the lo

west possible heat consumption. Each drier 1 s or kiln's 

output shows an optimum of energy consumption since 

overloading of the kilns will waste the energy as well 

as the partly loaded driers and kilns increase the spe

cific heat consumption very much. (Fig. ~1 ) 
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Fig. 55. 

4. Energy Audits of Industrial Plants 

The diagnostic measurerner.t provides the team of experts 

with objective and detailed data about thermal unit opera

tion. The sets of values obtained under common working 

conditions being completed wi~h the information about tech

nological parameters of the production unit and fuel consu

med are evaluated in energy conservation study. This study 

agrees with the user of the heat consuming unit as an indis

pensable basis for his further technical, operational and 

organizational measures and steps to reach advisable energy 

savings, p~oduction intensification, improvement in the qua

lity of products and reduction of rejects occurence. These 

contributions can be ensured either by the improvement of 

product thermal treatment or by reduction of energy losses. 
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There are two types of diagnosticmeasurements, either 

focused to the technological process optimiz.atial or to the 

energy conservation. Nevertheless the complex measurements, 

e. g. combination of technological and enerqetical ~ypes 

of measurement are most advisable forthepurpose of enerqy 

management. The complex measurement provide the team of 

experts with complete information about the unit. Thus 

they can prepare to the user of the heat consuming unit 

the objective and complex statement and draft all suitable 

and recommendable adjustments and changes which are to be 

realized for perfect and effective service of the unit. 

Regardless of the type of measurement (eraergetical 

or technological) the activities performed during the 

measurement comprise the three fundamental stages: 

- statement of thermal unit operation conditions, perfor

mance of objective tests and functional measurements 

- evaluation of tests and measurements 

- working out propcsals for technical, energetical and 

operational and organizational arrangements or recomreen

dation on heat balance or reconstruction purposes. 

Put into practice· the arrangements may lead to one 

(or more) of four main contributions: 

- energy conservation 

- quality improvement and reject decreasing of prQduct 

manufactured through the improvement of thermal techno

logical conditions 

- output increase of the heat consuming unit 

- substitution of fuel used by another one 
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S. Thermal equipment modernization including insulation 

Thermal equipment modernization means a step in which 

a capital input is already necessary. Therefore, the mo

dernization is to be considered in two different levels: 

a) Partial modernization which is usually realized accor

ding Lo a feasibility study. It covers, for example, 

the change of burners, increasing the cooling capacity, 

installation of mixing fans to the preheating zone, etc. 

The increased efficiency of the kiln will cover the costs 

spent on the partial modernization. 

b) Complex innovation of the unit which requires high in

vestments and, therefore, this step is applied when the 

increased output is requested and it must be based on 

a feasibility study. The traditional lining is replaced 

by new insulating materials; the kiln can be extended, 

thea1tc>.mated regulation applied, etc. 

6. Waste heat utilization 

Waste heat is the heat rejected from the thermal process 

at the temperature high enough above the ambient tempera-

t •1re to permit the extraction and utilization of additi-

onal value from it. Usual sources of waste heat are com

bustion gases, air from the cooling zones of kilns and 

driers outlet. Such heat is utilized either directly or 

indirectly, tranferred in a heat exchanger. 
' 

The attempts to exploit waste heat quantitatively 

leads to the cases that outlets from different driers, 

boilers and kilns with lower enthalpy is being exploited. 

It is therefore that low temperature heat exchangers are 

developed which enable the service to operate with com

bustion gases of relatively low temperatures. Many such 

cases occur in the food, chemical and building materials 

industries. Since th0sc temperatures arc usually already 
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below the dew point, attention is to be paid to diffe

rent problems of corrosion. 

However, different fe~sibility studies made show 

that period of the return of total capital invested 

is usually not higher than one to the three years. 

7. Motivation of the kiln service, standardization 

Economic motivation of the persons, who can affect 

the energy consumption of any energy consuming unit, is 

a very important issue. These people are influencing the 

energy consumption as they directly manage the operation 

of the unit, they apply their services non-stop, they 

release inunediate decisions on the regUlation and ope

ration and, finally, they are responsible for the out

puts and quality produced. Therefore, they are the first 

who can play the role in energy conservation, if properly 

moti.vated. 

To be able to apply economic motivation on energy 

unit servicing people, it is necessary to know the stan

dardized conditions of the unit, i. e. the standard 

energy consumption in the connection with the output. 

The standard energy consu~ption is derived from energy 

auditings, analysis of results achieved and established 

consuming and manufacturing standards for the unit. 

If the servicing people prove that they take care 

on the operation, if they apply positive measures for 

energy conservation by keeping jointly the products qua-

"lity for their attempts, they receive bonnusses which 

are only fragments for the total benefit of an indust

rial plant. If the servicing people do not care on the 

operation of the energy unit, they are punished gradually 

according to the weakness of their discipline. 
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Practical examples show that any industrial activity 

and energy conservation depends on the economic stimula

tion of the servicing persons and on the introduction of 

proper standards;of energy consumption. In such a way 

considerable energy saving can be achieved up to 10% from 

total depending on the type of industrial activities. 

8. Climate conditions 

Climate conditions which differ according to the 

geographical location influence the energy consumption 

of an industrial plant in both ways, in the technologi

cal energy consumption as well as in the overheads ener

gy consumption. 

The manufacturing technology must respect the tempe

rature, pressure and relative moisture content of the 

air additionally, those countries with intensive sun ra

diation exploit the solar energy either directly for 

drying or preheating different raw materials and semi

products or indirectly by converting the solar energy 

into the inc:eased enthalpy of different liquids and 

gases, which is then exploited in the manufacturing pro

cess. 

Overhead energy is called that energy which must be 

spent in order to enable the operation of an industrial 

plant during all the year. Overhead energy is the energy 

which is spent for heating, illumina~ion and air condi

tioning. Meanwhile some of the Middle European indust

rial plants show the overhead energy to be between 10 

to 16\ from total energy consumption, it can be expec

ted that plants located in more northern altitude will 

need higher proportions meanwhile southern location will 

lower the consumption of the overhead energy needed. 
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IV. Final Note 

P=esented paper •Energ1 Auditing of Industrial Plants• 

brings the introduction into the problems of energy mana

gement from the view of the energy auditing, which is one 

of the most important measures for energy conservation. 

After the general introduction, the theory and practice of 

energy auditing is discussed. As the energy auditing of 

industrial piants always is associated with the technology, 

main energy management £teps are analyzed as the guidance 

for enerqy conservation in the industrial plants. 

A:t.l f ore·going chapters, however, are related to the 

energy auditing as the Volume I, which is associated mostly 

to the general purposes, measuring tecnniquesand theoretical 

aspects as well as to the general guidelines for factories 

energy equipment. Volume II will analyze the problems of 

energy auditing of select~d industrial plants and Volume 

III will present several practical case studies, which will 

comprehensively describe positive results from energy au

diting already reached in the different industrial plants. 

The extent of this paper, exceeding the original pro

gramme, is necessary in order to show to the reader the 

more important possibilities for energy conservation as the 

guidance for its technological application. 
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~LECTRIC ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

I. EFFICIENT ELECTRICITY USE 

Auout 30% of all conventional energy rescurces in the world are today 

transformed into electric energy (hydropower plants are not comprised here). 

With such a trend, that percentage is estimated to increase to 40-50t in 2000. 

The improvement of the performance level in conventional plants (thermal dnd nuclear) 

plants) has a significant impact on the whole power supply industry. The efficiency 

factor in those plants is expected to increase from today's 30-35% to 40-45i, 

not counting the production in combined production. Nevertheless, the total 

efficiency, if forecast participation of ele~-~ic energy is realized, will 

decline from the present 78% to about 70% in 2000, which inc1eases the importance 

of electric energy consumption rationalization. 

Apart fro~ the production losses in the electric energy travelling from the 

source to the consumer, there are also losses in transmission and distribution. 

The efficiency factor in those plants ranges today from 90 to 92%. Due to 

economic and ecological reasons, a significant efficiency increase is not expected 

in future. 

However, in addition to already rr~ntioned losses, there are losses with the 

consumers themselves as well. An electromotive drivP. and lighting with standard 

bulbs are taken as an example. If we consider the relation between useful work 

and the primary source energetic value, we can see that the saved amount of kWh 

saved fuel in the power plant (electromotive drive) to 20 k~h (light source). 

Whil~ Wt-' cann(1t individually in~luenc.e the prcd·Jction ar.~ t:s:!ns:;;i$sion 

significantly, we can do that for sure in the domaine of consumption. As industry 

consumes 60 - 70 % of the total electric energy production and has relatively 

great load density, it should be the first candidate for testing the possibilities 

of savings. The fie~ds in which we should reach for the possibilities for m~re 

efficient electric energy use will be indicated in continuati~n. 

1. TERM DEFINITIONS 

This chapter will be used to define the most commor general terms in the 

analysis ol efficiency, as either •echnical or econ0mic. paramc>ters. 
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EFFICIENCY - th~ term efficiency can be defined in two senses. In the sense 

of tbe fi •st law of thermodynamics• the efficiency is defined as: 

eta = energy out I energy in 

while in the sense of the second law of thermodynamics it is defined as: 

epsilon = exergy out I exergy in 

The efficiency of the sense of the second law presents system or equipment 

performances compared to the optimal (ideal) feasible performance, where epsilon 

max. = 1 and epsilon ) eta. 

MAXIMAL DEMAND (peak load) (kW) - is the maximum average loading through 15 min~tes 

in the period of higher day tariff. 

TARIFF SYSTEM - represents the policy of energy use. Most connonly there are two 

seasons (winter or higher and swmner or lower) and two daily tariffs (day or higher 

and night or lowe~). 

ACTIVE ENERGY DEMAND (kWh) - is measured energy demand through a certain period 

(usually one month). 

REACTIVE ENERGY DEMAND (kVArh) - is measured reactive energy demand through a 

certain period. A part of the demand is free of charge (most commonly representing 

1/3 of active energy demand). 

SPECIFIC PRICE OF ENERGY - is an economical parametet used for objective evaluation 

compared with the same or a similar activity or as a test of implemented measures 

in the efficient energy use, where 

c = total cost of energy ($) I tctal demand (kWh) 

SPECiFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION - is an economical parameter used for compared evaluation, 

where 

s =total energy demand I production output (m3, kg, pcs.) 

PAYBACK PERIOD (PBP) - is defined as 

PBP = total investment I (total savings annual operating cost) 

PAYBACK RATE - is defined as 

PR= (total savings - annual operating cost - amortizaticn) I total investment. 
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2. CONTROL OF INDrSTRIAL PLANT ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM 

Hore careful m~nagement of an industrial power system can itself lead to 

considerable savings. The basic and the simplest, though yet too often neglected 

principle of management is: "if you do not need it, turn it off". Such a measure 

does not require any investment but only better care of employees. 

Related to electric energy management from the perspective of the end-user 

and tariff system, two techniques are being applied t~day: peak load control and 

reactive energy compensation. 

2.! Peak load control 

Following tre basic tariff system regulations, we should also take account 

of tne load factor. The load factor may be defined as a relation between the consumed 

energy within an observed period and the energy which would be taken over by a 

consumer with continuous use of peak load. In other words, the lower peak load, 

the lower av~rage price cf electric energy to be paid by the consumer. Consequently, 

our aim should be to control ?reduction so that the needed energy is ccnsumed with 

as little power engaged as possible. The modern technology offers a few different 

solutions for production control, starting from simple time and photoelectric 

relays, through devices for co"trol and restrictions, to the modern process computer. 

Each single case should bE c~nsidered when a decision is to be made for one of 

those sol•Jtions. 

S•Jch sclutions req•Jire certain initial investments. but depending on the 

electric energy consurr.ption and the load diagram form, the investments ret~rn 

within 1 - 3 years. Where there are extremely big peak 101ds, a decision could 

be considered for setting an independent power unit to cover peak load, which c3n 

also serve as a spare feed source. Peak load control does not represent any 

problem gener~lly, especially hCt in industrial plants ~here relatively big unit 

capacitie:!> iHe i11:::.tc:.lled which cHE' •Wt in opE-r.Hio11 Continuou!>ly. A delay fer 

a br~ef period to switch them o~ does not generally disturb the technological 

process (Ex. compressors, heating, etc.). 
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2.2 Reactive energy compensation or power factor correction 

The next tariff policy element on the basis of W!':ich electric consumption 

is paid are excessive quantities of reactive energy taken over. Power factor -

the active-apparent power ratio - is used as the parameter. Host commonly, the 

average power factor value v.ithin the acccunting period should be 0.95 or greater. 

Ii the average power facLor within the accounting period is less than 0.95 the 

difference up to o.95 should be paid. It can be more simply explained with the 

active-reactive energy ration and it is said that reactive energy is taken over in 

excess if it exceeds 1/3 of active energv consumption. 

An economic analysis can prove that instead of taking over reactive power 

from power sys~em, it should be produced in one's own plant. Owing to good price 

performance, the capacitors are used to produce reactive power. The capacitors 

can be installed either centrally (in the point of taking power) or in dislocation, 

with the consumers themselves. Capacitor power is calculated on the basis of the 

expected or measured consumption and the expected time o~ use, or, if regulation is 

planned, on the basis of the expected peak reactive power. 

With the use of power fact.:w- correction trans~ission losses are reduced, 

vo~tage conditions are improved and it is also helpful for the power supplying 

utilities. 

Payback period for the power factor correction investment is 0.7 to 2 years. 
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11. LOSSES IN ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEHS 

lnoustrial ente~prises are faced with a wide variety of energetic problems, 

sa.e of which are related to the use and conservation of electric energy. 

Thus, the electric energy used within an industrial enterprises can be 

separat~d in electric energy used directly in the industrial process and 

electric er.ergy transformed into heat or other forms of energy. In the following 

we shall deal only with the first category ot electric energy usage, the second 

case being dealt within non-electric energy agents sub-systems. 

Within this first consumption category, the main energy loss-generating 

elements are: 

- electrical power transorferms; 

- electrical distribution networks; 

- electrical driving motors. 

1. Electrical Power Transformers 

The most important problem concerning the economical operation of power 

transformers as well as the main source of saving~ in this field within an 

existing connection diagram is the accurate selection of.operating conditions 

based upon determination of the load level at which a c~rtain number of 

transformers (parallel connection) must operate. In this respect. the transt~mer 

power losses are determined as follows: 

- active power iosses: 

where: 

DPtr : DPfe + ll'sc s 2 
x (--) 

Sn 

DPtr - transfomer active power losses; 

DPfe - no-load running test active power losses (catalogue supplied); 

DPsc rated load short-~ircuit test active power losses 
(catalogue su~plied); 

S - transformer loading apparenr powPr (computed, or measured); 

Sn - transformer rared appar~nt powPr. 
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The transformer loading apparent power at a given moment (the moment of 

measurement) is given by: 

S= ()xUxl 

where: 
U - phase voltage; 

1 - phase current. 

- reactive power losses: 

where: 

vhere: 

DQfe 

s 2 
DQfe/ + DQsc x <s~) 

no-load reac~ive power losses that can be determined with 
sufficient accuracy as: 

lo 
DQfe = x Sn 

100 

lo - no load ~urrent [%] (catalogue supplied) 

DQsc 

DQsc 

rated load short-circuit test reactive power losses that can 

be determined with sufficient accuracy as: 

Use 
= IOO x Sn 

Use - rated load short-circuit test voltage ('atalogue supplied) 

- active energy losses can be obtained by multiplying the active power losses 

by the operating time: 

where: 

s 2 
DWtr = DPfe x t + DPsc x [c 50 > x tm) 

t the time interval during which is considered that the transformer 
operated (with the apparent load S or no-load). 

tm - the time interval during which is considered that the transformer 
operated with the apparent load S. 
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A practical determination method of transformer losses is one based 

upon the energy ~onsu.ption in a characteristic day. It is known that in 

miost enterprises of machine building jndustry the load is enough stable around 

a steady value which is typical for a week day. A day during which the load 

reaches it~ aaximum can be Wednesday or Thursday. Thus. the transformer losses 

can be expressed depending on a 9edium load current computed fro~ the energy 

supplied during a manufacturing shift as: 

where: 

DPsc 2 2 2 DVz ~ DPfe x t + 8 x ---2- x (Iml + Im2 + •••• + lmn ) 
In 

DWz - active energy daily loss; 

In - transformer current at the rated apparent power obtained as: 

In = ~!!-----
(3 x Un 

where Sn and Un are catalogue supplied data; 

Imi 

where: 

Wi 

cos 

average current during the manufacture shift comp•Jted as: 

lmi 1 W: 
= 8 ~ "' ' 3. U.cos I i 

- supplied ~cti~e efiergy during the manufacturing 
shift i [kWh); 

- load voltage [V]; 

- average power factor during the manufacturing shift i. 

Tl1e values of Wi can be easily obtained from existing active energy counters 

mounted ~n the load, or from adequate combinations of counter indexes if the 

counter i is no~ unique. 

The active and reactive power losses and the active and reactive energy 

losses respectively, vary with related load and in this respect the economical 

operating conditions must be determined. 

In order to cut-down on transformer active energy losses, in principle, 

in the cases of pair operating transformers, one of them can be d15connecced 

during low-load hours. 
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Industrial transformation stations generally have one or two operating 

transformers that supply the departments - technological process. For reason 

of security, the industrial station transformers operate on low - voltage bars 

separated by longitudinal coupling devices. 

Taking into account the risks determined by frequently operating some low 

and medium voltage devices, the switching on and off transformers operating in 

industrial enterprises must be carefully analysed. 

Generally speaking, it can be said that for two transformers with rated 

power varying between 400 - 1600 KVA, the 30~ load for a manufacturing shift can 

determine whether the switching-off of a tr3nsformer (in a pair) can be taken 

into account, with respect to active power losses cut-down. 

The cases with more than two transformers are not taken into account here, 

owing to the structure of the plant network diagrams that do not usually employ 

such solutions. 

2. Electrical Distribution Network 

For the large majority of cases, the electrical distribution networks 

characteristic for the industrial energetic systems arc of a radial type. 

The problem of the economical operation at industrial distribution networks • 
consists in selecting a certain configuarion at the level of department -

technological process supply, that should lead to low active electric power losses. 

The losses within an industrial distribution network for the general case 

of three-phase a.c. voltage are determined with the following relation: 

2 2 tf 
DEe = 3 x Kf x Im x Rl x iooo [KWh) 

where: 

DEe - energy losses during time tf; 

Kf shape factor of the line current time variation function; 

Imp 
Kf = im-

lm - average value of line measured current [A): 

Im:( 11+12 •I)• ...• Jn) 

n 
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n - nU111ber of equal intervals during which current reading 
is performed; 

Imp - square average value of line measured current [A]: 

Imp = 

I 2 1 2 
·1 + 2 

I 2 2 
+ ·) + ••• In 

II 

Ii - current value measured at the half-way of interval •i• [A]; 

RI line phase-equivalent resistance [ohm] determined as: 

Rl = Rs x L 

Rs - cable specific resistance [ohm/km] 

L - cable length [km] 

The transformation stations and main panels of the manufacturing departments 

are customarily supplied by means of two parallel cables. In most cases one of 

the cables is the reserve and is not loaded. 

An important economical step related to network losses consists of setting 

under load the supply cable reserves. Thus, assuming that the resistance of the 

reserve cable is equal to that of the main cable (an assumption valid for the 

large majority of cases) when the cables are set in parallel, the power losses 

given by: 

2 DP = 3 x R x I 

when the resistance is reduced to half value, while the lame ~oad is maintained 

become: 

DP' = 3 x ; x 12 
= ~; 

Taking into account the loss values in low and medium voltage industrial 

networks, this measure is imperative. 

Special attention must be given to cutting-down active electric power losses 

through improvement of reactive power flow in industrial networks. 

In an industrial enterprise the main rece5vers that consume reactive power 

are: asynchronous motors, electric-~rc furnances, welding transformers, induction 

furnances, synchronous under-excited machines, gas discharge lamps, etc. 

When the reactive power is not generated as close as possible lclectr1~allv 

spca~ing) to the tnnsumer site, a series of negative effects occurs, influcncin~ 

the entire pow<>r ~cnerat ing, transporar ion and distribution chain, nami:>ly: 
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increase of power and active energy losses as a result of reactive 

power circulation from power stations to consumers; 

reduced active power loading possibilities for the electric power 

gene~ating, transport and distribution equipment, therefore the 

need of eversi%ed it; 
large voltage variation and therefore voltage control difficulties; 

increase of permanent short-circuit current; 

reactive energy payment. 

The assurance of a low reactive power input leads to a rational use of 

all the generating, transportation and distribution equipment. 

Power input is characterized by the power factor which in a sine condition 

is given by the relation: 
p 

cosrj 
p 
5 :; 

where: 
P - active power 

Q - reactive power 

S - apparent power. 

As the power is time variable, the above relation is difficult to apply, 

an average value being used in practice. The average p~wer fa~tor for a T time 

period is defined through the following expression: 

cos j'::: Wa -----------2 • 
+ Wr 

Wa - active energy for period T 

Wr - reactive energy for period T 

Even if the result is not obtained through actual averaging (integration 

and averaging on the T interval of the P/S ratio) the value thus obtained is 

very close to the real one. 

ln practice, several reactive power input cut-down steps can be taken 

without resorting to power factor compensation equ1pm~nl: 
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adoption of low reactive power input technological diagrams; 

operation of synchronous motors at the maximum limit of reactive 

power generating capacity; 

observance of asynchronous motor repair quality level, especially 

as to what regards air-gap maintenance; 

replacement of asynchronous motors by synchronous ones in case of 

certain drives (compressors, pumps, fans); 

replacement of low-loaded motors with lower-power mot~rs (in case 

of motors operating with an under 404 of nominal load are to be replaced 

without any other technical and economical calculations, those operating 

between 40 - 701 can be replaced after an adequate technical and economical 

analysis; · 

no-load limiters installation on asynchronous motors, welding transformers 

and other discontinuous operating devices; 

parallel operation of power transformers according to the minimum loss charc. 

Whenever the case requires the adequate reactive power compensation, by means 

of adequate equipment will be taken into consideration. This will be performed 

as close as possible to the consumer in order to minimize the active energy 

losses due to reactive power circulation. A solution that could be taken into 

• consideration is that of individual compensation at certain significant reactive 

power consumers. 

3. Electrical Driving Motors 

Electric driving motors have a great importance within power consumption 

in industrial systems, especially within the engineering machine industry. Thus, 

a large part of electric energy losses are due to motor losses, consiting of 

copper and iron losses. 

Copper losses can be computed according to the expressions: 

active power: 

DPcu = 3 x Kf 2 x Im2 x Re 

energy corrP5poning co a Tf operating period: 

DWcu = DPru x Tf 
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Kf shape factor, for the previous relations can be taken 
Kf = J.01 with a good approximation; 

Im - current measured under normal operating conditions; 

Re - the equivalent resistance of the motor, is taken into 
consideration: 

Re = Rind for c.c. motors; 

Re = Ri (stator resistance) for synchronous motors; 

Re = Rl + R2' for asynchronous motors with collector 
rings for which: 

Rl = stator resistance; 

R2'= stator related rotor resistance determined with 
the expression: 

where: 

u1 2 
R

2
• = R2 x (0,98 -- ) 

U2i 

R
2 

- stator resistance; 

Ul - stator line voltage; 

U2i - rotor ring line voltage, measured under 
blocked rotor and open circuit conditions; 

Iron losses are determined individually for asynchronous motors with collector 

rings and for the other electric motors: 

for asynchronous motors with collector rings, iron losses are determined 

with the use of a wattmeter (wattmetric clamp) or o( an active energy 

counter and an amperemeter (ammetric clamp) mounted in the supply circuit, 

ar.d are given by the following relation: 

2 
DPfe = Prd - 3 lrd x Rl 

the energy for a Tf interval, respectively: 

DWfe = DPf~ x Tf, 

in the above relations: 

Prd - power absorbed by the motor with an open rotor circuit; 

lrd - stator current with open rotor circuit; 

Rl - stator resistance. 
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- for the other motors, the iron and mechnical losses are determined 

together, as they are difficult to separate: 

where: 

DP(fe+mec) = 3 x Rl x 10
2 

the energy for a Tf interval, respectively: 

DW(fe+mec) = DP(fe+mec) x Tf 

Po - no-load power; 

lo - no-load current; 

Rl - equivalent resistance. 

For c.c. motors, as the iron losses are very small, the previous relations 

actually represent mechnical losses. 

The mechanical losses into asynchronous motors with collector rinis are 

given by: 

DPmec = Po - Prd + 3 x lrd
2 x Rl - 3 x Io2 x (Rl + R2') 

the energy losses for a Tf time interval are given by: 

DWmec = DPmec x Tf 

As to what concerns the determination of active energy losses for various 

types of motors, the difficulty of determining the equivalent resistance must be 

underlined. This is especially so in the case of asynchronous without collector 

ri~gs, where their computati~n relations imply a knowledge o~ starting input 

power, a power difficult to observe and measure with the usual equipment. 

Taking into account the stated above we tried to replace these calculations 

with two other compu~ed data: 

- the energetic and technological efficiency of an electrical driv~ng; 

- the load factor of an electric motor. 

The energetic and technological efficiency is a concept which take i~to 

account all data about the energy included in a final product during a manufacturing 

cycle, or during all transforming steps o~ a raw material into a f:nal produ~t. 

Thus, one defines the efficiency of an electric driving as: 

Ps x ts - Po' x ts x 100 
eta = ------------------------

p~ x ts + Po x to 
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where: 

Ps - le:ad power; 

Po· - no-load power with the driving mechanism coupled; 

P~ no-le:ad power without the driving mechanism; 

ts - load operating time; 

to tctal no-load operating time. 

This relation can be extended for the cases of electric drivings that have 

mGre than one characteristic load interval (during which ..:he load p•.>wer is constant) 

by replacement of: 

- Ps - with a S\im of Ps·i Ci:: 1 ••• c, where n is the number 
of characteristic load intervals); 

-ts - with a sum o~ tsi in the same conditions. 

The tenns in this relation are easily definable by siMple measurements. 

By using the same measured data it is easy to compute the load factor of the 

motor as: 

Beth results are useful in the anaiysis of electrical drivings dimensions 

and efficiency as well as in the analysis of the energy use from the technological 

point of view (intersectoral approach). 

4. Measuring Means and Methods 

Energy diagnosis of electric power consumers implies a ~ufficiencly accurate 

determination of the· parameters that, at a given moment, characterize the state 

and operation of the elements under observation. 

It is recoaaended that the measurement of electric parameters be performed 

wir.h non-destructive measuring methods that ensure the absence of a limit to a 

minimi .. interference with the continuous and/or normal operation of elements under 

observation. In this respect, it is recommended that current, active and r£active 

power and power factor measurements be performed with the use of adequate cla~p 

probes and/or measuring equipment. Current reducers should be used only if strictly 

necessary. 

ln case such instruments that of~~r the possibility of cunveni~nt, fast and 

accurate m~asurements are not availalbe, it is recommended to adopt measuring 

methods that fall within the same requirements o{ non-destructive measurer~ents. 

Such measurements CJn also be perform~d with classical watrmctric kits. 
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As a general consideration concerning an electric energy auditing session, 

experience hes proven that diagnosis measurements must cover a period ~f at least 

three working days, so that operating intervals with different changes can be 

incladed and the measurement and data processing results be truly r~levant. It has 

been demonstrated that larger periods improve the accuracy of the determinations, 

but the difference of error is not important, vt-ile fer shorter periods statistical 

error become important. 

In order to improve both quality and speed of measured ~ata processing in 

l.C.P.E. - Bucharest (Romania) it was developed camputer programmes package which 

performs both with electric and non-electric measured data, providing loss 

computations, In the electric energy area the package ensures computing of 

transformers as well as load factor for their electric motors. 
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2. List of symbols 

2 -1 a - temperature conductivity (m .s ) 

A - area (m2
) 

-1 -3 -1 c - specific heat (kJ.kg or kJ.mn .K - for gases) 

g - coefficient of gravity (m.s-2
) 

i - specific enthalpy (kJ.kg-1
) 

I - line current (A) 

H - calorific value (kJ.kg-l or kJ.m-3 - tor gases) 
-2 . -1 

k - heat transfer coefficient (W.m .K ) 

1 - length, thickness (m) 

L - height (m) 

m - mass (kg) 

n - air excess coefficient ((1) 

p - pressure (Pa) 

P - el. power (W) 
-2 -1 

q - heat flux density (W.m .K ) 

r - specific heat for evaporation 

R - gas constant (kJ.kmol-l.K-1 ) 

t - temperature (·c) 

T - temperature (K) 

U voltage between two lines (V) 

-1 (kJ.kg ) 

u
0

- voltage between line and neutral (VJ 
-1 v - velocity (m.s ) 

v - mean velocity (m.s-1 ) 

V - volume (m>) 

w - humidity (kg.kg-1 ) 

x - moisture content (kg.kg-1 ) 

Wo, Pr, Nu, Re, Fo, Gr - non-dimensional criteria 

tmp - tons of fuel 

GreP.k ~:;mbols: 

°'- - heat transfer coefficient (W.m- 2 .K-1) 

(3 - volume expansion coefficient (K- 1) 

£ - emissivity coefficient (1) 

• 
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A - thermal conductivity ~oefficient (W.m- 1 .K-l) 

"L - dynamic viscosity (kg.m-1 .s-l) 

V cinematic viscosity (m2 .s-1 ) 

y - density (kq.m-
3

) 

'ft f - phase shift between AC.-current and AC-voltage 

(cosy, cos(> - power factor) 

0' - Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

Subscripts: 

a - air 

c - combustion 

d - dry 

dyn - dynamic 

9 - 9as 
G - gross 

H2 0 - water 

in - inlet 

n - net 

products (flue 9as) 

o - normal conditions (o·c, 101, 325 kPa) 

out - outlet 

p - constant pressure 

t - theoretical 

T - tar 
· .. ·.· 

u - universal 

w - surf ace of a wall 
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